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The classical approach to perception revolves about a bottom up paradigm
where it is the result of applying feature extraction and information process-
ing techniques on the raw flow supplied by sensors. It is quite famously il-
lustrated by the “Sense, Plan, Act” triptych in the field of robotics. Seeing as
one generally has precise knowledge of the implementation of their robots,
this approach leverages a priori modelisation (of the body of the agent, of
its interaction with its environment...) by which to interpret and process the
sensory flow. However, the self-evident aspect of this knowledge is natu-
rally questioned when one chooses to focus on the development process of
autonomous agents. In this particular context, one must instead search for
perception (and where applicable for the models themselves) in the raw sen-
sory data. One such theory of perception, introduced by O’Regan and Noë in
2001, is that of Sensorimotor Contingencies (SMCT ). It posits that perception is
precisely the skillful exercise of certain discovered regularities (the aforemen-
tioned contingencies) present in the sensorimotor flow. Importantly, it imparts
crucial importance on the role of voluntary motor action in the emergence of
perception; it therefore falls under the paradigms of (Inter)active perception.
Since, several works have set out to test and exploit some of the insights it
provides in robotic settings.

This thesis aims to expand these and propose a formalism suitable to the
study of SMCT in robotic contexts. We therefore study how a “naive” agent
can be made to discover structural contingencies regulating its sensorimotor
flow, and how this discovery mediates “perception”. Perhaps as importantly,
we carefully examine what the previous “naive” and “structural” qualifiers
denote on a formal level. The goal doing so is to provide rigorous grounds
to SMCT in robotics, especially in its focus on bootstrapping perceptual pro-
cesses.

It starts with the exposition of our new formalism, making explicit how
it relates to and generalizes previous works. We then employ it to study
the structure of shifts of receptive fields that occur during motion of the
agent. In particular we show that they can be leveraged by a naive agent
via sensory prediction, and doing so they allow for discovering the structure
of sequences of displacements; we also show that the algebraic language of
(semi)groups provides a natural setting for such study. We then turn to ad-
dressing the issue of subjective continuity in sensorimotor experiences, that
is investigating where this feeling of continuity can arise from. Developing
insight from topology, which we show is unable to capture such phenomena,
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we show how metric geometry can be made to characterize “typical” sensori-
motor events. This allows our agent to assess the regularity of its experience
in a quantitative sense, subsequently paving the way for much desired ro-
bustness and scalability properties.
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Chapter 1

The sensorimotor account of
perception

Robotic agents, much as living organisms, exist in and interact with the phys-
ical world. This presumes that they are endowed with some capabilities with
which they can conduct this interaction: namely they can use their sensors
to gather information about what lies out there in their environment, while
their actuators allow them to enact whichever interaction they are partaking
in. In particular, these capabilities can support some behavioral adaptation
to the wealth of situations and environments an sensorimotor agent may be
faced with in realistic settings. As such they are of particular importance to
the operation of autonomous robots which, by design, should confront various
settings using only their own interactive capabilities.

At the heart of this issue lies the notion of perception. Generally, one
can observe that the sensors of any such agent yield readings that are not
directly suitable for proper exploitation by an “intelligent” agent1. Instead
they provide very rich but low level information, (hopefully) flexible enough
to capture the details of the outside environment but that lacks structure the
agent can quickly and clearly apprehend. In fact the same observation can
be made for effectors: for complex kinematic chains, the relation between
actuation of some joints and resulting movement of the whole body is not al-
ways obvious. Perception, then, is precisely the process by which agents get
meaning from these readings; in that it informs them with an understanding
of their interaction fit for their sensorimotor capabilities, it further enables
them to adapt their behavior to the situation they are currently facing.

1or, as William James famously put it, a “blooming buzzing confusion”.



2 Chapter 1. The sensorimotor account of perception

1.1 Some highly symbolic history

1.1.1 The classical sandwich model

Many models of the sensorimotor interaction, both in robotics and in cog-
nitive psychology (Burr, 2017; S. L. Hurley, 2002), share a common classical
approach based on the “Sense, Plan, Act” (SPA) internal paradigm as per

Sense −→ Plan −→ Act

It aims to delineate the sensorimotor interaction as the succession of these
three processes, in which

1. The agent accesses the readings its sensors are reporting, which it then
processes and interprets to further understand the conditions it is in-
teracting with. For instance in a visual scene it may attempt to discern
and separate the objects in its field of view, determining where and
what they are.

2. From the understanding of the scene it has acquired in the first stage it
can plan its next step, further determining its behavior. Continuing the
same example, it can attend to some object of interest it has detected in
the scene and choose to go grasp it.

3. Finally it uses its actuators to enact the behavior it has devised, which
involves both motor planning and motor control. Thus, performing the
grasping task requires the agent to determine which effectors it should
actuate (and how) as well as ensure its actual motor trajectory follows
its specifications.

This organization, for example illustrated in (Russell and Norvig, 1995),
transparently supposes a flow going from sensors to effectors2. Accordingly,
works which adhere to this paradigm usually employ terms such as “sen-
sory inputs” and “motor outputs”. Moreover it attempts to separate the cen-
tral cognitive functions, which modelling and planning capabilities form the
meat of the sandwich, from surrounding sensorimotor abilities of the agent.

2In fact, the reference asserts in its preface that one of its five principal features is “Intel-
ligent agent design” of which it says “The unifying theme of the book is the concept of an
intelligent agent. In this view, the problem of AI is to describe and build agents that receive
percepts from the environment and perform actions. Each such agent is implemented by a
function that maps percepts to actions, [...]”.
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As a result, it has been dubbed a cognitivist or computational account of the
sensorimotor experience (Brooks, 1999; Rescorla, 2020).

As the details of its three processes show, the SPA diagram has perception
occur at the later stages of the “Sense” process which combines both querying
of the sensations and their interpretation as perceptual items. This is classi-
cally realized by applying signal processing techniques to the data stream
supplied by the agent’s sensors, which extract features and combine them
into a representation of the interaction it can readily use in its later plan-
ning stages. This especially entails that the agent must a priori be capable
of conducting the corresponding algorithms, which rely on carefully crafted
models of its body (Mutambara and Litt, 1998), its sensors or its interaction
with its environment (Marconi, Naldi, and Gentili, 2011).

Finally, although rigid adherence to the SPA paradigm is generally more
prevalent in older works it still largely permeates current sensorimotor mod-
els (Oddi et al., 2020; Siegel, 2003; Srivastava, 2019). In particular, many
modern control architectures such as e.g. that found in (Bouman et al., 2020)
are built by refining the basic SPA scheme and introducing specialized sub-
systems; as such, they all exhibit the previously described traits.

1.1.2 Limitations

Because it so clearly decouples higher cognitive processing from the actual
sensorimotor interaction, the Sense, Plan, Act architecture directly allows de-
signers to tap into symbolic AI techniques to implement their agents’ execu-
tive functions. As such the early promises researchers sought in these meth-
ods (McCorduck, 2004; Newell and Simon, 1963) redounded on SPA, hinting
that it may prove a very efficient framework for modelling physical robots.
This enthusiastic outlook depended on the working assumption that the core
“intelligence” agents had to replicate lay in higher cognitive functions. Fur-
thermore, it came out on the hypothesis that these functions could generally
be readily formulated and fulfilled using the symbol semantics of our con-
scious understanding of our experience; for example this corresponds to the
idea that since we know how to physically reach and grasp some object we
see, so must we (consciously) be able to know how it is that we perform this
endeavour3.

3For instance, Rodney Brooks recounts in (Brooks, 2008) that “in 1966, some AI pioneers
at MIT thought it would take three months—basically an undergraduate student working
during the summer—to completely solve the problem of object recognition”.
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This approach, however, proved much harder to proceed with than pre-
dicted4. Evidence not only in the field of AI (Dreyfus, 1965, 1986; Lighthill,
1973; Lungarella, Iida, et al., 2007), but also that of robotics (Brooks, 1990,
1991a,b) and neurophysiology (Cisek, 2007; Cisek and Pastor-Bernier, 2014)
shows that the serial and symbolic focus of this architecture is sometimes
ill suited to reproducing natural “intelligent” behavior. Moreover its frame-
work offloads the burden of establishing how an artificial agent should de-
termine its behavior and further enact it onto its designer. Indeed, it is the
choice of models and algorithms (e.g. that of feature extraction, decision mak-
ing, motor planning...) they program into the agent that dictates its behavior
down the road; as a result it has been argued that the intelligence of these
artificial agents is in fact that of their builders, and that they neither perceive
nor cognize themselves (Grabiner, 1986).

This last point entails further limitations relative to the breadth of agents
and sensorimotor interactions the architecture can efficiently model. Indeed
it relies on the agent leveraging externally provided models and methods
to conduct its own sensorimotor experience, thus requiring that the model
faithfully characterize the actual experience of the agent. This is especially
troublesome since external models are at times inaccurate (C. Lee et al., 2017)
and incomplete (Nguyen, Sreedharan, and Kambhampati, 2017). As a result,
both the specific models (e.g. of features to extract from the sensory flow) and
algorithms (e.g. for motor path planning) chosen beforehand by its designer
may end up suboptimal in the particular conditions an artificial agent expe-
riences. Finally, in as much as one views AI as a model of intelligence (Morse
et al., 2011) then the symbolic SPA paradigm raises the issue of the knowl-
edge agents a priori possess. Artificial agents designed along this architecture
perceive and act in accordance with finely crafted models provided by some
designer; on the other hand it does not itself account for how natural intelli-
gence can emerge without such external input.

1.2 Modelling the internal experience

4Of course, Brooks adds, "the student failed".
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1.2.1 Sensorimotor grounding

Critics of the previous approach (Brooks, 1990; Dreyfus, 1986) have argued
that symbolic perspectives are fundamentally flawed for modelling the cog-
nitive functions involved in sensorimotor interactions. According to them,
the brunt of said cognition pertains to subsymbolic thinking, and crucially it
is carried out by subconscious processes in human cognition. Consequently
our conscious reasoning about our own sensorimotor interaction need not
faithfully and effectively model our experiences, let alone that of artificial
agents we design. By contrast, this subsymbolic cognition has the added
benefit of being physically grounded (Harnad, 1990) in the actual sensorimo-
tor experience of the agent; in particular the (sub)“symbolic” units the agent
perceives and acts upon should involve no representation, instead directly
appearing in its sensorimotor interaction with its environment.

This reasoning relies on there being some very rich structure in any one
robotic agent’s sensorimotor flow, imposed by its embodiment (Pfeifer and
Bongard, 2006; Varela, Rosch, and Thompson, 1993). Indeed it posits that
the particular interactions and dynamics thereof any one agent experiences
largely depend on its specific physical body. According to this perspective of
situated cognition, experiences not only shape the contents of the agent’s sen-
sorimotor knowledge but also the terms wherewith it can be formulated (Mat-
urana and Varela, 1980). Thus the level at which an agent’s perception and
cognition can adequately be conducted is to be determined internally to the
agent itself, as opposed to the external representations of the symbolic AI
paradigms. This means that the internal workings of an agent’s perception
may not seem intuitive to us, especially if its embodiment (either its sensory
apparatus or motor capabilities) is largely distinct from ours; nevertheless
this helps ensure that what perception they get from their sensorimotor in-
teraction is actually relevant to their own capabilities, which in turn enables
them to produce adapted behavior.

1.2.2 Learning to perceive

Some of the most severe limitations of the SPA architecture we previously
outlined followed from the models provided to artificial agents not being
optimal in their respective use cases. In particular, they then lacked the capa-
bilities to adapt their a priori knowledge to the actual conditions they could
be confronted with. One way to tackle this issue is to instead have the agent
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learn its models in some capacity. For instance, robotic agents can learn mod-
els of their sensory apparatus (Censi and Murray, 2012) or of their spatial
interaction with their environment (Jonschkowski and Brock, 2015). In fact
the practice has since become common enough that it corresponds to a spe-
cific domain, that of developmental robotics (Asada et al., 2009; Lungarella,
Metta, et al., 2003). In this approach, we consider the cognitive capabilities
of the agent (as well as the knowledge it possesses) as something it incre-
mentally constructs (Ziemke, 2001) as it pursues its experience. Indeed an-
other essential characteristic of the sensorimotor interaction is that it is some-
thing the agent partakes in rather than is subjected to; thus the particular way
in which it enacts its exploration of its environment gradually and actively
shapes its sensorimotor experience (A. Noë, 2004; Stewart, Gapenne, and Di
Paolo, 2010).

Taking these considerations to their extreme leads us to the bootstrap-
ping problem (B. J. Kuipers et al., 2006). It raises the question of determining
what “minimal” knowledge of its interaction the agent must possess so as
to progressively build higher cognitive capabilities (including perceptive ca-
pabilities), as well as how this building can be achieved. This reflects the
observations that such an incremental development of sensorimotor cogni-
tive capabilities occurs at the intra-individual level in infants (Piaget, 1937;
L. B. Smith and Thelen, 1994); among others they have been shown to in-
ternally develop notions as basic as space and time, further advancing to
objects and then causality (Sexton, 1983). Besides, B. Kuipers’s works on the
Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (B. Kuipers, 2000, 2008; B. Kuipers and Byun,
1991; Remolina and B. Kuipers, 2004) have shown how robotic agents could
iteratively construct spatial knowledge of their interaction, before using said
internal knowledge e.g. in spatial navigation.

The elaboration of these developmental methods therefore answers sev-
eral previous issues with the cognitivist approach. First, it provides the
agents with some degree of adaptability relative to their actual conditions
of experience. One clear benefit is that an artificial developmental agent may
alter what models its designer endowed it with to better match its own in-
teraction as opposed to the ideal modelled case. Moreover, it also potentially
enables the agent to adapt on the fly should the conditions change during its
experience; for example this situation could happen as its actuators wear or
even break down, thus increasing its autonomy. Second, it begins addressing
the considerations relative to a priori knowledge of an agent. In particular
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the bootstrapping scenario doubles as an examination of the ways in which
“natural” intelligence can develop from the most bare set of assumptions5.

1.2.3 The necessary role of action

The SPA architecture posits that the cognitive processes involved in the sen-
sorimotor experience flow from sensory readings to the actuation of an agent’s
joints. As a result, it has perception emerge entirely as a product of the sen-
sory flow. This however runs contrary to experimental evidence observed in
the biological setting, which tends to show that perception crucially depends
on the agent actively exercising its motor capabilities. A first experiment is fa-
mously found in (Held and Hein, 1963). Its experimental setup involves pairs
of kittens placed in a carousel environment acting as a visual scene. Impor-
tantly, the kittens are linked by a harness contraption which ensures that they
follow identical displacements (up to central symmetry) at all times. In each
kitten pair one –the active kitten– is free to actively move, whereas the other,
firmly encased in a gondola, is passively subjected to the same movement. The
kittens have been chosen as to first see the world under these conditions, hav-
ing been reared in darkness until then. After some time, the authors’ tested
their perceptual abilities as visually guided behavioural responses. Impor-
tantly, they found that all active kittens displayed traits coherent with that of
cats that had had normal visual experiences; on the other hand passive kit-
tens displayed visually impaired behaviors, for instance failing to respond
to fast approaching objects. Importantly the mechanical contraption of the
setup guarantees that, as far as their sensory flows were concerned, the two
kittens of any one pair exactly shared their learning experiences. This result
therefore shows how active motor exploration is necessary for the emergence
of some perceptive capabilities.

The second experiment is that of Bach-y-Rita’s sensory substitutions (P.
Bach-y-Rita, 1972; P. Bach-y-Rita et al., 1969; Paul Bach-y-Rita, 2005). In these
experiments blind participants were given a device which performed tac-
tile vision sensory substitution (TVSS), rerouting visual sensory information
over the tactile modality. Concretely the substitution device acquired a visual
image via a camera sensor, which it converted into black and white. Then,
it reproduced the corresponding stimulus on 2-d arrays of tactile stimulators

5Although in a biological setting, the incremental “development” stages may well occur
at the inter-individual evolutionary level (which is transparently mirrored in robotic settings
via evolutionary robotics (Doncieux et al., 2015)) as well as at the intra-individual psycho-
logical one.
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in contact with the skin of the user, with the activation level of a stimulator
denoting the luminance of the corresponding visual point. The participants
were then asked to discriminate between objects which were being filmed by
the camera on the basis of the reproduced tactile stimulus. First observations
determined that they did not perform better than chance level whenever they
only passively experienced the tactile stimulus and they had no feedback as
to the correctness of their answers (Sampaio, 1994). On the contrary, when
they were allowed to actively manipulate the camera to change the way (e.g.
distance, angle, inclination) in which it filmed the target object then the blind
subjects developed remarkable object recognition capabilities. First, they be-
came able to tell lines and volumes from one another. Then they learned
to tell concrete objects (among others a chair, a cup and a telephone) apart;
finally, they succeeded in discriminating between faces, postures and move-
ments of other individuals. As in Held and Hein’s experiment before, this
indicates that action plays a pivotal role in the development of one’s percep-
tion: without actively leveraging their interaction capabilities with the TVSS
device, participants could not “get” meaning (that is, perception) from the
sole sensory feed they were provided by the tactile stimulators. The result,
however, extends further. Indeed subjects learned to describe their experi-
ences using a priori visual properties. Among them they reported positional
relations between recognized objects when several were concurrently filmed
(i.e. whether –and which– one was "on the left" of the other); additionally
they reported “perspective, parallax, looming and zooming, and depth judg-
ments” (Paul Bach-y-Rita et al., 2005). But where all these relations are ex-
pected to occur in visual perception from the way the physics of light me-
diate our visual sensory experiences, they are instead usually absent from
tactile perception which generally lacks a gradual concept of “closeness” as
that implied by perspective. Therefore this shows that these perceptual re-
lations are not as much properties of a specific sensory modality (i.e. of the
physical ontology of the signal captured) as that of the interaction the agent
is conducting.

Similar observations about an agent’s perception being facilitated by ac-
tive interaction with its environment have been made in robotics. They have
shown that the constraints under which physical agents can move in their en-
vironments –and the resulting constraints on the sensorimotor interaction as
a whole– are among the key regularities imposed by their embodiment. On
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the opposite side disembodied methods which cannot or choose not to lever-
age this added structure, such as (especially Deep Learning based) Computer
Vision, instead need to rely on much larger amounts of training data to statis-
tically recover these regular constraints. As a result, a number of approaches
have been designed with the intent to base robots’ perception not only on
their sensory flow but on the whole sensorimotor one; they have generally
been subsumed under the field of Interactive Perception (Bohg et al., 2017).

1.3 The Sensorimotor Contingencies Theory

1.3.1 Perception as sensorimotor mastery

One particular proposed theory of perception displaying all three previous
traits is the Sensorimotor Contingencies Theory (SMCT ), introduced in (J K
O’Regan and Noë, 2001) and further developed in (J. O’Regan, 2012). It puts
its focus on the regular laws by which a physical agent’s sensations change as
it interacts with its environment, that is precisely the sensorimotor contingen-
cies. As in the previous argument it emphasizes that these sensorimotor expe-
riences are largely constrained by, among others, the specific embodiment of
the agent and physical properties of its environment. Then it asserts that per-
ception is precisely the interactive state of agents that have recognized and
mastered what structure on their sensorimotor flow emerges from these con-
straints. Thus, to an agent, perceiving some quality is recognizing that their
current sensorimotor experience exhibits the contingencies characteristic of
that quality. Let us borrow an example from (J. O’Regan, 2012) and consider
a situation where we hold a sponge in our hand. By the SMCT account, our
perceiving the flexibility of the sponge is precisely the internal sensorimotor
assessment that we would feel our fingers press into it should we close our
fist. This can of course be compared to the case where we would hold a solid
cube: we would perceive it to be stiffer, corresponding to the sensation of our
fingers abruptly stopping at its surface.

Interestingly, the Sensorimotor Contingencies Theory somewhat reverses
the intuitive notion of what perception is. We introduced it as a process
by which the agent “gets” meaning out of its experienced sensation; but
here SMCT has it be instead the felt experience of an agent which, having
recognized the contingencies structuring its interaction, exercises the corre-
sponding mastery. Because of this, its proponents claim that it provides an
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account of the sensory qualia6 which eschews the pitfalls other theories en-
counter. Indeed, it follows an argument (made for instance in (J K O’Regan
and Noë, 2001)) that theories which appeal to objective qualities of the sup-
porting material processes (e.g. the “neural correlates”) to explain subjective
qualities of the corresponding experiences inevitably result in an explanatory
gap (Levine, 1983). This is thus a particular instance of the hard problem of
consciousness (Chalmers, 1995; Nagel, 1974), which states that no material
theory of mental processes can successfully reductively account for the sub-
jective conscious experience associated to them.

The previous discussion makes apparent that the SMCT approach dis-
misses the need for any internal representations, such as those of classical
symbolic paradigms. It posits that all required information is to be found in
the sensorimotor flow of the agent, that is precisely what is available from
its interactive capabilities; moreover it argues that it should not necessitate
any internal “re”presentation of the world, instead probing its actual envi-
ronment whenever it needs to access its actual state (Melnik et al., 2018; J. K.
O’Regan, 1992). This entails in particular that it only requires very basic ini-
tial knowledge from the agent, by which it also addresses the bootstrapping
problem. More precisely, assuming that the agent can discover the contin-
gencies in its experienced sensorimotor flow equates to it learning the cor-
responding perceptual capabilities. As such, the SMCT is also a theory of
perceptual development. Finally, its very definition of perception presup-
poses there is some action to which the recognized sensorimotor contingen-
cies correspond. Therefore it is part of the approaches of active perception
we previously described. This is particularly clear in the case of tactile per-
ception, such as in the sponge example discussed earlier; nevertheless the
same argument holds for other modalities, albeit less transparently7. By this
account, not only does perception require some specific motor actions but it
is even a particular way of acting, one that leverages what mastery of sen-
sorimotor contingencies the agent has acquired. Accordingly, it asserts that
perceiving is the agent making sense of its experience rather than “getting”
meaning from it.

6that is the subjective qualities of the sensory experience, or “what it’s like” (for the agent)
to have this experience.

7In particular, (A. Noë, 2004) discusses at length how vision displays such “touch-like”
qualities.
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1.3.2 Further applications

A number of works have since been conducted in the theoretical setting sup-
plied by the SMCT , pursuing either of two complementary goals. First they
may attempt to follow its principles and observe what sort of “intelligent”
behavior or agent one may obtain from them, which furthers its role as study
and explanation of (natural) intelligence. On the other hand, its adhering to
the traits of 1.2 lends it desirable properties as a framework for implement-
ing robotic perception. Thus, its developmental focus and lack of representa-
tional requirement should make it result in highly generic solutions; ideally
we would hope to need supply it only with the capabilities to recognize cer-
tain (types of) sensorimotor contingencies, and let it further determine how
they actually manifest in its own specific sensorimotor flow.

Several early works have been devoted to showing how sensorimotor
contingencies allowed naive8 agents to discover intrinsic properties of their
interaction. One such property is the dimension of the ambient space in
which both the agent and its environment lie (Philipona, J K O’Regan, and
Nadal, 2003; A. V. Terekhov and J. K. O’Regan, 2013), which can be dis-
covered using the contingencies of compensable transformations introduced
in (Poincaré, 1902). This illustrates the two distinct sorts of results. Indeed
it shows that monitoring the contigencies in one’s sensorimotor flow allows
determining this important value, which therefore can be assumed to be un-
known to the agent at first. Moreover it also demonstrates that the corre-
sponding cognitive architecture is generic enough to handle sensorimotor
agents which may experience settings of any dimensions, using a unique
method for processing its sensorimotor flow across all possible values. An-
other such result is that of (D. L. Philipona and J. Kevin O’Regan, 2006),
which found that the (a priori subjective) property of colors to be “pure” can
be found as an intrinsic sensorimotor contingency of their reflectance. On
the motor side, it has correspondingly be shown that basic sensorimotor con-
tingencies allow robotic agents to discover an internal image akin to a body
schema (Hoffmann, 2014; Roschin and Frolov, 2011). As before, this impor-
tantly shows that these structures need not be known a priori by the agent.

More recent works have investigated how SMCT could support the emer-
gence of higher level perceptual processes, associated to certain “extended”

8While mostly informal at this point this term denotes an agent which has very limited
sensorimotor “knowledge”, that is the kind of agents considered in the bootstrapping prob-
lem. The notion and how it can be made precise is examined in much greater detail later in
this work (see e.g. 2.2.2.1 or 2.3.2.3).
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sensorimotor contingencies. In particular they have been shown to read-
ily yield capabilities of (visual) object perception (Le Hir, Sigaud, and Al-
ban Laflaquière, 2018; Maye and Andreas K. Engel, 2011), motor planning
and action generation (Maye and Andreas K Engel, 2013). Besides, exper-
iments have successfully tested some of its predictions in human subjects:
performance in saccadic eye fixation tasks supports the hypothesis that vi-
sual perception does not rely on internal representation (Melnik et al., 2018),
whereas (König et al., 2016) shows that new contingencies (here correspond-
ing to a “magnetic” sense) can be learned to yield new percepts.

Getting formal Although some authors have tried to put forward formal
frameworks for dealing with SMCT statements (see e.g. (Buhrmann, Di Paolo,
and Barandiaran, 2013; Seth, 2014)), distinct works falling under the setting
are still vastly different in their approaches. This can be attributed to the
very diverse disciplinary backgrounds authors who draw from the theory
may have, as well as it being kept informal in its original formulation (J K
O’Regan and Noë, 2001). However this entails that expressions (such as e.g.
“sensorimotor contingency” or “naive agent”) may not always denote the
same idea between different bodies of works. But in turn this means that
statements which may hold under one acceptation may be false for another.
As a result, works such as (Buhrmann, Di Paolo, and Barandiaran, 2013; Al-
ban Laflaquière, J. Kevin O’Regan, et al., 2015; Valentin Marcel, 2020) put
great emphasis on explicitly highlighting the formal extent of their state-
ments and the conditions under which they are examined. Moreover, this
endeavour also makes stronger the point about genericity of the proposed
approach9.

We aim to further develop this approach in this thesis. Accordingly in the
following most arguments are simultaneously followed both formally and
informally, corresponding to the definition and development of mathemati-
cal statements to mirror the SMCT discussion. In this aspect this work can be
seen as a continuation of (Valentin Marcel, 2020), which itself largely drew
from (Alban Laflaquière, 2013); we detail them in the next section.

9(as can be seen in (Censi, 2012) for another –non-SMCT – contribution devoted to the
bootstrapping problem)
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2.1 Out with the old, in with the new

As outlined in the previous part, the SMCT approach sets out to explain per-
ceptive capabilities as a collection of properties a naive agent can observe in
its sensorimotor flow. As such, it challenges some otherwise accepted assump-
tions about said “naïveness”. In particular, what body of a priori knowledge
about itself and its interaction with the environment may it possess? This
chapter aims at proposing a formal framework suitable to the study of such
problems.

It starts with a detailed examination of formal characteristics in previous
proposals. We discuss their stance relative to prior knowledge of the agent
as well as how it is formally represented by assumed mathematical struc-
ture, before highlighting some systematic limitations inherent in their repre-
sentational choices. Then we develop in a second part our formal proposal.
We show how it tackles previous limitations and expand on the duality of
“points of view”, carefully distinguishing between description of sensorimo-
tor interaction and that of sensorimotor experience. Throughout we carefully
show how it allows for formulations equivalent to that found in of the work
of V. Marcel (V. Marcel, Argentieri, and Gas, 2019) relative to the discovery
of one’s workspace through refinement, thereby showing how it generalizes
such approaches.

FIGURE 2.1: Representation of the model interaction used throughout the
development

An illustrative model system A lasting aspect of the SMCT approach, as
its name implies, is the contingent nature of the structural sensorimotor reg-
ularities. It therefore posits that the mechanisms supporting the emergence
of perception do not depend on precise structure of the agent or even that
of “space” as we may usually take for granted. Accordingly, the theoreti-
cal exposition we follow intendedly uses abstract formal concepts. To better
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capture the concrete meaning discussed in typical cases, we will always circle
back to (a variant of) the toy system illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It features an agent
which motor capabilities are enacted through either the wheels supporting
its frame or its robotic arm. The former allow it to perform locomotion in
its environment, which varies along the horizontal direction. On the other
hand the latter is a linkage of rigid sections, endowed with rotational joints:
it can have the sections move about their joints (which axes of rotation lie
perpendicular to the plane of the figure), accordingly altering the geometric
configuration of the body of the agent. Furthermore, the agent is equipped
with a camera on the terminal joint of its robotic arm. This camera allows it
to sample its environment, which is depicted here as the horizontal colored
strip at the top of the figure. The content of this strip, including the positions,
the dimensions and the color of its blocks, is poised to change during the
sensorimotor experience. The particular pattern of colors depicted therefore
corresponds to one particular state of the environment, much as the precise
placement of the agent in Fig. 2.1 is but one state at which it may find itself.

2.2 State of the framework and standing limita-

tions

2.2.1 A framework for describing sensorimotor experiences

2.2.1.1 The sensorimotor diagram

Following classical robotics descriptions, the discussed formalisms take the
sensorimotor interaction underlying an agent’s experience to be a diagram
of the MXS form, that is

M X Sf ϕε (2.1)

where theM, X and S denote sets and f , ϕ maps between these sets. More
specifically, the motor configuration space M corresponds to the space of all
possible configurations of the agent’s actuators, i.e. the C-space/joint space.
It is typically realized as the product space of the respective configuration
spaces of each individual actuator (Farber, Tabachnikov, and Yuzvinsky, 2003).
On the contrary, the sensory configuration space S mirrors that for the agent’s
sensors; it can similarly be represented as the tuple of all sensory states,
which can range over a large number of diverse sensors for complex agents.
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Between these spaces lies the representational pose space X which represents
the set of all reachable poses of the agent’s sensors, i.e. the workspace/task
space. As such it is usually represented as a set of configurations in the am-
bient space containing the agent.

The setsM and X are related by the forward geometric model f , which
maps motor configurations to the resulting end-effector poses. It is there-
fore encoding information about the body and motor structures of the agent,
classically illustrated by the study of forward models of linkages. On the
other side, X and S are related by the forward sensory function ϕε which,
for given environment state ε, maps a sensor pose x ∈ X to the resulting
sensory output s. Correspondingly, ϕ encodes constraints imposed on the
sensorimotor flow caused by the physical interaction between the agent and
its environment.

It must be noted that for f and ϕε to be functional relations imposes fur-
ther constraints. For example, although one appeals to spatial intuition for X
it first and foremost must act as a sufficient parameter space for ϕε; as such,
X may be required to encode non spatial information. Consider the case of a
camera sensor which actuators can adjust the aperture setting. For two con-
figurations states m and m′ which only differ in their aperture, we ought to
observe that

(ϕε ◦ f ) (m′) = ϕε( f (m′)) = s′ 6= s = ϕε( f (m)) = (ϕε ◦ f ) (m) (2.2)

for at least some environmental state ε. But in turn this implies that x′ =
f (m′) 6= f (m) = x since, being a proper function, ϕε cannot take a single
x ∈ X to two distinct images ϕε(x) ∈ S . In other words, states x ∈ X nec-
essarily contain aperture information. This illustrates the fact that X is pri-
marily characterized by its “representational” property, that of condensing
the complex and often highly redundant motor data ofM into easily under-
standable structure; it just so happens to tightly correspond to spatial data in
typical cases (Alban Laflaquière and Ortiz, 2019; V. Marcel, Argentieri, and
Gas, 2019)

2.2.1.2 Interpretation in concrete cases

Fig. 2.2 shows how this representational choice accounts for our illustrative
example. The state of each actuator is recorded as a component mi (with
1 ≤ i ≤ 5 since there are 5 distinct actuators), the vector of which forms
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FIGURE 2.2: Fitting the mobile camera in the MXS scenario

the agent’s motor configuration m =
(
m1 . . . m5

)
. The pose x of the agent,

then, is that of the camera at the end of its robotic arm. It is therefore param-
eterized by the planar coordinates (x, y) of the camera as well as its current
orientation θ. The forward geometric model f is thus the mapping, deter-
mined by the specific embodiment of the agent1, which takes the mi to these
3 spatial parameters. Finally, the sensory output s of the agent is the image
in its photoreceptive array of the color strip it is currently sampling. The fig-
ure makes apparent that for a fixed environment state ε, corresponding to a
particular color content, the sensory output s depends only on x = (x, y, θ)

irrespective of the precise actuator configuration m that results in x. This
reflects the formal property that the forward sensory map ϕε takes its input
arguments in X instead of inM.

2.2.2 A problem of bootstrapping: internal data and a priori

knowledge

2.2.2.1 Mathematical structure as a formal correlate of knowledge

Since SMCT intends to ensure the minimality of the body of assumptions
underlying our formal framework, one should certainly devise a bushel to

1Here, for example, it depends on the lengths of the different sections of the linkage, the
radius of the wheels and the dimensions of the frame of the robot.
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characterize and order various collections of assumptions. This is made es-
pecially relevant by the theory questioning the essential and objective nature
of formal structures such as internal representation (J K O’Regan and Noë,
2001) and external space (Alexander V. Terekhov and J. K. O’Regan, 2016). Of
particular interest are the assumptions, often implicit, that come from select-
ing a particular mathematical structure to leverage. This is the subject matter
of structuralist mathematics (Reck and Schiemer, 2020), which we turn to.

To illustrate our point, let us consider Rn the collection of n-tuples of real
numbers, which is both very familiar and rich with various structures:

• Let us first consider its set structure, that is the structure that can be
distinguished within the confines of set theory. In this context, the only
basic “logical brick” one may employ is comparing any two elements
of Rn for equality; equivalently, this is the structure that is preserved
under bijections (i.e. set isomorphisms). It may be useful to think of it
as labeling each element of Rn with an abstract symbol, with differing
symbols having no discernible relation whatsoever.

• It can be endowed with a metric structure provided by a metric d (e.g.
the Euclidean norm distance), where one may inquire as to the value
d(x, y) for any two x, y ∈ Rn. This allows for distinguishing the under-
lying elements up to isometry (i.e. metric isomorphisms); this structure
therefore defines a unique rigid geometry.

• Closely related are the cases of smooth structure (i.e. that of diffeomor-
phisms) and topological structure (that of continuous isomorphisms).
These allow us to illustrate dual emerging hierarchies. On the one
hand, the metric structure can be said to be richer than the smooth one
which, in turn, is richer than the topological structure. Indeed, the met-
ric structure of d corresponds to a unique smooth structure, which it-
self corresponds to a unique topological structure. Furthermore, this
comparison is strict since the converse does not hold: it is known that
the same topological structure can emerge from (infinitely) many dis-
tinct smooth structures (Taubes, 1987). This results in a classification of
geometric hierarchies, which has previously been applied in a robotic
context for qualifying robustness of validity conditions in signal pro-
cessing (Censi, 2012).

• A more orthogonal structure is that brought forth by considering sub-
straction relations, which involves algebra. With it, one may make
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sense of (and use) the classical y − x syntax for any two x, y ∈ Rn. It
allows among others to enunciate that P : (0, 1) has “the same relation”
to Q : (2, 0) that R : (−4, 2) has to S : (−2, 1), in that ( ~PQ =)Q− P =

S− R(= ~RS). As this notational choice hints at, this essentially yields
the notion of affine spaces.

• Finally, observe that Rn is in particular the Cartesian product R× . . .×
R of n copies of R, which itself can be endowed with such structures.
This leads to distinguishing two broad types of structures. In the first
we may only leverage the structure as possessed by the total tuple set
Rn, while in the second we may assume access to the component level.
Let us assess the difference for the basic set structure. Let x = (xi)1≤i≤n

and y = (yi)1≤i≤n, the total equality comparison corresponds to query-
ing the (binary) truth value δx,y of the one assertion

“∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , xi = yi
′′. (2.3)

Comparatively, being able to compare x and y at a component level is
equivalent to separately accessing all n truth values δi

x,y = δxi,yi , for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. By definition, it is clear that the collection of the δi

x,y entirely
determines δx,y. Indeed, it suffices that one of the δi

x,y indicate difference
for δx,y to do so; conversely, whenever all δi

x,y denote equality we may
be certain that x = y. On the contrary, there is no definitive way to con-
clude as to the δi

x,y in all cases where we know only δx,y. This happens
because two (total) vectors may be different irrespective of the number
of their components which coincide, as long as not all of them do. This
phenomenon is a direct consequence of δx,y being the conjunction of the
δi

x,y for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. It shows that allowing component level comparison
leads to a richer structure, which conversely represents more restrictive
assumptions2.

2.2.2.2 From my point of view...

One crucial point of the SMCT approach lies in investigating and characteriz-
ing which data, when operated upon with a given set of computations, leads

2While the comparison between the structure of a product (of sets) and the corresponding
product structure has been made solely for set structures (i.e. for equality), it can be further
developed and generalized to other contexts using the language of category theory (see (Mac
Lane, 1978) for a reference) precisely via the notion of categorical product. In particular, all
other structures mentioned here have such products in their internal logic.
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to the discovery of relevant structure (i.e. perceptive capabilities) in the sen-
sorimotor flow. It is therefore no surprise that a great deal of attention has
been devoted to the choice of these starting sets, corresponding to notions
of what it precisely means for an agent to be naive. As such, a distinction is
usually made between two points of view, respectively external and internal.
The former is that of the observer (e.g. the designer of the robot) and involves
any object or structure which is relevant to the description or the understand-
ing of the sensorimotor experience. The latter, instead, aims at emulating the
naive agent. As such, two different sorts of considerations emerge: adding
assumptions about external objects restricts the scope of physical systems to
which the framework applies, while assumptions that apply to internal ones
instead narrow that of naive agents. Furthermore, this leads to dual sorts of
results and their proofs. Those leveraging (both internal and) external ob-
jects demonstrate existence; those who can be deduced from purely internal
propositions also demonstrate discoverability (or computability) by a naive
agent.

The MXS diagram outlined in 2.2.1.1 illustrates the two sorts of objects.
Generally, both the motor and sensory setsM, S are assumed to be known a
priori to the agent, on the respective basis of proprioceptive capabilities and
that accessibility is precisely what makes sensation. This knowledge is at
least that of (distinct) set structure, that is the agent may compare either any
two motor states (m and m′) or sensory ones (s and s′) for equality. Addition-
ally, the agent may generally issue motor commands, in particular to reach
any single motor state m′ ∈ M. On the contrary, owing to its intrinsic rela-
tion to ambient space the pose space X (initially) comes under the external
point of view, as well as its relating maps f and ϕε. This distinction moti-
vates the search for internal representations of X such as found in (Alban
Laflaquière and Ortiz, 2019; V. Marcel, Argentieri, and Gas, 2019).

In this aspect, one can observe significant divergences between lines of
work. A. Laflaquière typically embraces the specific robotic implementation
details: sensory and motor states are routinely defined as tuples of RN, with
N the number of relevant components. This is an important internal assump-
tion in as much as their agents have the a priori capability to leverage its met-
ric structure to perform interpolation and clustering (Laflaquière et al., 2015;
Alban Laflaquière, 2013, 2017) or its algebraic one in predictive neural net-
works (Alban Laflaquière and Hafner, 2019; Alban Laflaquière and Ortiz,
2019). Instead V. Marcel opts for the bare minimum with agents only able to
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compare motor (or sensory) states for a given equivalence relation, typically
equality (Valentin Marcel, 2020); this generally does not even include access
to the component level of states, which falls under product structure.

2.2.2.3 The nature of the motor set

The motor set M is a core object of the formal results, owing to it being
the starting point of the “motor” part of the sensorimotor interaction. As
previously discussed, it is introduced as the familiar C-space of joint actua-
tor configurations. However, in the SMCT context it fulfills three important
functions:

• The entire sensorimotor interaction is defined in theM → X → S di-
agram, which intrinsically requires the motor set to be a parameter set
of the sensorimotor interaction. Because there is only for hidden pa-
rameters ε in ϕε : X → S , let us consider a sensorimotor experience
with fixed environment. In this case, any two points of the sensorimo-
tor interactions resulting in distinct sensory outputs s′ 6= s ∈ S must
originate from distinct m′ 6= m ∈ M. This was previously formulated
as the property that the states ofM entirely define the interaction the
agent has with its environment.

• As its name implies, the motor setM is taken to be that which can be
acted upon by the agent. It supports the motor capabilities of the agent,
which motor commands are represented as changes in state m ∈ M.
Nearly all previous experiments assumed the corresponding equiva-
lence: the sequence of environment states ε is entirely independent of
the motor commands of the agent, whereas the sequence of motor states
is entirely determined by the same commands.

• Finally, the motor state m ∈ M is assumed to be available to the inter-
nal knowledge of the agent as its proprioceptive input. This entails two
noteworthy properties. First, because of the first point it requires the
proprioceptive feedback to be complete: the agent is assumed to inter-
nally distinguish any two distinct motor configurations. Second, the
exteroceptive and proprioceptive feeds are assumed to be separated a
priori. This provides grounds to dual sensory and motor flows, and from
that to the approach of structuring the former using the latter.
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FIGURE 2.3: Distinct motor configurations related by locomotion.

2.2.3 Limitations

Having discussed in finer detail the previous formal frameworks, we now
expose several of their important limitations which we try to address going
further. The first two, concerning the indescribability of locomotive agents
and the staticity of the description, have previously been recognized and dis-
cussed (Valentin Marcel, 2020).

2.2.3.1 Locomotive motives

The several functions ascribed to the motor spaceM have the consequence
of eliminating from the scope of the formalism any agent that performs lo-
comotion, that is agents which can end situated at several distinct places in
spaces while having the same motor configuration. This closely follows from
M being both the internal motor states of the agent (as reported by its pro-
prioception) as well as it the parameter set. Let us get back to our toy sys-
tem and consider the particular situation depicted in Fig. 2.3 The same agent
is pictured at two different “states” of its sensorimotor interaction with a
fixed environment. Importantly these states are obtained from one another
via locomotion, corresponding to them sharing the same internal motor state
m ∈ M. Instead, they differ only by the places in space x and x′ at which
the agent is located. It is clear that whichever the means, we expect to find
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that these situations result in distinct sensory outputs s′ 6= s ∈ S since differ-
ent parts of the environment fall in the field of view of the agent. However,
this raises further issues with the previous definitions: if we accepted that
these two states correspond to the same motor configuration m′ = m ∈ M,
then so must we do that they end up mapped to the same sensory output
s′ = ϕε( f (m′)) = ϕε( f (m)) = s. By contraposition, starting from the asser-
tion that s′ 6= s yields that the motor states m must differ between situations;
but this then runs at odds with the interpretation of m as proprioceptive feed-
back, which importantly motivates m being an internal object.

As has previously been argued, we can try and salvage the description
using the equivalent description of compensation. It corresponds to taking
the point of view of these situations occurring as if the agent had not moved
at all, and the environment had performed the inverse displacement. In ef-
fect, the figure should then depict side by side ε and ε′ instead of the unique
environment state ε; each would correspond to one of the two (formally) dis-
tinct environment states the agent is interacting with at “fixed” configuration
x′ = x. However, even putting aside the apparent clumsiness brought forth,
the argument only paints a partial picture of a solution. Indeed, while the
compensability point of view holds for describing how motor, environment,
and sensory states are related at any point of the sensorimotor interaction, it
fails to provide an account of the agent’s experience by a priori erasing the
distinction between exterior displacements and those caused by the agent.
This formal trick also causes the second function ofM to cease to hold: mo-
tor commands of the agent may now modify the environment state ε so that
it is much more difficult to talk of fixed environment and separate causes
of change. Finally, further complications arise when we consider multiple
agents: take the same schema, except interpret it now as describing two iden-
tical agents simultaneously experiencing in a shared environment ε, and ap-
ply the argument presented in the previous paragraph. We find that either
their motor states must differ –but that is precisely what the compensation
operation set out to avoid– or we must distinguish the environment state ε

with which each agent is interacting, contrary to the important idea that it is
a shared “outside”.

2.2.3.2 Stateful descriptions make for static

A second significant constraint onM is imposed by the conjunction of it pa-
rameterizing the interaction and it being precisely which the agent acts upon.
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It being the set of parameters makes it necessary that it contain information
that is “positional” in nature –as opposed to kinematic or dynamic. On the
previous illustrated case, this corresponds to the motor state m ∈ M being a
tuple of joint angles rather than angular velocities; and indeed, excluding the
case of accelerometers3 we would not expect to be able to map a velocity (or
torque for that matter) motor state vector to a resulting sensation4. Instead,
the sensory output would change during the movement generated by the
dynamic motor state, begging the question of the choice of a corresponding
s ∈ S .

Consequently, describing the system in this fashion implicitly assumes
that the agent can issue commands directly in terms of angular configura-
tions. In the cases where its implementation details require a robotic agent to
be velocity or torque controlled, integration must therefore be preemptively
performed to yield motor state m, raising the question of the a priori capabil-
ities to compute such integrations.

This property also makes any assertion about two displacements being
“similar” cumbersome. Indeed if one only considers the configurations (ei-
ther spatial or motor) at which the sensorimotor experience takes place, then
there is no special relationship between e.g. the coordinate values x1 and
x′1 = x1 +∆x in our illustrative example. However the experience shows that
observable properties in the sensorimotor flow are instead directly linked to
this ∆x quantity, such as the retinal smears found in (Alban Laflaquière, 2017;
Le Hir, Sigaud, and Alban Laflaquière, 2018; Montone, J. Kevin O’Regan, and
Alexander V. Terekhov, 2015). But then, following this sort of parameteriza-
tion one lacks the way of efficiently characterizing which other pairs x2, x3

have the same relationship so that x3 = x2 + ∆x. In particular other works
–such as those previously mentioned– had the agent leverage this structure
without making explicit how and to which extent it had access to it.

2.2.3.3 The tradeoff of numericity

The endeavour of limiting as best as possible to which structure the agent
has a priori access has the predictable downside of reducing the breadth of
valid problem-solving approaches. This is generally made manifest with the
choice to assume that states are coded as numeric values (or tuples thereof),

3which incidentally could be argued to belong to proprioception as much as to extero-
ception

4Note that, even for event cameras, one needs to know where it currently is in addition
to how it is moving to determine whether an event is happening.
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and of special influence with that of whether to use natural structures of RN

inM and S . Indeed, most developments which try to achieve robustness and
scalability do so via extrapolation and clustering (Alban Laflaquière, 2017; Le
Hir, Sigaud, and Alban Laflaquière, 2018; V. Marcel, Argentieri, and Gas,
2017). Nevertheless these techniques require referring to preexisting external
metrics, which constitutes assumption about a priori knowledge as discussed
in 2.2.2.1. These experiments importantly show that although the results
may formally hold with less restrictive structure, they may not be tractable
in practice because the spaces surveyed are too complex. Furthermore, this
approach is made more debatable in the SMCT context because it operates
on the underlying assumption that the closeness of perceptual items (which
e.g. clustering strives to achieve) is faithfully represented by the closeness of
representational code (as denoted by the metrics onM and S). This forms
in essence a claim that the code used by the agent is naturally fitting to the
processes it is intended to represent, a claim which is debated at great length
from the onset of the theory (J K O’Regan and Noë, 2001; J. K. O’Regan and
Block, 2012).

On the other hand, contributions which observe stricter restrictions, while
more compliant in this aspect, generally suffer from greatly reduced appli-
cability. Foregoing otherwise innocuous structure leads to systems which do
not scale (Philipona, J K O’Regan, and Nadal, 2003), are not robust to noise (V.
Marcel, Garcia, et al., 2015) or cannot evaluate the relevancy of context (Maye
and Andreas K Engel, 2013, 2011). These shortcomings consequently narrow
these contributions to be proofs of concept. In each of these cases, contrast
with the typical numeric case makes clear what is “missing”. However, it
remains to be determined how we should approach bridging this particu-
lar gap; that is how we should derive structures (both metric and algebraic)
akin to that of numeric sets, structures which would fulfill the same functions
while being internally computable.

2.3 Towards a formalism of sensorimotor flow

We now turn to introducing and detailing the formal framework we propose.
Our exposition is mostly twofold, corresponding to the dual points of view
previously outlined. First, we describe the external picture, corresponding to
the parameterization of the sensorimotor interaction; it is naturally followed
by the corresponding internal account of the sensorimotor experience. Both
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parts are further subdivided between description of the interior (or motor)
objects and that of exterior (or sensory) ones. It is concluded with a detailed
discussion about what we choose to consider part of the internal point of view
(see 2.2.2.2), in which we finish showing how our framework proposal can
be made to generalize the one presented before.

2.3.1 Reparameterizing the description

We previously discussed how the definitionM confounding system param-
eterization and bodily state of the agent causes issues in the expressiveness
of the formalism. Therefore we turn to a “supermotor” set acting as param-
eter set, one which encodes not only the postural state of the agent but also
accounts for the localization of its embodiment in space. This in turn is made
possible by the introduction of ambient space, which we explicitly define in a
departure from previous frameworks.

2.3.1.1 The where and the what: environmental concerns in space

Giving some space to the interaction The notion of exterior space has been
a staple of the SMCT approach, with many of the first proofs of concept
attending to the naive determination of its properties (e.g. dimensionality,
isotropy...). This makes somewhat surprising the observation that the frame-
works used do not in fact characterize said space, instead relying on some
environment state similar to the ε variable. The substitution finds its ground
in that it is merely the environment the agent is interacting with, whereas
space itself is intangible. This perspective culminates in a radical antireal-
ist undercurrent of the SMCT that challenges the objective nature of external
space (Alexander V. Terekhov and J. K. O’Regan, 2016).

Notwithstanding these provocative considerations, our most basic intu-
ition runs so: the sensorimotor experience is a process in which an embodied
agent meets with its physical environment by way of its sensorimotor ap-
paratus, a process further occurring in an embedding immutable structure
which is precisely the “ambient space” of the system. This embedding man-
ifests via several structure constraints. First, motor commands of the agent
act on the localization of its embodiment in space, modifying both its posture
and its position. Second, the laws governing its sensory apparatus are spa-
tially mediated, so what we can talk of where an agent is directing its sensors.
Third, spatiality not only mandates that things be localized somewhere but
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also distinguishes certain “regular” laws of motion, which we internally ex-
perience as rigid. Importantly, these constraints all involve the same shared
space, that is a common medium in which the agent’s motor and sensors oper-
ate. This commonality, while seeming trivial, then supports some contingen-
cies a naive agent is supposed to find in its sensorimotor flow.

It remains to be determined how we should formally characterize this
space. Indeed an important argument can be made that, contrary to the intu-
ition conveyed by the language used, spaces cannot be reduced to their con-
stituent “points”. Let us illustrate this point on (real) n-dimensional spaces
which cases with 0 ≤ n ≤ 3 certainly feel most familiar. In a straightforward
way the set of points corresponding to n-dimensional space is taken to be
Rn, that is the collection of all n-tuples of reals (x1, . . . , xn). This correspon-
dence is remarkably robust in that it intuitively carries geometrical insight.
For example, each of the coordinates xi of the tuple uniquely corresponds
to a dimension of n-d space; moreover, many geometric constructions (such
as length, distance, angles...) can be defined in terms of these coordinates.
However none of these notions can actually follow from the bare Rn set it-
self. A classical result, illustrated in Fig. 2.4, shows that N2 and N share the
same structure as sets. More precisely it shows the existence of

f : n ∈N 7→ fn = (kn, ln) ∈N2

that is an isomorphism of sets, that is a bijection. In this case, bijectivity is
identical to f “enumerating” tuples of whole numbers such that each tuple
(k, l) ∈ N2 appears once and exactly once in the sequence of the fn. It then
follows that N3 also shares its set structure with N: one can bijectively “fold”
three natural numbers into one by way of

(k, l, m) ∈N3 7→ ( f−1(k, l), m) ∈N2 7→ f−1( f−1(k, l), m) ∈N.

This can clearly be generalized further to Nk for any k ∈ N, which are all
equivalent as sets to N as a result. On the other hand a similar argument,
albeit slightly more technical can be made to show that this property holds
when we replace N with Q or even R (Nicolay and Simons, 2014)5. Therefore
in every n-d space there exists a way to faithfully denote each point of space

5Otherwise, set theory (specifically cardinal set arithmetic) also shows in much greater
generality that for infinite sets X, there are bijections between Xn and X for every whole
number n ≥ 1 (Berger, 2009; Morgan, 2006). However, the corresponding construction is far
less illustrative than that made above.
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FIGURE 2.4: Illustration of a way a bijective mapping N
∼−→ N2 can be

constructed. Starting at (0, 0) for f (0), it follows the red arrows and enu-
merates the points of the grid (which correspond to tuples (m, n) ∈ N2)
as it encounters them. Because of the way they diagonally map out N2

we are assured that f will miss no possible output value.

(otherwise usually denoted (x1, ..., xn) ∈ Rn) by a single numeric label λ ∈
R. Nevertheless, this runs very much unlike our intuition of what “space”
should be. Indeed, for distinct values of n, n-dimensional spaces should not
be “equivalent” if only on the basis that they have (to us) perceivably distinct
dimensions. Therefore, we cannot hope to find the structure of spaces in the
mere collection of their points.

An alternative viewpoint is to characterize spaces via collections of map-
pings defined over them. One such approach was developed in Klein’s Erlan-
gen Program (Klein, 1893) (and further extended via Cartan geometry (Sharpe,
2000)) and has since proved very fruitful. It shows how a correspondence
can be made between “geometries” and their corresponding transformations.
Roughly speaking it gives a unified account of how various geometrical struc-
tures (and the distinct “spaces” that can carry these structures) result in dif-
ferent algebraic properties of their geometric motions. As a formal object,
we therefore choose to define the external space in which the experience takes
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place as some set X together with its geometry automorphism group G (X ).
The elements τ of G (X ) are structure preserving transformations X → X ,
whichever the choice of structure considered (see 2.2.2.1 for some such geo-
metrical structures and corresponding isomorphisms). Our experience there-
fore corresponds to the case where X is the 3-d real space R3 endowed with
its natural metric structure. Its corresponding automorphism group G (X )

is that of transformations R3 → R3 that preserve distances, which precisely
characterizes the Special Euclidean group SE3(R) of rigid transformations.
Importantly, for a given space as underlying set of points there can be sev-
eral candidate geometrical structures, each corresponding to its transforma-
tions G (X ); we previously illustrated this point when discussing hierarchies
of structures in 2.2.2.1.

It should be noted that this viewpoint is remarkably reminiscent of that
previously taken by H. Poincaré (see (Poincaré, 1895) and especially Chapter
4 in (Poincaré, 1902)), if maybe more explicit. It is central to the role played by
compensable transformations. Indeed, the informal argument Poincaré makes
identifies compensability as a property of a certain distinguished class of
spatial transformations. In particular, he equates compensable transforma-
tions of our environment with rigid motions of solid objects, from which he
draws his conclusion “If there were no solid bodies, there would be no geom-
etry”. On the other hand, the contrasting thought experiment in the “dilat-
ing” sphere6 finds another collection of transformations to be compensable,
including certain particular deformations. In both cases, the argument char-
acterizes compensability as a property of “displacements”7, that is precisely
those geometry preserving transformations of space. Consequently, in this
approach it is as much transformations of G (X ) as it is X itself that one
should strive to learn about by way of their experience8.

Highlighting the environmental factors of experience Once space pro-
vides the notion of “where”, the environment is then roughly the “what”

6which corresponds to the Poincaré disk model, a particular instance of (hyperbolic) non-
euclidean geometry. Interestingly, the study of such spaces (and the comparison with pre-
viously known geometries) was precisely the primary object of the Erlangen Program; as a
result, it easily fits under the assumptions presented here despite its apparent strangeness.

7This context, in turn, gives all its weight to his statement “Thus is defined [...] a partic-
ular class of phenomena we will call displacements. It is the laws of these phenomena which is
the object of geometry.” (in (Poincaré, 1902), translation ours)

8It also explains a posteriori why certain unintuitive results are in fact no inaccuracy, such
as the set of compensable transformations (in rigid 3-d space) being 6-dimensional (instead
of 3). They should be recognized as a property of “displacements”, by which the argument
made here lends epistemic value to their discovery.
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that happens to lie in the various regions of space. Accordingly, we choose
to model states of the environment after functions p : X → P , that is valu-
ations that to each point in space x ∈ X ascribe a physical state p(x) ∈ P .
It should be noted that by the same curious account we made for external
space, this physical state can be considered an abstraction limited to external
understanding. The agent never directly probes these states; instead, they
always only become accessible after transduction by its sensory apparatus.
However, the interesting structure is that states of the environment can be
localized to regions of space, corresponding to the usual restriction ·|· of func-
tions. These properties essentially hint at us defining environment states as
a sheaf E on X 9, where more precisely any single environment state ε is a
global section of EX . The context of sheaves then explicitly provides restric-
tion operations EX ′ → EX ′′ whenever applicable, mirroring the properties
of the usual restriction of functions. Maintaining consistency, we will de-
note EX ′ the collection of all restrictions of environmental states to subspace
X ′ ⊂ X . Note that although this formulation has the benefits of increased
generality and avoiding reference to an arbitrary P , in all practical cases we
will here present one may equivalently think of the usual functional case
ε : X → P .

This separation between space and environment makes apparent another
structure caused by the motions of space G (X ). From the previous defini-
tions, we can now for any state of the environment ε talk of the state that is
obtained “from ε following motion τ”. Indeed, because the spatial compo-
nent is free we can now formulate the resulting motion of environment as the
mapping

τE : EX → EX
ε 7→ τε

(2.4)

where the τε environment state is defined by ε ◦ τ, or at a pointwise level
∀x ∈ X , τε(x) = ε(τx).

9The reader can find useful introductory material on the subject of sheaves in (Tennison,
1975) or (Urbanik, n.d.). They should note however that most expositions are deeply in-
terleaved with that of further applications (such as theoretical logic or algebraic geometry),
making them notoriously arduous. In particular we will only make superficial use of the tool
as a convenient internal axiomatic framework, and do not require any degree of familiarity
with the results of sheaf theory.
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m3
<latexit sha1_base64="0YH12oYsQt8pRMnKJ/229T9yWC4=">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</latexit>

m4<latexit sha1_base64="M4abdXGEVxyy79R/DiheWq4wUlw=">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</latexit>

m5
<latexit sha1_base64="vuq3t+f6DBuqTCeDEFFE/RUNYU0=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="lvM5gLx3pEYq5hMYDFck34HUWe0=">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</latexit>

a00
<latexit sha1_base64="tTMQQqvzDeCuNVjyIBEtzvma0Gk=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="ucOP3kxtMIM1RKG506V/Tnj9jrM=">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</latexit>

a�1
<latexit sha1_base64="krQDs/emkp0cjuwV+0XT7DaBmzo=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="lvM5gLx3pEYq5hMYDFck34HUWe0=">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</latexit>

(m, s)

<latexit sha1_base64="8B1buRMWga03NeCJaUvt0oLdwsA=">AAAC3XicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr/quuhHcBItQQUpaqo070Y1LBVsLKmUSpzo0L5KJUErduRO3/oBb/R3xD/QvvDOmoojohCRnzr3nzNx7ncgTibSsl5wxMjo2PpGfnJqemZ2bLywsNpMwjV3ecEMvjFsOS7gnAt6QQnq8FcWc+Y7Hj53unoofX/E4EWFwJHsRP/PZRSA6wmWSqHZhuXTqM3npdPr+YMMc4mSw3i4UrfL2ds3etE0C9pZdqZqVsqXXJygiWwdh4RmnOEcIFyl8cASQhD0wJPScoAILEXFn6BMXExI6zjHAFGlTyuKUwYjt0veCdicZG9BeeSZa7dIpHr0xKU2skSakvJiwOs3U8VQ7K/Y37772VHfr0d/JvHxiJS6J/Us3zPyvTtUi0YGtaxBUU6QZVZ2buaS6K+rm5peqJDlExCl8TvGYsKuVwz6bWpPo2lVvmY6/6kzFqr2b5aZ4U7ekAf8Y50/QrJYrtXL9sFbc2c1GnccKVlGiedaxg30coEHe13jAI56MtnFj3Bp3H6lGLtMs4dsy7t8B3ZKZfQ==</latexit>

b = (m, ⌧ )

<latexit sha1_base64="GtCAidBUmt4h7moxZ5Imz6qUaO0=">AAAC9nicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr/quunQTrIKClEQKuhFENy4rWCsYkZl0qsEkE5KJKKXf4c6duPUH3OoniH+gf+GdMQUfiE5Icu6595yZO5cnYZApx3kpWQODQ8Mj5dGx8YnJqenKzOxBJvPUF01fhjI95CwTYRCLpgpUKA6TVLCIh6LFz3d0vnUh0iyQ8b66SsRxxE7joBP4TBF1UnG9iKkz3unynr1pL/ejqLdqexGXl12Py7Ct2UVPsXyxt3JSqTo1xyz7J3ALUEWxGrLyDA9tSPjIEUEghiIcgiGj5wguHCTEHaNLXEooMHmBHsZIm1OVoApG7Dl9Tyk6KtiYYu2ZGbVPu4T0pqS0sUQaSXUpYb2bbfK5cdbsb95d46nPdkV/XnhFxCqcEfuXrl/5X53uRaGDDdNDQD0lhtHd+YVLbm5Fn9z+1JUih4Q4jduUTwn7Rtm/Z9toMtO7vltm8q+mUrM69ovaHG/6lDRg9/s4f4KDtZpbr63v1atb28Woy5jHApZpnuvYwi4aaJL3NR7wiCfr0rqxbq27j1KrVGjm8GVZ9++q76M0</latexit>

b0 = (m, ⌧ 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="6x0bjK1GNL7yID/2IvP528Ah7yk=">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</latexit>

b00 = (m00, ⌧ 00)

<latexit sha1_base64="VkBEttsByzJBNNP5t5R0S9xJsfM=">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</latexit>

⌧

<latexit sha1_base64="ZQKe6p4h0fBuYcOCqQd72235nhM=">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</latexit>

⌧ 0

<latexit sha1_base64="aQqDbKK2iPP3o//6wpw8eGUTyjQ=">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</latexit>

⌧ 00

<latexit sha1_base64="8WH0YE3WuMC+E1pJvK8zJzQyq64=">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</latexit>

(m, s0)
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FIGURE 2.5: Modification of the motor parameterization to circumvent
the issue of locomotion.

2.3.1.2 Motor data accounting for locomotion

The previous discussion about the functions previously attributed to the mo-
tor set (see 2.2.2.3) and the corresponding limitation to fixed-base agents (2.2.3.1)
calls for reparameterizing the motor description of the formalism. In partic-
ular it points to the need for accounting for the localization of the agent in
space, localization which allows distinguishing configurations that are re-
lated to one another by locomotion.

By this account, consider the set B of all configurations the embodiment
of the agent may assume in its ambient space X . Each of these configurations
b ∈ B corresponds to a posture of the agent, mirroring the previous motor
configuration m; however, it is now enriched by the data of how this posture
is embedded in X , that is “where” the agent stands. The resulting object
b can therefore be sketched as a tuple b = (m, τ), where τ is the pose (i.e.
position and orientation) of the configuration. Subsequently, we refer to m
as internal motor configuration and b as absolute motor configuration.

This decomposition is in line with Fig. 2.5 where the added external ref-
erence is denoted by the τ position variable. Three distinct (absolute) con-
figurations b, b′, b′′ are depicted. As before b′ can be obtained from b by
locomotion, while b′′ corresponds to a distinct internal motor configuration
m′′. But now it clearly follows from the previous examinations that the addi-
tion of this position data allows for a functional relation, should one replace
M by B in the M → X → S diagram. Indeed, the two configurations
which previously corresponded to a same internal motor state m are now
denoted by (m, τ′) = b′ 6= b = (m, τ), so that each can be mapped to its
corresponding output s′ and s by a proper function.
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Solving the problem of external references It should be mentioned that
the aforementioned construction is largely arbitrary. It is especially cumber-
some to try and provide satisfactory reasoning for determining the τ in b: it
is not clear from the previous objects what exactly constitutes a pose; more-
over, our intuition signals that we may only hope to give such a τ only up
to a choice of reference frame. To illustrate this point, consider again Fig. 2.5
and imagine that we replace the measurement of position x with that of the
left wheel of the robot: clearly this is a different but equivalent parameteri-
zation, and thus it should be equally as valid. The same process can be made
more involved if we instead label the position of the agent by the coordinate
of its middle joint (corresponding to m2): because this point of the body is
not rigidly linked to its physical frame, changes in posture can also result in
changes of the associated reference coordinate.

As for environment states, the construction can however be made more
intrinsic to eschew this issue. Indeed, on the basis that absolute configura-
tions b are configurations of the embodiment in X we assume that some may
be related by its motions τ ∈ G (X ). This relation on B, denoted as b′ = τ′b,
corresponds to the case where the transformation of embodiment of the agent
from b to b′ is equivalent to its spatially moving along τ′. Should one assume
the previous decomposition available, it could then be concretely defined as
τ′b = τ′(m, τ) = (m, τ′τ). In the familiar case of rigid geometry, it therefore
expresses that two configurations are related to one another by locomotion,
that is by a combination of translation and/or rotation. This is also pictured
on Fig. 2.5, where b′ is obtained from b by sliding from τ to τ′. By defini-
tion, two absolute configurations b and b′ are thusly related by any space
automorphism τ ∈ G (X ) if and only if one can be obtained from another by
locomotion. Therefore, consider the relation ∼B

G (X ) defined by

∀b, b′ ∈ B, b ∼B
G (X ) b′ ⇔ ∃τ ∈ G (X ) such that b′ = τb. (2.5)

We can show that it inherits strong properties from the group structure of
the relating transformations τ ∈ G (X ). First there is some particular tranfor-
mation idG (X ) ∈ G (X ) under which all of space is invariant, so that

∀b ∈ B, b = idG (X )b.

In particular this implies that b ∼G (X ) b for any absolute configuration b, by
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which we say ∼G (X ) is reflexive. Additionally, the reversibility of transforma-
tions τ ∈ G (X ) yields

∀b, b′ ∈ B, ∀τ ∈ B, b = τb′ ⇔ b′ = τ−1b.

Accordingly, whenever we have b ∼G (X ) b′ then it must necessarily be true
that b′ ∼G (X ) b (and vice versa). This property is that of relation ∼G (X ) be-
ing symmetric. Finally, the relation can be chained along the composition of
transformations of G (X ) as per

∀b, b′, b′′ ∈ B, ∀τ, τ′ ∈ G (X ), b′′ = τ′b′ and b′ = τb⇒ b′′ =
(
τ′τ
)

b.

In terms of relations, this means that whenever b ∼G (X ) b′ and b′ ∼G (X ) b′′

it must hold that b ∼G (X ) b′′; we call this particular property the transitivity
of ∼G (X ). These three properties make ∼G (X ) into an equivalence relation10.
In this context a particular object of interest is that of equivalence classes, that
is collections of elements that are related to one another. Indeed, for any
particular absolute configuration b0 ∈ B consider the collection of related
configurations b ∈ B defined by

[b0]G (X ) =
{

b ∈ B such that b ∼G (X ) b0

}
.

From the three aforementioned properties of∼G (X ), it can be shown that any
two configurations b, b′ in this subset are not only related to b0 via∼G (X ) but
also to one another. Moreover, any given configuration b ∈ B must appear
in such a [b0] for some b0: in fact, it must precisely appear in [b]G (X ). Let
us denote B/G (X ) the collection of equivalence classes in B relative to the
relation ∼G (X ), which we call the quotient of B by ∼G (X ). What we have just
seen is that

• the equivalence classes partition the total set B:
⋃

A∈B/G (X ) A = B and
∀A, B ∈ B/G (X ), either A = B or A ∩ B = ∅;

• for any two absolute configurations b, b′ ∈ B, b′ ∈ [b] if and only if
b′ ∼G (X ) b, in which case we even have

[
b′
]
= [b].

10This exposition is motivated by the fact that we will make regular use of equivalence
relations in this work; the reader should find this enumeration of their properties as well
as the construction of equivalence classes sufficient to follow developments later. Should
they search for a more thorough reference nonetheless they would find it in most set theory
textbooks such as (Hrbacek and Jech, 1999) which also provides concrete illustrations of the
notion.
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Finally, we will say that configuration b ∈ B is a representative of class A ∈
B/G (X ) whenever [b] = A. In particular an equivalence class may admit
any number of representatives, which are necessarily all related by ∼G (X ) to
one another.

Importantly, in our specific case Eq 2.5 shows that the corresponding
equivalence class of any configuration b ∈ B is

[b]G (X ) =
{

b′ ∈ B such that b′ = τb, τ ∈ G (X )
}

.

This enunciates how equivalence classes precisely group together all config-
urations related by general locomotions; in intuitive (if external) terms, the
class [b]G (X ) is the set of all configurations which share the same posture
with b. But we can therefore adopt the converse reasoning provides internal
logic to characterize “posture” and “pose”. Indeed, consider the “posture”
m associated to an absolute configuration b ∈ B to be its equivalence class
for this locomotion relation. Then, for each of these classes m ∈ B/G (X )

choose one particular representative b0
m ∈ B, that is a configuration that ver-

ifies
[
b0

m

]
G (X )

= m; each of the b′ ∈ B that share posture with b are by

definition related to b via a locomotion b′ = τb for some τ ∈ G (X ). This
entails that b′ can be described as the tuple (m, τ). Importantly this identi-
fies the ambiguous pose parameter with transformations of space τ ∈ G (X ),
and that of reference positions with those b0

m = (m, idG (X )) representatives
of equivalence class.

Revisiting the functions of B This B space is explicitly characterized by
its parameter function, and as such we intend it to replaceM in theM →
X → S diagram. The discussion provided in 2.2.3.2 therefore shows that it
is intrinsically required to provide positional parameters, that is static snap-
shots of the way the agent is embodied in ambient space. Furthermore, by
separately defining B and the space of environment states EX we tacitly
assume that these states should be considered independent. This especially
lends itself to descriptions where any absolute configuration b can exist in
any environment state ε. One should therefore note that this is at odds with
certain interactions of the agent-environment system: taking the example of
rigid collisions, this allows for cases where b indicates that the agent should
be located where ε instead mandates that there should be a solid obstacle.
This is actually a situation which was de facto avoided in previous experi-
ments and which this framework will not improve.
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We can already make another observation relative to the functions of B:
because it is adapted from M by enriching it with the unarguably external
pose variable, we cannot continue assuming that it corresponds to proprio-
ceptive input. Consequently, we cannot reasonably assume that the agent be
a priori capable of accessing its absolute configuration b ∈ B.

2.3.2 The naive sensorimotor experience

The previous considerations were largely external, as the prominence of am-
bient space in their discussion may hint at. We now instead attend to the
definition of those structures related to the internal picture of the sensorimo-
tor experience we will assume. In particular, the previous observation about
B being intrinsically external indicates that we need to characterize how mo-
tor commands of the agent manifest in our formalism. We also circle back to
our starting intuition about spatially mediated sensation and formally par-
ticularise the sensory function to make the notion of “looking somewhere”
amenable.

2.3.2.1 Moteur... action!

One of the important functions ofM as previously defined was that it rep-
resented the motor capabilities of the agent via the active changes of state
m ∈ M its motor commands entailed. Our illustrative example shows that
this point can also be made of B: the pictured agent’s commands can alter
both its internal configuration, as well as its pose should it action its wheels.
Therefore, although we cannot hope for the agent to be naively able to tell
where it “is” in B we nonetheless characterize its motor capabilities as a col-
lection of transformations B → B of absolute configurations. Such transfor-
mations, which we henceforth refer to as motor actions are therefore concretely
functions

a : B → B

b 7→ ab = a(b)
(2.6)

Additionally, we will now denote the relation b′ = ab by b a→ b′. The
previous discussion about B being a set of static configurations makes mo-
tor actions a into differences of static configurations; reiterating our point
from 2.2.3.2 they cannot denote differential quantities such as velocity or ac-
celeration of motor state.
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(A) Vector field ~F1 of a “simple” action,
which acts as a translation in the coordi-

nates of b.

(B) Vector field ~F2 associated to a more
general action a′, which effect on coordi-
nates depends on the point it is mapping.

(C) Vector field
−→

F2F1 obtained as a composition of the
two previous examples, corresponding to the compos-
ite action a′a. Some vectors are drawn curved and oth-
ers omitted to preserve legibility. Parts of the fields ~F1
and ~F2 are reproduced semi-transparent here to illus-

trate how
−→

F2F1 can be determined from them.

FIGURE 2.6: Visualisation of the effects of motor actions as vectors fields
for B = R2.
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This approach therefore places precedence on the differences between
configurations (b, b′) rather than on any individual configuration b. In par-
ticular it makes these differences somewhat homogeneous: it naturally formu-
lates the fact that pairs (b1, b2) and (b′1, b′2), seen as starting/ending config-
urations, are “equally related” whenever b1

a→ b2 and b′1
a→ b′2 simulta-

neously hold. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6, in which the space undergoing
transformations is restricted to R2 for visualisation purposes. Each action
a is then represented as a vector field, which attaches to any starting point
X ∈ R2 the affine vector ~u such that aX is its endpoint X + ~u.

The algebraic structure of actions We however mainly attend to the alge-
braic structure the setA of such actions exhibits by way of their composition-
ality. Indeed, we can start by observing that “staying still” is represented by
the particular action e ∈ A that verifies

∀b ∈ B, b e→ b (2.7)

This makes it into an identity action, which maps all absolute configurations b
to themselves and corresponds to the null vector field. Furthermore, succes-
sive performance of two motor actions a, a′ ∈ A can also be formally repre-
sented by the motor action a′′ = a′a, which for concrete function corresponds
to the classical composition a′ ◦ a (denoting “a then a′”) and verifies

∀b, b′, b′′ ∈ B,
b b”

b′

a

a′′

a′ (2.8)

This relation functionally defines a composition operation on A

.A : A×A → A
(a, a′) 7→ a′a

(2.9)

which is associative, that is (aa′)a′′ = a(a′a′′) for any three motor actions

a, a′, a′′ of A. As for illustrating, this leads to the field
−→

F2F1 illustrated in
Fig. 2.6c: starting from any point X ∈ R2, we first follow ~F1 to determine
X′ = ~F1X. We then follow the vector supplied by ~F2 at X′ to its endpoint

X′′ = ~F2(~F1(X)) =

( −→
F2F1

)
X.
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In algebraic terms, these two properties specify that A is a monoid for its
composition operation. We will frequently require the additional property
that A be a group, which in effect mandates that for any action a ∈ A there
should exist an inverse action a−1 ∈ A in the sense that

∀b ∈ B, b b′.
a

a−1
(2.10)

It requires in particular that a be invertible as a function, that is a bijection;
this is in fact also a sufficient condition. As a consequence, this introduces
additional restrictions on which transformations of configurations are admis-
sible. However, one can alternatively frame this requirement as temporarily
focusing on those monoidal actions that are themselves invertible; indeed,
the subset of any monoid made of its invertible elements is a group in itself.
In terms of the illustrative visualisation, a vector field represents an invert-
ible transformation if and only if one (and only one) arrow ends at each point
of R2, corresponding to the unique pair (X, Y) related by the bijection. In this
case, the inverse vector field is obtained by keeping the shafts of the arrows
in place and reversing the direction they point to.

Compositional reduction and generated algebras The algebraic structure
introduced by the “successive performance” operation involves the compo-
sitionality of motor actions; it naturally evokes a prototypic notion of complex
actions being a combination of simple actions reminiscent of the modular
multiple model approach present both in biological systems (Botvinick, 2008;
Flanagan et al., 1999; Wolpert and Kawato, 1998) and in robotic ones (Billing,
Lowe, and Sandamirskaya, 2015; Nicolescu and Matarić, 2002). Our intuition
also informs us that it may provide a way to reduce the combinatorial com-
plexity an agent encounters when it needs to explore its motor configuration
space.

To illustrate this point, consider the range of movement provided by ac-
tioning the joints of the robotic arm depicted in Fig. 2.7a. Since they are
equipped with step motors, up to a choice of reference angle their state space
can be labelled by an integer set [0, . . . , N − 1]. By this correspondence N is
the number of angular steps the motors takes to achieve a full rotation, so that
integer k denotes the 2kπ

N = k · 2π
N radians angle. It immediately follows that

the total reachable configuration space is that of all such integer pairs (j, k)
(each taken mod. N), for a total number of N2 configurations. Now consider
the two special actions ai = ∆qi corresponding to adding a step increment
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(A) Schematic robotic arm with 2 joints,
each being actuated by a step motor. The
radial lines at each one depict their (re-
spectively 5 and 12) possible configura-

tions.

(B) Visualisation of the effect of the ∆qi ac-
tions on its configuration space. The bold ar-
rows highlight a path between two arbitrar-
ily chosen configurations (j0, k0) = (1, 1) and
(jt, kt) = (3, 4) provided by the arrows of the

two actions.

FIGURE 2.7: Decomposition of arbitrary motor trajectories over a reper-
toire of primitive actions.

to the state of actuator mi. As functions of configurations this respectively
corresponds to

∆q1(j, k) = (j + 1, k)

and
∆q2(j, k) = (j, k + 1)

applying the modulo N operation where necessary. It is therefore clear that
starting from any configuration (j0, k0) of its actuator, the agent may reach
any target configuration (jt, kt) by finite successive operation of its two ∆qi

actions. Namely, it can first perform ∆q2 (kt − k0) times before performing
∆q1 (jt − j0) times, since ∆qjt−j0

1 ∆qkt−k0
2 (j0, k0) = (jt, kt). Fig. 2.7b illustrates

this particular situation with the highlighted chain of arrows; it also shows
that the path need not be unique, even if one chooses to minimize its length.
Nevertheless, this example shows how the exploration of a state space of size
N2 (for arbitrary N) can thus be reduced to that of sequences of 2 elementary
actions.
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As the illustration suggests, the relation between the entire motor capabil-
ity set and the 2 “simple” actions is analogous to that between vector spaces
and their bases; furthermore, this observation can be made formal in the full
generality of the composition structure. Begin with any set of “simple” ac-
tions A0 = {ai, i ∈ I}. Then by definition any action that can be obtained by
finite successive composition of these simple actions is precisely of the form

a = aiN . . . ai1 =
N

∏
k=1

aik where N ∈N and ik ∈ I ∀1 ≤ k ≤ N. (2.11)

As with the usual case, the empty product (which always occurs for N = 0)
is taken to be the identity, here e ∈ A. As a consequence, the set < A0 > of all
actions a that can be generated as per Eq.(2.11) is a monoid of actions itself:
it contains the identity action, while the composition of two combinations of
the ai (which can be seen as the concatenation of their strings) yields another
of these combinations. It is in fact minimal in the sense that any monoid
of actions which contains all of the ai must contain the entire < A0 > one;
this follows from the requirement that it must in particular be stable under
composition, that is contain all combinations of the ai described in Eq. (2.11).
Because of this property, we call < A0 > = < ai > the (sub)monoid generated
by the ai.11

The approach to reducing the complexity in configuration space we il-
lustrated is therefore represented as the search for generating sets of actions.
More precisely, to any action monoid A corresponding to given motor capa-
bilities of the agent it raises the question of determining which repertoire of
simple actions {ai} are sufficient for compositionally generating the whole
range of actions as per < ai > = A. For reduction purposes, the same
question naturally appears for finite, and then minimal (as per the cardinal-
ity of {ai}) repertoires. This can be further refined, starting from a reper-
toire {ai}, to finding another (perhaps more desirable) set of actions

{
aj
}

that allow for the same motor capabilities; this formally corresponds to the
search of particular action sets

{
aj
}
⊂ < ai >, with the generation constraint

< aj > = < ai > that the generated structures be equal.

11The same argument can be made mutatis mutandis for groups involving the combina-
tions both of the ai and their inverses; the resulting structure is also a (sub)group, and the
minimal group containing all the ai at that. We therefore predictably call it the (sub)group
generated by the ai. The two structures need not necessarily coincide, with the monoid al-
ways being a subset of the group; however, this holds in several cases which most of the
practical examples we will use fall into.
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Continuous transformations to account for dynamical constraints The for-
mal definitions we assume ascribe to B both the function of initial parameter
set as well as supporting motor commands. From the point made in 2.2.3.2,
this implies that motor actions are assumed to be differences of position in
the configuration state b of the agent. It would then seem that this formu-
lation still fails to account for agents which are velocity of force controlled.
However, while we generally operate on decidedly discrete groups for sim-
plicity reasons we actually make no requirement of this point. On the con-
trary, the formalism allows for agents which continuous motor capabilities
are described by Lie groups, that is precisely the groups that also possess an
intrinsic differentiable structure (Belinfante, Kolman, and H. A. Smith, 1966).

If we assume that the interaction follows a continuous time process (with-
out which the consideration is mostly made irrelevant), the requirement of
velocity (or force) control can then be formally matched. Indeed, represent a
velocity command by a trajectory δa : R+ → a with values tangent vectors in
the Lie algebra a of A. In turn, this δa trajectory defines a unique primitive
γa : R+ → A for Darboux derivation starting from the identity γa(0) = eA.
In other words, given any starting absolute configuration b0 ∈ B the func-
tion

γb : R+ → B

t 7→ γa(t)b0
(2.12)

represents the trajectory of absolute configurations b ∈ B matching initial
conditions and velocity command provided. The construction can be ex-
tended further to force command (resp. higher order derivatives) by first
integrating the corresponding trajectory R → a as a vector valued function
once (resp. a corresponding number of times); this yields a velocity trajectory
from which the argument can be followed.

This development therefore involves notably more technical machinery.
It is nevertheless conceptually valuable in as much as it presents a natu-
ral framework for dynamical constraints imposed by the physicality of the
agent’s embodiment. For example, the mechanistic requirement that all joint
accelerations be continuous can now be formulated as requiring effective
force trajectories to be continuous functions R → a; as expected, this is
equivalent to restricting the configuration trajectory γb to be C2 as a map of
manifolds. The approach also somewhat addresses the objection, first made
in 2.2.3.2, that these complex computations are certainly not accessible to a
naive agent. Indeed, we do not assume that the parameter configuration
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b ∈ B is internally available; therefore this integration relation only pertains
to the external point of view, which makes the objection void. In any case, we
do not detail nor exploit further the Lie case. Instead, all proposed applica-
tions are presented in discrete setups. We hypothesize that the development
associated with continuous transformations should be amenable to a direct,
if lengthy, extension of this work.

2.3.2.2 Sensels, sensors, receptive fields

During its sensorimotor interaction with its environment, the agent must in
particular be able to obtain some input that depends on the exterior state;
recalling the discussion of 2.2.1.1 this is essentially the function attributed
to its sensory capabilities by way of the forward sensorimotor function ϕε,
which importantly is characterized by the a priori internal availability of its
output.

Sensel structure and forward sensory map The sensory apparatuses of dis-
tinct sensory agents may cover a wide range of complexity, from the sim-
plistic Braitenberg vehicles (Braitenberg, 1986) to the plethora of instruments
equipping NASA’s Curiosity rover (NASA, n.d.). The classical view, in-
formed by our knowledge as designers, is to partition the sensory output
of complex agents into partial outputs corresponding to each instrument or
otherwise relevant criterion (e.g. modality for multimodal sensors). This is
frequently further extended to characterizing the output of a single sensor as
a vector ranging over its sensory elements. A textbook example of such an
identification is that of a visual CCD sensor, which output is thought of as
the collection of the numeric activation values of its photosensitive elements.
In this perspective, complexity in the implementation of sensors corresponds
to high dimensionality of their output space. This clearly hints at the neces-
sity of providing efficient methods for processing their signals, starting from
a priori separation of the output corresponding to distinct sensors.

We instead opt for an intermediate approach to preserve genericity: while
we assume some preexistent partitioning, we refrain from requiring it to be
defined in terms of the physical implementation of the robot. This is intended
to allow formal sensory output to directly represent data which the agent di-
rectly accesses; amusingly, both cognitive viewpoints that “vision occurs in the
brain” (rather than in the eye) (P. Bach-y-Rita, 1972) as well as the opposite
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FIGURE 2.8: Illustration of the receptive fields for a sensor made of two
rigidly linked cameras at configuration b. Each pixel ci of either camera
produces a sensory value sci in the overall sensory array s explained only
by a small subset of space Fci(b). The same applies for both cameras,
thus explaining how a sensation for the agent can be explained by the

perception of a subset of space.

radical anti-localizationism (Morgese, Lombardo, and De Pascalis, 2017) sup-
port maintaining the distinction. This is made formal by having each such
sensory element (sensel for short) of the partition correspond to one sensori-
motor mapping ψc : B × EX → Sc. The new c subscript, then, serves to
explicitly outline that the mapping and the set of output values are that of
one particular sensel c.

If we denote by C the set indexing the partitioning of the agent’s sen-
sory apparatus –that is, each c ∈ C labels a distinct sensel– then the entire
sensorimotor mapping of the agent is realized as the product map

ψC : B × EX → S = ∏
c∈C

Sc

(b, ε) 7→ s = (sc)c∈C = (ψc(b, ε))c∈C

(2.13)

These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 2.8, where the example agent is physi-
cally equipped with two cameras. Its sensory array at this particular point of
its interaction with the environment is depicted as the row of colored blocks
to the right of the figure. Each of these blocks corresponds to one particular
sensel of the agent, which may represent down to the physical unit of a pixel.
Each physical camera provides a part of the total sensory output, as depicted
by the partitioning of the array into its C1 and C2 segments. One should note
here that the correspondence between physical sensors and their respective
subarrays is not a priori as self-evident as might seem from the figure: indeed,
the previous definition of sensel carries no notion of type or contiguity. Nev-
ertheless, it shows that physical sensors are formally realized as (particular)
subsets C ′ of the total collection of sensels C .
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The spatially mediated perception of receptive fields The embodied na-
ture of the agent implies that it is physically interacting with its environment.
Its spatial aspect, i.e. the localization of said embodiment in space, further
imposes locality structure on the constraints of this interaction: at any given
point of its experience the agent is in fact interacting with the part of the
environment which lies in a certain part of space, a part which is poised to
change as the agent moves. This locality constraint especially implies that
the determination of environment state in this particular region of space in
turn entirely determinates the current interaction; admittedly, such a prop-
erty mimics the psychological concept of receptive field (Hartline, 1938; Jef-
fries, Killian, and Pezaris, 2013) which we intend to formally capture.o

By this account, the receptive field of a sensor C ′ ⊂ C ought to be for-
mally represented as some region of space X ′ ⊂ X dependent on the motor
configuration b ∈ B under which it becomes precisely the region that is be-
ing sampled by C ′. Accordingly, we elect to denote it as a mapping

FC ′ : B → P (X )

b 7→ FC ′(b)
(2.14)

where P (X ) is the collection of subsets of ambient space X . Although this
may not be clearly enlightening yet, it allows for a formulation of the locality
constraint previously discussed. Indeed, it hints at characterizing receptive
fields by the property

∀ε, ε′ ∈ EX , ∀b ∈ B,

ε |FC ′ (b)
= ε′|FC ′ (b)

⇒ ψC ′(b, ε) = ψC ′(b, ε′).
(2.15)

The construction is also illustrated in Fig. 2.8, which represents receptive
fields of its agent at several levels. The first, Fci(b), is that of a single pixel
of the camera. Also depicted are FC1(b) and FC2(b), the respective receptive
fields of its two cameras; they spatially correspond to the union of the recep-
tive fields of their individual pixels. Finally, the total receptive field FC (b)
of the agent covers its entire field of view. As before, it coincides with the
union of the receptive fields of its cameras. Moreover, Fig. 2.8 also depicts
two distinct environment states ε1 and ε2 the agent may interact with. They
are visibly distinct from one another since for example the leftmost part of
ε1 is a shade of dark green whereas it is pink in ε2. However, we can see
that they locally coincide on the whole region FC (b) covered by the gaze of
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the agent. Therefore we expect that its sensory apparatus C report the same
output s = ψC (b, εi) whether i = 1 or 2. This property, then, is precisely
which is summarized in Eq. (2.15).

We can deduce several structure constraints of receptive fields from the
property of Eq. (2.15) alone. First, our formal viewpoint of sensors C ′ ⊂ C

being unions of their constituting sensels c ∈ C is directly mirrored by their
receptive fields as per

Proposition 1. Let C ′ = {c} ⊂ C be a collection of sensels, with sensorimotor
maps ψc. Given a corresponding collection of mappings Fc : B → P (X ) verifying
the property of Eq. (2.15) each with respect to their sensels, then the mapping

F⋃
C ′ : B → P (X )

b 7→
⋃

c∈C ′
Fc(b)

(2.16)

verifies the same property relative to the resulting sensor C ′.

Proof. Let ε, ε′ ∈ EX , and b ∈ B. Because ∀c ∈ C ′, Fc(b) ⊂
⋃

c∈C ′ Fc(b), we
have

ε |⋃ Fc(b) = ε′|⋃ Fc(b) ⇒ ∀c ∈ C ′, ε |Fc(b) = ε′|Fc(b).

But since we assume each of the Fc possess the locality property of Eq. (2.16),
it follows that

∀c ∈ C ′, ψc(b, ε) = ψc(b, ε′).

Finally this entails that ψC ′(b, ε) and ψC ′(b, ε′) are equal by equality of their
corresponding components.

We could, if perhaps maliciously, term this result the union of receptive fields
is a receptive field of the union. More importantly, it shows that the spatial
intuition the illustration of Fig. 2.8 elicits is not fortuitous but rather a result
we can systematically expect.

Moreover, the isolation of the spatial support of sensation via the FC ′ re-
ceptive field naturally extends to the formal equivalent of a “physical sen-
sitivity” function. While the former encodes the spatial localization that is
constraining the sensory flow at any point of the experience, the latter in-
stead dictates which of the observable physical properties a given sensor is
sensitive to and how they relate to its output. It is all summarized as per
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Proposition 2. Let C ′ ⊂ C be a sensor with corresponding receptive field FC ′ .
Then for every b ∈ B, there exists a sensitivity function mapping

fC ′(b) : E FC ′(b)→ SC ′

ε |FC ′(b)
7→ ( fC ′(b)) (ε |FC ′(b)

)
(2.17)

such that the sensorimotor map of sensor C ′ admits the factorization

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , ψC ′(b, ε) = ( fC ′(b)) (ε |FC ′ (b)
). (2.18)

Proof. Let C ′ be a sensor and FC ′ be its receptive field. For any b ∈ B con-
sider the relation ∼FC ′ (b)

on environment states that collapses those coincid-
ing on FC ′(b), i.e.

∀ε, ε′ ∈ EX , ε ∼FC ′ (b)
ε′ ⇔ ε |FC ′ (b)

= ε′|FC ′ (b)

Since it is the kernel relation of the restriction mapping .|FC ′ (b)
: ε ∈ EX 7→

ε |FC ′ (b)
∈ E FC ′(b), it is an equivalence relation.

Additionally, the characteristic property of Eq. (2.15) specifically indicates
that for any two environment states ε and ε′

∀b ∈ B, ε ∼FC ′ (b)
ε′ ⇒ ψC ′(b, ε) = ψC ′(b, ε′),

so that all states of a given equivalence class are mapped to the same sen-
sory output in configuration b ∈ B. Therefore, for given b ∈ B consider
the mapping fC ′(b) which takes the (equivalence class of the) restriction
ε |FC ′ (b)

∈ E FC ′(b) to the sensory output ψC ′(b, ε0) ∈ SC ′ at configuration
b for any representative ε0 of ε |FC ′ (b)

. It therefore ensures commutativity of

EX SC ′

E FC ′(b)

ψC ′ (b,·)

·|F
C ′ (b) fC ′ (b)

(2.19)

which concludes the argument.

An illustration of the point of the distinction can be made using the lan-
guage of (Schwartz) distributions. Indeed, consider the prototypic case of
the distribution I f associated to some smooth density function f : R → R,
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which applied to test function ϕ yields output

I f (ϕ) = 〈I f , ϕ〉 =
∫

Supp(I f )
f ϕ dλ.

In this expression, the support Supp(I f ) of the distribution characterizes
which points of the underlying space of ϕ actually bear on the value of I f :
any particular behavior of functions ϕ outside of this subset of R is discarded
by the distribution. On the contrary f specifies how the selected values are
processed by the distribution, acting as generalized weights. Therefore, this
analogy associates the sensorimotor map ψC ′ of a sensor with a family of
distributions, each corresponding to one configuration b of the agent. For
any such distribution, its support corresponds to the spatial receptive field
at the same configuration FC ′(b); similarly, the integrand f of the distribu-
tion corresponds to the physical sensitivity function fC ′(b) (although it is
applied as a function rather than a product for lack of a linear structure). It
also makes the reason for the seemingly cumbersome dependency of sensi-
tivity on b clearer, as it illustrates how distinct configurations of the agent
can correspond to differences in how its sensors process the same part of the
environment. For example, in the case of a numeric camera sensor, this de-
pendency may represent different possible active tuning of gain and aperture
values.

An intrinsic definition for receptive fields The preceding discussion makes
points of what properties and structure receptive fields possess; however, at
no point did it actually define them. While the notion is intuitive enough that
we can agree on what they are for most illustrative agents and practical cases,
a formal definition in terms of the previous objects should still be available
per our approach.

The “defining” property of receptive fields in the preliminary points is
that of Eq.(2.15). To make the discussion more fluid, in the following for
given sensor C ′ ⊂ C and configuration b ∈ B we will say that FC ′ (and
respectively FC ′(b)) is a receptive field (resp. a receptive field at b) of C ′ if
they verify the conditions of Eq.(2.15). As reflected by the indefinite article,
the condition does not define unique receptive fields since we have instead

Proposition 3. Let C ′ be a sensor, let b ∈ B, then

• X is a receptive field of C ′ at b
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• if X ′ is a receptive field of C ′ and X ′ ⊂ X ′′ ⊂ X , then so is X ′′

Proof. • This point is trivial: by Eq. (2.15) it corresponds to the tautology

∀ε ∈ EX , ψC ′(b, ε) = ψC ′(b, ε)

.

• Let X ′ ⊂ X be a receptive field of C ′ at b, and let X ′′ ⊂ X such that
X ′ ⊂ X ′′. Then for any two environment states ε, ε′

ε |X ′′ = ε′|X ′′ ⇒ ε |X ′ = ε′X ′

which, chained with the implication of Eq. (2.15) relative to receptive
field X ′ yields

ε |X ′′ = ε′|X ′′ ⇒ ψC ′(b, ε) = ψC ′(b, ε′)

corresponding to X ′′ being a receptive field of C ′ at b.

This result at fixed configuration b is in turn reflected at the level of the
receptive field mapping by

Corollary 1. Let C ′ be a sensor, then

• C ′ admits a receptive field, given by b ∈ B 7→ X ⊂ X

• If F is a receptive field of C ′ and F′ : B → P (X ) verifies

∀b ∈ B, F(b) ⊂ F′(b)

then F′ is a receptive field of C ′.

The result states in essence that whenever some region of space is a valid
receptive field, going up only yields other receptive fields. The sensible idea
then, corroborating the intuition developed in concrete examples, is to define
the receptive field as the smallest of such regions. Let us consider a given
sensor C ′ and configuration b, and temporarily denote X the collection of all
X ′ ⊂ X which are a receptive field of C ′ at b. From the previous result we
know that X is not empty, since X ⊂ X. Furthermore, the classical process
for taking the smallest such region is to consider

⋂
X ′∈X X ′: indeed, if there
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FIGURE 2.9: Illustration of a system of environments where no (unique)
receptive field can be determined. The ambient space X contains only
three points a, b, c. Environment states ε ∈ EX are restricted so as to be
entirely determined by the two colors in the translucent bars, resulting in
the two points of space b and c always being attributed the same value.

exists one X− ∈ X minimal for inclusion between all receptive fields, we
must have

∀X ′ ∈ X, X− ⊂ X ′

by minimality so that
X− ⊂

⋂

X ′∈X

X ′.

But since X− ∈ X, it also appears in the right hand side intersection, by
which it results that X− =

⋂
X ′∈X X ′.

The previous definitions, however, do not guarantee the validity of this
construction; it instead hinges at least on additional considerations relative
to the diversity of possible environment states. Fig. 2.9 illustrates this point;
despite its symbolic setting, it falls squarely in the formal definitions. It rep-
resents a space X composed of only three points {a, b, c} where crucially the
values of environment state at different points are constrained: here, all en-
vironment states ε ∈ EX necessarily verify ε(b) = ε(c). In particular, this
intuitively implies that one need only query the value at any one of these
points to “know” the environment state at both. Accordingly, for any sensor
C ′ we will find that Fb = {a, b} and Fc = {a, c} are valid receptive fields
for C ′. However, their intersection is the singleton {a} which may not be a
receptive field itself. The previous construction fails because the collection of
receptive fields here is

X = {{a, b} , {a, c} , {a, b, c}}
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which is not stable under intersection, and as such does not have a smallest
element. As a consequence, there is no natural way of defining the receptive
field in such cases. This issue, however, may be resolved by a number of ad-
ditional assumptions, one of which should in all but the strangest cases: first,
if ambient space X is assumed to be (at least) topological, the same devel-
opment can be made by restriction to closed subsets. Else, by contrast with
this pathological example, it is valid whenever the collection of environment
space contains all functions of the form X → P (a fortiori without constraints
on their values). In any case, all the settings developed further in illustra-
tions or experiments fall under these “nice” cases, therefore we can consider
the construction valid during their examination.

2.3.2.3 How can it be so naive: a model of knowledge

The previous development laid the notions we use in describing the senso-
rimotor interaction of an agent with its environment. However it did not
definitively delimit the internal picture of this interaction, that is the sub-
jective basis of the internal sensorimotor experience. We previously men-
tioned how this distinction is crucial to SMCT : in as much as it is a the-
ory of learning, the breadth of internal cases considered directly mirrors its
scope and conditions of validity. We therefore turn our attention to address-
ing this point and provide a formal characterization of the dual points of
view of 2.2.2.2.

The previous framework (see 2.2) operated under the assumption that the
agent could access its internal motor states m ∈ M and sensory states s ∈ S .
Besides it could leverage its motor capabilities by actively modifying m ∈ M,
via motor commands realizable as functions fM : M → M. By “actively”
we mean that the sequence of motor states parameterizing the sensorimotor
interaction is effectively defined by the sequence of commands; importantly,
the agent also has some degree of knowledge12about which command it is-
sues so that it can at least reiterate the same command. This awareness of
its own action is crucial in that it allows to internally distinguish between
external and self-induced changes should ambiguity arise (e.g. in the case of
compensations).

12We would informally want to qualify this knowledge as conscious were it not for the
multiple problems associated with the notion. What matters, instead, is perhaps that these
commands be volitional (Maye and A. Engel, 2016).
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FIGURE 2.10: Illustration of the knowledge the agent a priori possesses of
its sensory output. Each line corresponds to a part of its sensory array sC

at two different states of its sensorimotor experience.

Sensory knowledge: the Array of Babel Following the argument exposed
in 2.3.2.2 our description makes use of a straightforward stand-in for sensory
state via the output of the total sensorimotor map ψC . We continue to assume
its a priori accessibility on the basis that this property is precisely which char-
acterize sensation. However, the discussion made in 2.2.2.1 about interpret-
ing mathematical structure as a priori assumptions of the agent shows that
we must make precise the ways in which the naive agent can access its sen-
sory readings. Indeed there is a number of “levels” of knowledge, ranging
from that of bare set structure of SC to the wealth of expressiveness afforded
by its identification to RN13. In the following we will assume that the agent
knows about the product set structure of SC = ∏c∈C Sc. This means that the
agent may a priori access its sensory readings on a per component basis (where
“components” correspond to the sensel decomposition); however, the agent
may only further access the set structure of its components sc ∈ Sc.

Fig. 2.10 gives an illustration of the situation from the point of view of the
agent. The horizontal arrays represent the output s ∈ SC of the total sensory
apparatus C at two (distinct) stages of the sensorimotor experience. Accord-
ingly, each square in an array corresponds to a fixed sensel c ∈ C . The ca-
pability to discern each of the squares and query their content is precisely
that afforded by the knowledge of the product structure ∏c∈C Sc as opposed
to that of set SC . Then, each sensel square reports its corresponding state

13(see 2.2.2.1 for specific examples)
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by the symbol14 it displays. Importantly, distinct sensels do not share their
collection of output symbols: this corresponds to each square having its own
“alphabet” as well as its color. This illustrates the minimal semantics we will
assume for sensory symbols, by which we say the agent processes “uninter-
preted” sensory signals. The meaning ascribed here is “stronger” than that
usually found in the bootstrapping literature (see (Censi, 2012; B. J. Kuipers
et al., 2006; David Philipona et al., 2004; Pierce and B. J. Kuipers, 1997)).
There, the form assumed by the signal (and the expected transformations
thereof) is usually known and leveraged by the agent; what it ignores instead
is how these signals relate to the sensorimotor interaction. In our case, how-
ever, there are no “natural” metrics nor algebraic operations on the symbols
depicted in Fig. 2.10, contrary to our understanding of the usual numeric
values. We can instead only compare them for equality: that is, provided
two distinct symbols in the alphabet of any given sensel (corresponding to
any two possible values sc and s′c of any single Sc) we can definitively de-
termine whether these symbols are equal. Crucially the comparison cannot
be extended to values that occur in distinct squares due to them not sharing
their alphabets of symbols: the agent cannot assess whether sc and sc′ are
equal when c 6= c′ as sensels. It is very much possible that the values of
distinct sensels are actually related, for instance because they represent the
same external physical sampling; however, this relation is not a (de facto) a pri-
ori consequence of the equality of their codes of symbols. Instead, it should
be learned by observation whenever it occurs.

We can describe this approach using the formal terms previously defined.
Indeed, the capability to compare values of any given sensel c for equality
corresponds to the internal computability of functions

δc : s, s′ ∈ Sc 7→ δc
s,s′ =

{
> if s = s′

⊥ if s 6= s′.
15

for all sensels c ∈ C . Accordingly access to the total sensory output s ∈
SC is given by the sensorimotor map ψC , while the capability to access any
component sc is provided by projections

πc : s = (sc′)c′∈C ∈ SC 7→ sc ∈ Sc

14(the more bizarre the better)
15One can think of> as “true” and⊥ as “false”, as that is their intended semantics. It only

matters that the agent be able to perform these binary tests, not the particular symbol they
use.
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with c ranging over C . Therefore, we assume that these (collections of) map-
pings are all a priori internally computable by the naive agent. The discussion
of hierarchies of structures made in 2.2.2.1 showed how product structure
provides more capabilities than set structure. Therefore, this choice of as-
sumption is possibly more restrictive than that made in V. Marcel’s works
(see (V. Marcel, Argentieri, and Gas, 2019) and parts of (Valentin Marcel,
2020)) where the agent is only capable of comparing its total sensory out-
puts s for equality. It can however be identically realized under our proposal
if we choose to adopt a sensel decomposition C = {c} with a unique sensel
c. Indeed the previous functions thereby become somewhat trivialized: the
δc become the (unique) comparison of total sensory values while the πc is
the projection of s onto its unique component, that is the identity idSC

. It
should be noted that these works already are parcimonious with respect to
their a priori assumptions relative to other practices, which shows how our
framework does not require imposing additional restrictions in this aspect.

No aesthetics for kinesthetics The picture concerning the agent’s a priori
knowledge of its motor structure is starkly different. Indeed, our description
of sensorimotor experiences has B the set of absolute configurations replace
M that of internal motor states. Previously, internal motor states could be
assumed to be accessible to the agent based on proprioceptive feedback, pro-
viding it with a kinesthetic sense. However, this argument cannot hold when
one considers locomotion capabilities as depicted in 2.3.1.2. Instead, several
absolute configurations b related to one another by locomotion should result
in the same internal kinesthetic output. The internal construction we pro-
vided to identify b with tuples (m, τ) ∈ (B/G (X )) × G (X ) supports this
distinction: the “postural” data m = [b]G (X ) corresponds to the previous
internal motor state, whereas τ is intrinsically external. We could therefore
adapt the previous argument and assume the a priori knowledge of this m
internal value, for instance by computability of b 7→ [b]G (X ). Nevertheless
we choose to assume no a priori distinguished account of kinesthetic sense
along such a mapping, and instead have proprioceptive feedback appear as
sensels c ∈ C . Of course, this implies in particular that sensory output s does
not specifically represent the exteroceptive signal.

The availability of proprioception is known to entail many capabilities
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(see (Gapenne, 2014), (Bhanpuri, Okamura, and Bastian, 2013) or (González-
Grandón, Falcón-Cortés, and Ramos-Fernández, 2021)), as the fact that pre-
vious contributions extensively leveraged the kinesthetic sense afforded by
internal motor states m would hint at. Consequently, this assumption seems
considerably weaker than that of a priori distinguished sources. In fact, it
corresponds to the converse of the process that separates the total sensory
output s ∈ SC into the array of its sensel decomposition (sc)c∈C . Moreover,
previous approaches leveraged the asymmetrical roles of proprioceptive and
exteroceptive outputs in that they used the former to structure the latter, and
not vice versa. Instead, we hypothesize that this separation should be learned
by the agent. More precisely, we posit that for a sensel the property that it
carries internal proprioceptive data should be ascertainable from the senso-
rimotor flow under our relaxed assumptions; among other examples, it has
been shown how information processing can lead to such discovery (Schmidt
et al., 2013).

The other motor function in the internal experience is that supporting
motor command, concerning which we previously mentioned how it can be
implicitly leveraged as “active” changes in internal motor states. We can in
fact readily provide an account of this function using motor actions a ∈ A.
The similarity appears at a very formal level since motor actions of A can
be realized as functions B → B16, that is as changes in (absolute) motor
configurations b. Therefore, a priori knowledge (and, in this case, performa-
bility) of its motor actions endow the agent with the capabilities described
above for recognizing the changes induced by its actions. We can hence un-
derstand the internal knowledge of a ∈ A as the efference copy (Sperry, 1950;
von Holst and Mittelstaedt, 1950) associated to the induced motor command
B → B. Incidentally this also allows for relaxing the previous constraint
that the efference copy be entirely identical to its corresponding motor com-
mand, which is in line with several experimental observations showing these
correspondences are non trivial (Bridgeman, 2007; Imamizu, 2010; Li, Zhu,
and Tian, 2020; Niziolek, Nagarajan, and Houde, 2013; Pynn and DeSouza,
2012).

In contrast with the case of sensory outputs, we make a distinction here
between (externally) existing structure and that (internally) known to the
agent: we do not assume the naive agent knows of the algebraic structure
ofA but only of its set one. As before this implies that it can compare actions

16In fact, they were preliminarily introduced as such in 2.3.2.1
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a, a′ ∈ A for equality, and corresponds to the internal computability of

δA : a, a′ ∈ A 7→ δAa,a′ =

{
> if a = a′

⊥ if a 6= a′

However actions have several algebraic properties –that is related to their
compositionality– the agent cannot a priori probe. For example, it may not
tell whether two actions are inverse of one another. In fact, it may not even
determine whether any one action is the identity since these properties are
realized as that of maps in B the agent has no direct access to. To reiterate,
the distinction on structures ofA illustrates that of points of view on a subtler
level. On the one hand, the algebraic structure of A (whether of monoid or
group) is integral to the description of the interaction between agent and en-
vironment; in particular, we show later (see Chapter 3) some ways in which
it necessarily induces constraints on the effectively observable sensorimotor
sequences. On the other hand, there is no reason –and indeed no need– that
the agent actually be aware of it. As far as it is concerned, in fact, it may suf-
fice to observe the aforementioned constraints in its naive experience. This
paves the way for an anti-realist interpretation parallel to that of geometri-
cal space, where one claims space is not needed as much as the regularity it
imposes on the sensorimotor flow (A. V. Terekhov and J. K. O’Regan, 2013).

The compositional structure of knowledge along experience The previ-
ous discussion determined which objects are a priori internal (and which are
not). However it does not provide yet a definitive account of the notions
a naive agent may successively discover as its sensorimotor experience un-
folds. Accordingly it hinges on the experience occurring along a “duration”
which supports this unfolding. Of course, the corresponding “points in time”
are classically taken to be elements either of N for discrete time systems or
of R for continuous time cases. In general however, we are only concerned
with the incremental aspect of learning for the naive agent; therefore, we
only ask for an ordered set T to index the unfolding of the sensorimotor
experience. This property specifically mandates that there exist a “prece-
dence” relation ≤T between elements of T such that t ≤T t′ whenever t
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occurs before t′17. In particular it provides a natural basis for characteriz-
ing past and future experience at any point of the sensorimotor interaction.
Indeed, suppose that it occurs at (possibly “continuous”) timesteps denoted
by T . At any particular step t0 we can consider T −t0

= {t ∈ T | t ≤T t0}
and T +

t0
= {t ∈ T | t0 ≤T t}: they respectively denote the collection of

timesteps occurring before and after t0. We naturally expect the available
knowledge of the agent to grow over time: if Kt denotes the collection of
internally available mappings at timestep t ∈ T then we have Kt ⊂ Kt′

whenever t ≤T t′, by which (Kt)t∈T is a filtration. In this context, a priori
knowledge of the agent is characterized by K0 = ∩t∈T Kt which contains ex-
actly the mappings that have always been internally available18. The growth
of Kt follows from the agent gradually acquiring new samples during its sen-
sorimotor experience: denoting at the actions it performed and st the sensory
outputs it experienced, at any timestep t0 ∈ T of the interaction the agent
only knows of the past interaction, that is all at′ and st′ with t′ ≤T t0. Kt is
thus made to grow larger as does the collection of such at′ and st′ , that is pre-
cisely the “evidence” it can take as basis for further assessing the properties
of its sensorimotor flow.

Moreover we can sketch an induction scheme according to which the
agent incrementally learns the regularities of its sensorimotor flow from one
another. First we will assume that the agent can chain internal computations,
that is whenever O1, . . . , ON and O are all internally computable mappings
then so is

(x1, . . . , xn) 7→ O (O1(x1), . . . , ON(xn))

provided the composition of the right hand side makes sense19. Further con-
sider a –somewhat contrived– example where our toy camera can addition-
ally adjust its sensor gain via some particular motor actions; in particular, let

17It comes with a number of conditions akin to that of equivalence relations: it is necessar-
ily true that

1. t ≤T t: every instant occurs before itself (in the same way that 5 ≤ 5 as number)

2. t ≤T t′ and t′ ≤T t ⇒ t = t′: an instant cannot simultaneously occur before and
after any other instant

3. t ≤T t′ and t′ ≤T t′′ ⇒ t ≤T t′′: precedence can be chained

18Of course, should there be a “starting” timestep t0 ∈ T (such that it precedes all other
timesteps t ∈ T as per r0 ≤T t) then we would also have K0 = Kt0 .

19This requirement mirrors that of (general) recursive functions being closed under compo-
sition in computability theory (Kleene, 1936). The argument for it being a reasonable as-
sumption is also similar, since this class of functions has been studied as representing which
is effectively (or algorithmically) computable (Turing, 1937).
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a particular action set it to null that all sensels subsequently report no activ-
ity. Then the agent can a priori ascertain a certain pattern there since it can
isolate the specific action a considered and ψ is computable: it can entirely
assess that performing that specific action always leads to the same result-
ing sensory output. This observable property corresponds to a mapping that
assigns this particular output to the action that causes it, arising as the con-
junction of two other observations –namely the fact that the action performed
is equal to a and the fact that the resulting output is equal to the null array. Al-
though this simplistic case is of limited interest, it provides the prototype
for a powerful induction rule: indeed, we now assume that the conjunction
of any collection of internally computable properties is itself internally com-
putable. Formally this means that whenever any N ∈ N boolean mappings
B1, . . . , BN with Bi : Xi → {>,⊥} are internally computable, then specifically
the (boolean) mapping

∧iBi : ∏
1≤i≤N

Xi → {>,⊥}

(xi)1≤i≤N 7→
{
> iff ∀1 ≤ i ≤ N, Bi(xi) = >
⊥ else

(2.20)

is also computable. Similarly we assume that the disjunction and the nega-
tion of internally computable boolean mappings are themselves internally
computable; then we know from propositional calculus that this especially
entails that any boolean formula of the Bi observations is itself internally com-
putable (Gries and Schneider, 1993).

2.4 Conclusion

The sensorimotor contingencies theory makes a point of questioning not only
what it is to perceive, but also what it precisely is that a sensorimotor agent
perceives as well as how it does so. As such, formal SMCT accounts must
take great care in their definitions not to squash these nuances by overspeci-
fying their settings along our learned intuition about our experience. Indeed,
we have discussed how even just taking usual data under their familiar forms
–for instance, denoting a robotic agent’s motor configuration as a tuple of
real numbers– may constitute a sizeable implicit assumption on top of that
of sensorimotor contingencies.
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In this chapter, we detailed how the frameworks used in A. Laflaquière
and V. Marcel’s works approached this issue. They generally revolve around
a “MXS” diagram drawing from classical robot control descriptions. We then
showed how this modelling does not entirely account for both internal and
external pictures of the sensorimotor experience. We especially examined
how the choices in mathematical structures and semantic functions ascribed
to the various objects of the diagram correspond to implicit but potentially
strong assumptions about the system. This argument led us to demonstrate
that several limitations of these frameworks, such as being unable to account
for locomotion, necessarily result from the formal choices made in their defi-
nitions.

We then developed our proposal for a revised formal framework. We
chose to shift the focus of our definitions on some preexisting “spatial” struc-
ture hosting the sensorimotor interaction20 as well as how the agent can in-
teract with this structure by way of its motor actions. The construction was
explicitly made to address the previously discussed limitations, a point we
assessed on our illustrative system. We further showed how these defini-
tions subsume previous constructions. For example, it allows for expressing
formal correlates of internal motor configurations (i.e. posture of the agent),
sensors, and their receptive fields. Throughout, we dedicated great care to
ensure that all arguments be entirely expressed in terms of previously de-
fined objects, without relying on our external ad hoc foreknowledge of the
system. In particular, we provided a lengthy discussion about the distinction
between the external and internal points of view (relative to the interacting
agent). It culminated in 2.3.2.3 where we proposed a (partial) formal char-
acterization of internal knowledge of the agent. Among others, it enabled
us to assess that our assumptions about a priori knowledge of the agent are
not more restrictive than that of many other contributions, in line with our
intention to account for the bootstrapping function of SMCT .

20(which formally appears via X , G (X ), and B)
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3.1 A zero-th level of spatial sensorimotor contin-

gencies

The SMCT approach as originally outlined by O’Regan and Noë (J K O’Regan
and Noë, 2001) introduces a distinction between two essential types of senso-
rimotor contingencies. Contingencies of the first type are related to the par-
ticular organisation in the implementation of a sensory apparatus, in as much
as they are assumed to be regularities of the way by which the correspond-
ing apparatus is brought to interact with its environment. Modality-specific
contingencies (such as those of vision or tactile perception) generally fall un-
der this category. On the other hand the second class is that of contingencies
characteristic of a perceptual object, closer to the ecological perception of Gib-
son (Gibson, 1979). It therefore naturally appears that regularities in the first
class are somewhat more general than those of the second; another tentative
distinction is that the former are contingencies relevant to any environment
for a specific embodied agent (since they only rely on the fixed laws of the
sensorimotor embodiment) whereas the latter are only relevant in the specific
environments in which figure their associated objects.

The following part is then devoted to showing how the sensorimotor in-
teraction being spatially mediated supports a “zeroth” type of contingencies,
that is contingencies that fundamentally only depend on the constraint the
localization of an embodied agent imposes in its relation to ambient space.
In particular, we investigate the existence and the discoverability of a func-
tion that would allow an agent to predict the sensory outcome of its motor
actions. First, we leverage the formalism we previously introduced to the-
oretically characterize the shifts of receptive fields that occur as the agent
moves in its environment. We show that these shifts possess an internal alge-
braic structure mirroring that of the motor actions that cause them. Crucially,
we show that this sensory image of the motor structure is internally discov-
erable under our assumptions of a priori knowledge of the agent. It therefore
provides the agent with a proxy for probing its motor capabilities.

The part is concluded by a series of interrelated simulations illustrating
the scope of such a correspondence. It is in essence a direct application of
the theoretical development: a naive agent is set to determine the sensory
predictions associated with its displacements, before internally discovering
their underlying algebraic structure. Although it follows in a straightfor-
ward from the preceding exposition, it sheds some light on the relevancy of
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details that otherwise seem purely formal. In particular, great care is taken
in making explicit how the processes the simulated agent leverage fall in the
confines of the internal point of view developed in 2.3.2.3.

3.2 A formal study of learning motor structure via

sensory prediction

3.2.1 Introducing conservative actions

3.2.1.1 Special spatial exchanges in sensation

We showed in the preliminary exposition about our formal description for
sensorimotor interaction how receptive fields ensure the distinction between
spatial and physical content of the interaction. The former is that of where
the part of the environment that is relevant to the interaction at hand lies
in space, whereas the latter deals with how said part of the environment
constrains the sensory image of the interaction. Recall the relevant property,
that is the expression of the sensorimotor map in terms of both these factors
as per

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , ψc(b, ε) = fc(ε |Fc(b))

where we restrict sensors to sensels and drop the notational dependence of
the sensitivity function fc on b for simplicity.

Consider now the relation any two sensels ci, cj have when, for a given
motor action a ∈ A, sensel ci systematically experiences after a the region of
space cj was experiencing immediately before. From the previous definitions,
this situation corresponds to the assertion

∀b ∈ B, Fci(ab) = Fcj(b). (3.1)

In the context of visual modality this corresponds to the phenomenon of reti-
nal smear (Festinger and Holtzman, 1978), which was previously exploited
for model free calibration of camera sensors in robots (Montone, J. Kevin
O’Regan, and Alexander V. Terekhov, 2015). Since it is formulated as an
equality of spaces, it seems to firmly fall under the external point of view.
However, if it also holds that sensors ci and cj share the same sensitivity
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FIGURE 3.1: Illustration of the way receptive fields shifts under motor
displacements of the agent

function fci = fcj , it further entails the sensory equality

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX ,

ψci(ab, ε) = fci(ε |Fci (ab))

= fcj(ε |Fcj (b)
) = ψcj(b, ε).

(3.2)

The important distinction here appears in the internal point of view: assum-
ing that the agent is capable of comparing the outputs si and sj of its sensels
ci and cj, it can therefore assess for any action a ∈ A whether property (3.2)
holds.

Figure 3.1 depicts this particular situation. Each sensory array corre-
sponds to a particular absolute configuration of the agent as it moves along
the axis, so that sensels and the parts of environment they sample are suit-
ably aligned. The particular shift in receptive fields discussed occurs be-
tween sensels ci and cj: indeed, the amplitude of the displacement from b
and b′ = ab matches the separation between their receptive fields. Accord-
ingly, the region ci samples at b′ (that is Fci(ab)) is precisely the one cj was
sampling before at b (i.e. Fcj(b)). Further, the corresponding color contents in
the respective sensory arrays must match as a result of the assumption that
sensitivity functions fci and fcj be equal.

The precision about needing the capability of comparing the outputs of
distinct sensels is significant, since we assumed in 2.3.2.3 that the actual
values sensel outputs take specifically have no relation between separate
sensels. Notwithstanding, it corresponds to the assumption that ci and cj

share their sensitivity function. Indeed, it stands to reason that the spatial
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relation denoted by Eq. (3.1) would have no bearing on the resulting sensory
value if, say, ci and cj were respectively sensitive to audio frequency and lo-
cal temperature. On the contrary, whenever the two sensels have exact same
sensitivity, Eq. (3.2) show that sensory outputs directly mirror the spatial re-
lation of Eq. (3.1). Further, an intermediate criterion for existence of a one to
one correspondence of sensory outputs can easily be obtained as follows

Proposition 4. Let ci and cj be two sensels with respective sensitivity functions fci ,
fcj and output sets Si, Sj.
Then there exists a one to one transduction mapping ti,j : Sj → Si such that

ti,j ◦ fcj = fci

if and only if fci and fcj share the same kernel sets, i.e.

∀sj ∈ Sj, ∃si ∈ Si such that f−1
cj

(sj) = f−1
ci

(si)

Additionally, this mapping verifies that whenever Proposition (3.1) holds for a given
action a ∈ A, then

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , ψci(ab, ε) = ti,j(ψcj(b, ε)). (3.3)

Proof. • Let ti,j be such a bijective mapping. For any sensory value si the
sensel ci can take, its preimage by fci is precisely the associated kernel
set of fci . Moreover, its preimage by ti,j is a singleton

{
sj
}

of Sj since it
is the image of the bijective inverse of ti,j. But therefore this implies that
(ti,j ◦ fcj)

−1(si) = f−1
cj

(t−1
i,j (si)) = f−1

cj
(sj) which is in turn the kernel set

of fcj associated to its value sj.

• Assume that fci and fcj share their kernel sets, and let sj be any output
value of cj. Lift sj to its kernel f−1

cj
(sj): by our assumption, this set is

also a kernel set of fci for an arbitrary output value si of ci. Accordingly
define ti,j by ti,j(sj) = si: by construction, it satisfies ti,j ◦ fcj = fci .

The corollary then follows as a reiteration of Prop. (3.2): assuming such
a mapping and under the conditions of Prop. (3.1),

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX ,

ψci(ab, ε) = fci(ε |Fci (ab))

= ti,j ◦ fcj(ε |Fcj (b)
) = ti,j(ψcj(b, ε)).
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Therefore, the conditions for a perfect sensory image of the retinal smear
existing up to transduction are rather permissive, or at least as much as we
could hope for. However, the problem with dissimilar sensitivity function
is not one of existence but one of pratical exploitability. Indeed, the sen-
sory property of Eq. (3.2) is readily available in the identical sensibility case
thanks to the equality comparison. On the contrary, the distinct sensitivity
case seems to imply that the agent should also learn the transduction map-
ping in some sort in order to observe Prop. (3.3). And while there are only
|C |2 pairs of sensels possibly so related, there are as many as |Si|! such trans-
duction mappings if we only restrict them to bijections: the space of possible
candidate grows exponentially with the number of output values. In fact,
the works that exploit this structure in sensory space either implicitly use
the identical sensitivity assumption (Le Hir, Sigaud, and Alban Laflaquière,
2018; Montone, J. Kevin O’Regan, and Alexander V. Terekhov, 2015) or make
use of clustering techniques for complexity reduction (Alban Laflaquière,
2017). However, our assumptions (see 2.3.2.3) do not allow for the agent a
priori performing such computation. Instead, our hypothesis is that deal-
ing with this added complexity should become effectively possible at a later
stage where the agent has learned approximation capabilities with which to
perform sensory clustering.

3.2.1.2 An algebraic conversation of conservation

The discussed property of sensation substitution discussed relates the out-
put states of separate sensels at the distinct steps of the sensorimotor ex-
perience the agent encounters by performing its motor actions. It therefore
seems plausible that chaining motor actions exhibiting this behavior should
result in sequences of sensels successively transferring their stimuli to one
another. In the event of such combinations, the “retinal smears” follow the
same sequencing order as that of the displacements that caused them; im-
portantly, though, these smears are naively available to the naive agent. As
a consequence, a naive agent capable of recognizing the sensory signature of
sequences of smears might infer from it the structure of its originating motor
actions.
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In the following, for any motor action a ∈ A and any two sensels ci, cj ∈ S
let us denote ci

a→ cj the previously discussed relation

∀b ∈ B, Fci(ab) = Fcj(b) (3.4)

which we also state by saying that cj is a successor of ci by a. The natural
framework for assessing the iterated relation corresponding to sequences of
smear is that of actions that maintain such relations across most (if not all)
possible pairs of sensels. Accordingly, let us consider those motor actions a
of A which verify

∀cj ∈ C , ∃ci ∈ C such that ci
a→ cj. (3.5)

Following the previous discussion, these actions are precisely those such that
the agent does not interact with any new region of space after it has per-
formed them, by which we thus refer to as conservative actions.

In fact, the previously exploited Fig. 3.1 illustrates such a conservative
action: to each sensel clearly corresponds a successor in the same way as
that highlighted in the previous part. Conservativeness of action, however,
is a significantly restrictive property: not only is it most suited to locomotion
as illustrated by the example, but also a locomotion action may fail to be
conservative purely on the basis that the agent happens to “lack” successor
sensels.

An interesting result is that some light formal work shows that such mo-
tor actions admit an alternative interpretation as permutations of sensels
along

Proposition 5. • Let a ∈ A be a conservative action, then there exists a unique
map

σa : C → C

c 7→ c′
(3.6)

such that
σa(c) = c′ ⇔ c a→ c′. (3.7)

• If there is a finite number of sensels, then for any conservative action a ∈ A
its successor map σa is bijective.
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Proof. • Let a ∈ A conservative and c ∈ C . By conservativity ∃c′ ∈ C

such that c a→ c′. Let c′′ ∈ C such that c a→ c′′, then

∀b ∈ B, Fc(b) = Fc′(ab) and Fc(b) = Fc′′(ab)

so that
∀b ∈ B, Fc′(ab) = Fc′′(ab).

But a : B → B must be surjective because it is bijective, so that all b ∈
B can be written ab′ for some b′ ∈ B. Therefore Fc′ = Fc′′ , from which
c′ = c′′1: successor sensels are necessarily unique. We therefore declare
σa to be the map that takes each sensel c ∈ C to its unique successor
sensel.

• Let a be a conservative action, and let c, c′ ∈ C be sensels such that
σa(c) = σa(c′). From this it follows that

∀b ∈ B, Fc(b) = Fc′′(ab) and Fc′(b) = Fc′′(ab)

for some common successor c′′ ∈ C . But it entails in particular

∀b ∈ B, Fc(b) = Fc′(b)

that is Fc = Fc′ , which further yields c = c′: σa is injective.
From injectivity of σa, it follows that |σa(C )| = |C |. But since C is finite
it in turns follows that σa(C ) = C , i.e. that σa is also surjective.

The manner in which this viewpoint is equivalent is made apparent by
considering the algebraic structure of permutations of C : by definition, it
is the textbook example of a group of (bijective) transformations C → C

with internal operation supplied by function composition. Remarkably, it
can be shown that the algebraic structure of conservative motor actions and
the combinatorial one of their sensel permutations coincide:

1Stricto sensu, the definition allows for two distinct sensels c′ 6= c′′ to have the same
receptive field function F.. However, this describes the case where whatever the state of the
interaction with its environment, these two sensors always survey the same region of space.
Considering that they are already assumed to have equal sensitivity, they are entire duplicate
of one another as far as the sensory experience is concerned. This case can therefore be
managed by quotienting over the equivalence classes of such redundant sensels; we prefer
the notational simplicity offered by the implicit assumption that they simply don’t occur.
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Proposition 6. • Let AC ⊂ A be the subset of all conservative actions. Then
AC is in fact a subgroup of A.

• Let σ : a ∈ AC 7→ σa ∈ SC map conservative actions to their associated
sensel permutation, then σ defines a group isomorphism AC

∼= σ(AC ).

Proof. • AC ⊂ A by its very definition, therefore we need only prove it is
actually a group.

– ∀c ∈ C , c e→ c with e the identity action: e is conservative.

– Let a and a′ be conservative actions, and c ∈ C : since a ∈ AC ,
∃c′ ∈ C such that c a→ c′. But since a′ ∈ AC too, there also exists
c′′ ∈ C verifying c′ a′→ c′′, so that finally

∀c ∈ C , ∀a, a′ ∈ AC , ∃c′′ such that c a′a→ c′′

that is a′a is conservative itself.

– Let a ∈ AC and let σa be its successor map C → C . For any
c ∈ C , since σa is surjective, we have c = σa(c′) for some c′ ∈ C , or
equivalently

∀c ∈ C , ∃c′ such that c′ a→ c.

Finally, since c′ a→ c ⇔ c a−1
→ c′ it follows that a−1 is conservative

too.

• The final point of the previous proof shows that for any conservative
action a ∈ AC , we have σa−1 = (σa)

−1. Let a and a′ be two such actions
of AC , and c be any sensel of C . Then, let c′ = σa(c) and c′′ = σa′(c′) be
the corresponding successors, by definition we have c′′ = (σa′ ◦ σa) (c).
Alternatively, as a displacement of receptive fields we can observe that

∀b ∈ B, Fc((a′a)b) = Fc(a′ (ab)) = Fσa(c)(a′b) = Fσa′◦σa(c)(b) = Fc′′(b).

Since a′a is conservative by account of AC being a group, this therefore
identifies sensel c′′ as the successor of c by a′a and shows that σ is a
group homomorphism. Then, because two formal a, a′ ∈ AC that differ
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B

FIGURE 3.2: Adaptation of the previous conservative setup to an agent
with bounded receptive field. As opposed to the ideal situation previ-
ously discussed, bordering sensels may fail to have suitable successors

in their motor effect induce distinct permutations, this homomorphism
is even an isomorphism onto its image σ(AC ).2

3.2.1.3 Partial successor map and quasiconservative actions

The previous arguments all occurred in the particular case of conservative ac-
tions, where moves of the agent caused successor relations on its total sensor
array. Although it is useful in the insight it gives into the combinatorial struc-
ture of sensel shifts, it is a highly idealistic case which restrictive conditions
prevent from occurring in a practical measure. The structure may however be
generalized to account for some leeway while still preserving the argument.
To illustrate this process, consider the agent of Fig. 3.2 following the template
of previous systems. Its camera sensor is discretized into N identical sensels,
which we label by the corresponding integer set {1, . . . , N} (or alternatively
by {c1, . . . , cN} where ambiguity may form). As actions, it is able to stay still
via its identity e as well as move left (respectively right) by 1 “unit” via action
al (resp. ar). The unit considered here is so that it corresponds to shifting by
(the width of) 1 receptive field of sensels.

The setup is therefore almost identical to that which illustrated proper
conservativity in Fig. 3.1. However, the required property is not verified
here: for example the leftmost sensel c1 does not have a successor for the
“move left” al action, and the same can be said of cN relative to ar. This

2According to the mathematical definition, it remains to be shown that it is injective. As
before, this necessitates a purely formal precaution of quotienting out the pathological case
of several “distinct” actions which are nonetheless indiscernible for the sensorimotor expe-
rience.
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boundary specific effect makes clear that actions are not conservative per se,
but relative to specific sensory capabilities (here, it is “lacking” sensels): had
the agent had instead its receptive fields extending infinitely, it would have
corresponded to the previous ideal conservative case. We can still, however,
formulate the sensel successor functions σ· of actions al and ar at the cost of
taking them to be partial functions. Consider C = C ∪ {∗} where the added
∗ acts a a null symbol, then the partial successor functions can be written as
(proper) functions

σa : C = C ∪ {∗} → C

under the condition that σa(∗) = ∗. Using this notation, σa(c) = c′ retains
the previous meaning while σa(c) = ∗ denotes that sensel c has no successor
for action a. Therefore, this construction is entirely general: any action a has
a valid such successor map, including σa : c 7→ ∗ should it not cause any shift
between sensels.

Importantly, the structure of these generalized successor maps extends
that of the permutations previously discussed: because the argument made
in Prop. 5 for injectivity still holds, the generalized successor maps are partial
bijections. As functions of C this means that their restriction to sensels which
have a successor

σ−1
a (C ⊂ C ∪ {∗})→ C

is injective, and therefore a bijection from its domain (i.e. predecessor sensels)
onto its image (sucessor ones). In the illustrative example, this is figured by
the maps

σal : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

∗ for i = 1

i− 1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ N

σar : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

∗ for i = N

i + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

which induce bijections (denoted by the expressions on the second lines)
between subsets {1, . . . , N − 1} and {2, . . . , N}. These bijections are in fact
mutual reciprocal inverses, mirroring the inverse relation between al and ar.
However, this statement cannot be extended to the entire partial transforma-
tions in the usual way: indeed, we have

σal ◦ σar : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

i for i ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}
∗ else.
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FIGURE 3.3: Partial maps generalizing the sensel permutations of conser-
vative actions for the case where some sensels have no successor. The red

arrows denote sensels which are mapped to the special ‘∗’ element.

That is, composing generalized successor maps of inverse motor actions yields
somewhat partial identities as opposed to the true identity of permutations in
the conservative case. This particular trait is intrinsically characterized by
the relation

σa ◦ σa−1 ◦ σa = σa

which generalizes the nice property of inverses found in groups without re-
quiring reference to a particular identity function3. It also characterizes the
structure of generalized successor maps as that of an inverse semigroup (Mark
V Lawson, 2018; Preston, 1954), showing that it is the natural framework of
sensel shifts for cases including loss on information at the boundaries. The
previous results can then be reformulated as

Proposition 7. Let a ∈ A be any motor action

• It defines a generalized successor map σa : C = C ∪ {∗} → C via

σa(c) =

{
c′ if and only if c a→ c′

∗ else.

• The collection IA = {σa, a ∈ A} of such generalized successor maps is an
inverse semigroup, corresponding to one of partial transformations of C

3Similarly, partial identities ι are instead internally characterized by their idempotence, that
is they verify ι ◦ ι = ι.
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Conclusion

The previous discussion has shown how the formalism we introduced of 2
enables us to account for how displacements of the agent affect the local-
ization of its interaction with its environment. We detailed how it could be
explicited as the shifts of its receptive fields, and that for conservative actions
these shifts actually share the algebraic structure of their corresponding ac-
tions. Furthermore, a similar if weaker correspondence holds in the more
general nonconservative case, with permutations becoming partial because
of the loss of information. In the next part, we detail how these shifts manifest
in the sensorimotor flow of the agent. We show that they cause predictable
sensory sequences, and that learning these patterns endows the naive agent
with the (a priori hidden) knowledge of its motor action algebra.

3.2.2 Perceptive properties of sensory prediction

The idea that perceptive processes involve active inference of the content of
one’s sensorimotor experience is ubiquitous in our understanding of their
mechanisms. It implies an (at least partly) top-down view of perception,
where one is continually verifying and refuting hypotheses to build expla-
nations of their sensory experience. Therefore, this comes as a rebuttal of
classical “sandwich” models –Sense, Plan, Act in robotics; Perception, Cog-
nition, Action in cognitive psychology– where perception is entirely medi-
ated by the bottom-up extraction of information from sensory samples (Burr,
2017). In particular, a large body of works in perceptual psychology (Gibson,
1966; Helmholtz, 2013) have sought to explain the subjective phenomenon of
perception as a set of (mainly unconscious) cognitive inference rules.

3.2.2.1 Using predictable actions as motor proxies

The predictive processing approach generally relies on some internal model
of system states. This model, taken as the agent’s understanding of its inter-
action, is precisely that on which it is inferring the dynamics of its experience.
In the particular case of the sensorimotor experience, the agent should there-
fore be able to tell what transitions between states in the model are induced
by its motor capabilities. This model should also accurately and efficiently
capture information relevant to its objectives. Under these conditions, the
agent should then be able to skillfully exercise its motor capabilities to navi-
gate this state space.
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FIGURE 3.4: Redundant configurations that result in the same end effec-
tor pose x need not remain so when affected by the same action a. This
situation results in the impossibility for a mapping predicting the out-

come of a purely in poses to exist.

An important detail is that this state space should be internal. Therefore,
the naiveness assumptions outlined in 2.3.2.3 require it be discovered from
the sensorimotor flow. This viewpoint is essentially that of State Representa-
tion Learning (Lesort et al., 2018) which we will adopt. Let us consider an
arbitrary state space X with mapping φX : SC → X; this mapping, taking
naive observation to their representational state, is to be internally computed
by the agent. This is, in particular, the case of the discovery of (a representa-
tion of) the pose spaceX and forward geometric model f found in (V. Marcel,
Argentieri, and Gas, 2019). It illustrates how the equivalent identification of
end effector poses as the result of quotienting out spatial redundancies shows
that it is indeed a compressed representation of the sensorimotor interaction.

The algebraic formalism of motor actions provides an account of state
transitions occurring during the sensorimotor experience. Indeed, action
a ∈ A induces deterministic transitions in states x ∈ X precisely through
a mapping ΠX,a : X → X defined by

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , φX(ψ(ab, ε)) = ΠX,a(φX(ψ(b, ε))). (3.8)

Learned by the agent, this mapping encodes the information as to the out-
come of performing a in terms of states x ∈ X. We therefore say that such
actions are predictable over X.

Figure 3.4 illustrates how the example of pose space shows that all actions
need not be predictable in this way. It pictures the case where a ∈ A adds a
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given, fixed, angular increment to one joint on the robotic arm. Importantly,
it makes it so that configurations b, b′ ∈ B sharing a same pose x = f (b) =
f (b′) ∈ X yield distinct poses x′ = f (ab) 6= f (ab′) = x′′ upon performing a;
and indeed the impossibility of determining a mapping ΠX ,a precisely comes
from this ambiguity. Since by design the prediction mapping ΠX ,a needs to
operate on poses x ∈ X , whenever b and b′ share their pose along

φX (ψ(b, ε)) = f (b) = f (b′) = φX (ψ(b
′, ε))

it should also be true that

f (ab) = φX (ψ(ab, ε)) = ΠX ,a( f (b))

= ΠX ,a( f (b′)) = φX (ψ(ab′, ε)) = f (ab′).
(3.9)

This implication can clearly be generalized in terms of kernel sets, with them
replacing the distinct configurations b, b′ that share their corresponding end-
effector pose. Indeed, for arbitrary state spaces X we have

Proposition 8. Let X be a state space with corresponding mapping φX : SC → X,
and let a ∈ A be a motor action.
Then a is predictable over X if and only if for any ε ∈ EX it maps kernel sets of

(φX ◦ ψ)ε : b ∈ B 7→ φX(ψ(b, ε))

to themselves, that is if and only if

∀b, b′ ∈ B, (φX ◦ ψ)ε (b
′) = (φX ◦ ψ)ε (b)⇒ (φX ◦ ψ)ε (ab) = (φX ◦ ψ)ε (ab′).

Interestingly, this result accounts for the fact that distinct state spaces
can result in various sets of predictable actions. For example, the condi-
tion adapted to the pose state (X , f ) makes it so that pose predictable ac-
tions are precisely those that induce displacement of the end effector. Indeed,
Eq. (3.9) shows that the pose f (ab) obtained as a result of performing (pose
predictable) action a depends only on its previous value f (b). On the other
hand, the same condition for sensory state s ∈ S is not trivially verified of
displacements. We can observe instead that modulating the output of a sen-
sory element (say, by modifying its numerical gain) is naturally predictable
over S .

As done previously in the case of conservative actions, we dwell on the
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relations between functions ΠX,a for varying a ∈ A. Following our fram-
ing these mappings as “predictions”, we could reasonably expect to be able
to chain them in a meaningful way compatible with the corresponding se-
quences of actions. Quite familiarly now, we have

Proposition 9. • The identity action e ∈ A is predictable over X, with associ-
ated mapping ΠX,e = idX

• Let a and a′ be predictable over X, then a′a is predictable over X and ΠX,a′a =

ΠX,a′ ◦ΠX,a

• If any invertible action a is predictable over X and its associated mapping ΠX,a

is invertible, then a−1 is predictable over X. Moreover, whenever a and a−1

are predictable we have ΠX,a−1 = Π−1
X,a.

Proof. • This case trivially follows from Eq. (3.8) boiling down to the tau-
tological

∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , φX(ψ(b, ε)) = idX(φX(ψ(b, ε))).

• Let a, a′ be two such predictable actions. Then, for any b ∈ B and any
ε ∈ EX we have

φX(ψ(a′ab, ε)) = φX(ψ(a′(ab), ε))

= ΠX,a′ (ψ(ab, ε)) by Eq. (3.8) applied to a′

= ΠX,a′ (ΠX,a (ψ(b, ε))) by Eq. (3.8) applied to a

= (ΠX,a′ ◦ΠX,a) (b, ε).

• Let a be an invertible predictable action with ΠX,a invertible as a map-
ping X → X, then for any b ∈ B and ε ∈ EX

φX(ψ(ab, ε)) = φX(ψ(aa−1b′, ε)) for some b′ ∈ B

= ΠX,a

(
φX(ψ(a−1b′, ε))

)
because a is predictable

= φX(ψ(b′, ε)) because aa−1 = e.

But left composing the last two lines with Π−1
X,a yields

∀b′ ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , φX(ψ(b′, ε)) = Π−1
X,a
(
φX(ψ(b′, ε))

)

which precisely shows that Π−1
X,a verifies Eq. (3.8) for action a−1.
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As usual, this result is more succinctly formulated as a relation of struc-
tures:

Corollary 2. LetAΠX ⊂ A be the set of all actions that are predictable over X, then

• AΠX is a submonoid of A

• The mapping
ΠX : AΠX → F (X, X)

a 7→ ΠX,a
(3.10)

taking predictable actions to their state transition mappings is a monoid ho-
momorphism

• For each subgroup A ⊂ AΠX of predictable actions, the restriction of ΠX to
A is a group homomorphism.

This result provides a formal basis for the ideomotor principle, which states
that actions (corresponding to the a ∈ A here) are somewhat equivalent to
their effects (i.e. the ΠX,a) (A. Stock and C. Stock, 2004). It shows that this
desired equivalence is necessarily true of the compositionality captured by
the algebraic structure of A. Importantly, it does so by providing an isomor-
phism between the composition and action and that of their effects instead of
an identity. To reiterate, it does not ask for any common domain for the mate-
rial implementation of motor actions and that of their perceptual effects. It is
thus more parsimonious than approaches taking the Common Coding route
(as found e.g. in (Prinz, 1997)) in this aspect.
An important consequence that follows from Prop. (2) is that the outcome of a
sequence of predictable actions is equal to the sequence of the outcomes of the corre-
sponding action factors, or algebraically

∀ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ΠX,an ...a1 = ΠX,an ◦ . . . ◦ΠX,a1 .

This provides a way for agents which have learned their action-effects cor-
respondences ΠX,ai to guide action selection in terms of intended outcomes.
Therefore, a logical next step is to determine under which conditions and by
which means these correspondences are effectively discoverable.
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3.2.2.2 Prediction in the case of conservation

The previous examination was somewhat generic in its discussion of the state
space X on which the prediction was built. As outlined before, settling on a
suitable state space and internally computing it is in fact a central part of
the problem in the bootstrapping context of SMCT . Furthermore, the theory
encourages a staunch antirepresentationalist perspective in that it dismisses
the need for an internal “re”presentation of the world (J K O’Regan and Noë,
2001). Accordingly we turn to the most straightforward case where the state
space X is directly sensory space SC , with trivial “representational” mapping
φSC

= idSC
.

Let us consider any conservative action a ∈ AC as defined: we showed
in 3.2.1.2 that a is equivalent to a permutation σa of sensels, i.e. a bijective
mapping from C onto itself. But following the same exposition as that made
in 3.2.1.1, in the case of equal sensitivity functions

∀c, c′ ∈ C , fc = fc′

the permutation of receptive fields under action a becomes one of sensory
values. Let us denote s = ψC (b, ε) ∈ SC the sensory output at configuration
given by b ∈ B, ε ∈ EX . Then, performing action a yields the new sensory
value s′ defined by

s′ =
(
s′c
)

c∈C

= (ψc(ab, ε))c∈C

=
(

fc(ε |Fc(ab))
)

c∈C

=
(

fσa(c)(ε |Fσa(c)(b)
)
)

c∈C

=
(

ψσa(c)(b, ε)
)

c∈C

=
(
sσa(c)

)
c∈C

= s ◦ σa.

(3.11)

But this deterministic relation is precisely that of action a being predictable over
sensory space. It can even be made to accomodate the more general case where
transduction is required between the output of distinct sensels, resulting in

Proposition 10. Assume that sensels c, c′ ∈ C all follow the condition of Prop. (4)
so that there exist transduction mappings tc′,c : Sc → Sc′ for all such pairs.
Then, every conservative action a ∈ AC is predictable over SC with associated
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sensory prediction
ΠS ,a : SC → SC

(sc)c∈C 7→
(

tc,σa(c)(sσa(c))
)

c∈C

(3.12)

In particular, in the identical sensitivity case –where all tc′,c are equal to the identity
idSc– the sensory prediction is given by the permutation of components

ΠS ,a : SC → SC

s 7→ s ◦ σa
(3.13)

Corollary 3. • The conservative subgroupAC is a subgroup of the sensory pre-
dictable actions AΠSC

• The prediction mapping of conservative actions

ΠS : AC → SS

a 7→ ΠS ,a
(3.14)

is a group homomorphism.

This result can be made vastly stronger under the assumption that for any
two motor actions a and a′

[∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , ψC (a′b, ε) = ψC (ab, ε) ]⇒ a = a′. (3.15)

This condition, which we will now explicitly assume, asks that no two actions
a, a′ verify both that

• a and a′ are “symbolically” distinct as per a 6= a′

• a and a′ are indiscernible up to the sensorimotor interaction, i.e. at any
point b, ε of the interaction performing either a or a′ will yield the exact
same sensory results.

This assumption is therefore mostly technical since we take the sensorimotor
interaction to be the unsurpassable “ground truth” from which other sym-
bols derive their meaning; it seems reasonable to argue that noncompliant
cases are fringe abuses of the possibilities given by the formalism. Neverthe-
less, we can also take the viewpoint that such distinct but indiscernible actions
might exist. In this case, then, observe that the assertion of Eq. (3.15) defines
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an equivalence via

a ∼ψ a′ ⇔ [ ∀b ∈ B, ∀ε ∈ EX , ψC (a′b, ε) = ψC (ab, ε) ].

One can then quotient out all these strongly redundant cases all the same
and reformulate Eq. (3.15) by replacing actions a and a′ with their respective
classes for ∼ψ. Crucially, in the case of predictable actions this additional
consideration is equivalent to the assertion that no two distinct (predictable)
actions a can share a common sensory prediction mapping ΠS ,a. This is there-
fore entirely identical to the injectivity of the ΠS mapping, from which we
can conclude

Theorem 1. The sensory prediction mapping ΠS gives a natural group isomor-
phism

AC
∼= ΠS(AC )

between conservative actions and their associated sensory predictions

In comparison to the previous result of Corollary (2) obtained for arbi-
trary state spaces, this one crucially makes the construction internal. Indeed
the definition of predictability over X only guarantees that the prediction map-
pings ΠX,a exist as formal functions; it does not ask for them to be discover-
able by the agent. However the particular case of predictability induced by
conservativity, as described in Prop. (10), is one where both the state space
and the representational mapping are defined in sensory terms, which are a
priori internal objects as per the assumptions of 2.3.2.3. We further detail in
Section 3.3 a simulation that shows how the naive agent can actually com-
pute the sensory predictions ΠS(a) using only its available rules.

3.2.2.3 Degeneracy in the semigroup case

To conclude the discussion, we examine how the ideal isomorphism we just
isolated appears in non conservative cases. We again refer to the situation of
Fig. 3.2 of a mobile camera moving along a 1-d axis using its translations al

and ar. We have shown in 3.2.1.3 that finiteness of the camera, which sensel
set C = [|1, . . . , N|] comprises N ∈ N pixels, entails non conservativity of
the translations. Correspondingly, the (generalized) sensel successor maps
become partial bijections σa : C → C . Let us also consider a virtual extended
agent defined thus: it possesses the same action setA = 〈al, ar〉 but its sensel
set Ĉ = Z infinitely extends C in both directions. Importantly actions al
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FIGURE 3.5: Partial maps generalizing the sensel permutations of conser-
vative actions (repeated).

and ar are conservative for this extended agent, so that its maps σ̂a are true
permutations of Ĉ .

We have shown in Prop (6) that in the conservative case, successor maps
faithfully account for algebraic combinations of actions. In particular, this
means that σ̂al ◦ σ̂ar = σ̂al ar = σ̂e = idĈ for the extended agent. These relations
do not hold for the non conservative case. Recall, as previously mentioned
in 3.2.1.3 that the partial bijections are given by

σal : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

∗ for i = 1

i− 1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ N

σar : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

∗ for i = N

i + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

We still have al = a−1
r as motor actions, therefore σal ar = σe = idC continues

to hold. However, we previously saw that

σal ◦ σar : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

i for 1 < i ≤ N − 1

∗ else.

so that instead of the regular identity the conservative case would yield,
composing “inverse” partial bijections only results in a partial identity. This
raises a substantial issue in our earlier argument: in the non conservative
case, we cannot directly compare (sequences of) actions by performing the
corresponding comparison on (sequences of) permutations. In fact, the iden-
tities are further partialized as the loss of information due to ∗ results accu-
mulates in longer chains of compositions. Indeed, consider longer sequences
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FIGURE 3.6: Composing inverse partial mappings only results in a partial
identity.

of k ∈N iterations as per

σk
al
◦ σk

ar : i ∈ {1, . . . , N} 7→
{

i for i ≤ N − k

∗ else.

This shows that sequences ak
l ak

r and which products as actions all collapse to
the identity e ∈ A result, as partial bijections, in gradually smaller restrictions
of the identity permutation idSC

. Fig. 3.7 illustrates how the support of the
partial bijection becomes arbitrarily smaller when the length of the sequence
increases, with the depicted case corresponding to k = 3.

Still, we can yet find informative structure by comparing with the case of
the corresponding extended agent (pictured translucent in Fig. 3.2). Observe
indeed that the extended sensel permutations are given by

σ̂al : i ∈ Z∪ {∗} 7→ i− 1 ∈ Z∪ {∗}

σ̂ar : i ∈ Z∪ {∗} 7→ i + 1 ∈ Z∪ {∗}

We can see that the true sensel permutations extend those of the partial case
in the sense that whenever a successor relation σa(i) = j holds for the fi-
nite agent, it (or more precisely σ̂a(i) = j) is also true of the extended one.
Conversely, partial bijections of the finite case can be obtained by applying a
partial identity to the corresponding infinite permutation. Let us denote idI

Z
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FIGURE 3.7: Visualisation of σk
al
◦ σk

ar
and σk

ar
◦ σk

al
for k = 3. We see that

the loss of information owing to the unmapped border elements accu-
mulates: it still results in a partial identity, but the part of J1, NK that is

actually mapped to itself shrinks as k increases.

the partial identity of Z that is “restricted” to subset I ⊂ Z, that is

idI
Z : n ∈ Z∪ {∗} 7→

{
n if n ∈ I

∗ else.

With this convention, the partial identity of Fig. 3.6 corresponds to id{1,...,N−1}
Z

while that of Fig. 3.7 are id{1,...,N−3}
Z and id{4,...,N}

Z .
Now it can be checked that σal = σ̂al id

{2,...,N}
Z and σar = σ̂ar id

{1,...,N−1}
Z . Let

us denote this partialization relation by

σ � σ′ ⇔ ∃idI
Z such that σ = σ′idI

Z. (3.16)

where σ and σ′ are any two partial bijections of Z and idI
Z is any partial

identity of Z. Informally, this relation accounts for the case when σ and σ′
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represent the same (virtual) sensel permutation with some loss of informa-
tion from σ′ to σ. This is made especially relevant because we have

∀a, a′ ∈ A, σaσa′ � σaa′

in the non conservative case (Exel, 1998). Therefore, although distinct se-
quences of actions ap . . . a1 and a′q . . . a′1 which products are the same final
action a do not yield the same partial bijection we must have instead

σap ◦ . . . ◦ σa1 � σa and σa′q ◦ . . . ◦ σa′1
� σa.

However, this relation cannot be directly used to compare sequences of ac-
tions since it relies on us knowing the hypothetical σa common upper bound.
We can instead observe that whenever two partial bijections σ, σ′ partialize a
given third σ′′ they should in particular be non contradictory; that is whenever
σa maps i to a “meaningful” (by which we mean non ∗) value j, σ′ cannot map
the same i to another meaningful value j /∈ {j, ∗}. This compatibility relation
can be checked as is or reformulated by

σ ∼ σ′ ⇔ ∃idC ′
C such that σσ′−1 = idC ′

C . (3.17)

for σ, σ′ any two partial bijections of C and C ′ any subset of C . It defines an
equivalence relation on generalized successor maps which verifies

∀a, a′ ∈ A, σa′ ◦ σa ∼ σa′a,

thereby generalizing the corresponding equality in the conservative case.
It should be noted that although the development required referring to

the virtual infinite agent, the final equivalence relation is entirely formulated
in terms of the real limited case. In fact, the relation between partial shifts of
receptive fields and conservative actions is general: it can be proved that any
such semigroup of partial bijections arising from a group action can be made
to be the “partialization” of a suitable group of true bijections (Kellendonk
and Mark V. Lawson, 2004). However, the general procedure carrying out
the extension is far more abstract so that it is not always trivial to envision
what the extended agent actually looks like.

Finally we can reformulate the final result of 3.2.2.2 for non conservative
settings; indeed, the argument we presented to demonstrate how sensel per-
mutations result in state prediction does not depend on total permutation.
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Therefore, using the definitions introduced in this section we can conclude

Theorem 2. Let a ∈ A be a motor action

• It defines a generalized sensory prediction

ΠS ,a : ∏
c∈C

Sc → ∏
c∈C

Sc

which verifies the prediction property of Eq. (3.8) for pairs of sensels verifying
c a→ c′.

• The collection IS = {ΠS ,a, a ∈ A} of generalized sensory predictions is an
inverse semigroup partially acting on S .

• The mapping
ΠS : A → IS

a 7→ ΠS ,a
(3.18)

is a semigroup unital premorphism4, i.e. it verifies

– ΠS(e) = idS

– ΠS(a−1) = ΠS(a)−1 (the second inverse being in the sense of semi-
groups)

– ΠS(a′) ◦ΠS(a) � ΠS(a′a)

In particular, it transforms identities of compositions into equivalences as per

(
ap . . . a1 = a′q . . . a′1

)
⇒
(

ΠS(ap) ◦ . . . ◦ΠS(a1) ∼ ΠS(a′q) ◦ . . . ◦ΠS(a′1)
)

3.2.3 Conclusion

The point made above is twofold. First, we have shown on a formal basis
how the structure of motor actions is intrinsically reflected on that of the
associated predictions of their consequences. This is a significant result for
our naive agent. Indeed it entails that whenever it acquires the capability
to discover the outcomes associated with its actions, it can cognize about (the
compositional properties of) the predictions it learned as if they were its motor

4This notion is far less standard than that of group (homo)morphisms it replaces; an in-
troduction to the subject can be found e.g. in (Petrich, 1984). It is not necessary to delve in its
details, instead one can and should mostly think of them as stand-ins for group morphisms
in limited information conditions.
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actions itself. In that way, we have shown how learned action effects can be
used as a proxy of their generating actions.

Then, our development about shifts of receptive fields had us isolate one
such class of predictable actions. Moreover we have found that this predic-
tion occurs at the level of sensory readings, by which it is a priori internally
accessible to the agent. The picture the study of conservative actions draws is
particularly clear, resulting in an algebraic isomorphism between actions and
their sensory effects. On the other hand, the generalization to partial permu-
tations for nonconservative actions allows for more realistic cases; however
the structure involved –that of inverse semigroups– is somewhat degener-
ate, and certainly more involved. Nevertheless, it allows for a precise formu-
lation of the way in which the action-effects correspondence applies in the
general case.

On a conceptual level, we need to highlight another aspect of the con-
servativity property. As the illustrations suggest, it is first and foremost a
property associated with spatial displacements of one’s embodiment. Al-
though the relation of shifts is formulated at the level of receptive fields, its
origin is naturally found in a shift of the physical location of sensels, that
is of the body of the agent. Consequently, we hypothesize that a study of
one’s conservative actions largely overlaps with that of one’s displacements.
But importantly this is also the intuition behind the role of Poincaré’s com-
pensability, which also characterized locomotion. This intuition, which is
mirrored by our formal account of ambient space (see 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.2.1), is
that the ambient geometry is precisely the data of these displacements rather
than that of the points comprising space. Therefore, learning properties of
one’s displacements is a way to discover the corresponding properties of ex-
ternal space. We posit then that conservative actions give another access to
the naive agent as to these external properties. Furthermore, we posit that
it is preferable in two aspects. First, it does not ask for synchronization be-
tween motor and environment transformations as compensability intrinsi-
cally does; second, the corresponding point can be made in non-ideal cases,
namely that of partial shifts. These make the conservativity property a some-
what practical outlook for the study of displacements for the naive agent.
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<latexit sha1_base64="hrMksCzohXnMHHslA9v3VdoE/uM=">AAACxHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIf6LIoiMsWbCvUIkk6raGTB5mJWIr+gFv9NvEP9C+8M05BLaITkpw5954zc+/1Ux4K6TivBWtmdm5+obhYWlpeWV0rr2+0RJJnAWsGCU+yS98TjIcxa8pQcnaZZsyLfM7a/vBUxdu3LBNhEl/IUcq6kTeIw34YeJKoxt11ueJUHb3saeAaUIFZ9aT8giv0kCBAjggMMSRhDg+Cng5cOEiJ62JMXEYo1HGGe5RIm1MWowyP2CF9B7TrGDamvfIUWh3QKZzejJQ2dkiTUF5GWJ1m63iunRX7m/dYe6q7jejvG6+IWIkbYv/STTL/q1O1SPRxrGsIqaZUM6q6wLjkuivq5vaXqiQ5pMQp3KN4RjjQykmfba0RunbVW0/H33SmYtU+MLk53tUtacDuz3FOg9Ze1d2vHjYOKrUTM+oitrCNXZrnEWo4Rx1N7f2IJzxbZxa3hJV/ploFo9nEt2U9fABtYI+E</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="iPFGnvmjDn85I4TO0J7pKawWQWc=">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</latexit>

O
<latexit sha1_base64="RKVj2YcZYeguamX+w09k6gXujNU=">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</latexit>

Environment
<latexit sha1_base64="VcaCCfnmICtXqzEkJZZkLUUqxW8=">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</latexit>

a2
<latexit sha1_base64="nhxbKCYnrefFbKzOsfczUS5FeuI=">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</latexit>

a3
<latexit sha1_base64="mnh2VbVeiLJaqRR2uJ8EhITwAiI=">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</latexit>

a4
<latexit sha1_base64="V8rSheTvxNu/O0tOsiwGMx/t8rM=">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</latexit>

a5
<latexit sha1_base64="77c7ASe5qkvjbuniFfZ8x6OPO90=">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</latexit>

a6
<latexit sha1_base64="6C79t0pw/CRqBacxMUFoONrw0dQ=">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</latexit>

a7
<latexit sha1_base64="O9KYUvAnn+pHlIjSi2fYEX0t6Zc=">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</latexit>

xr
<latexit sha1_base64="soj4XOGzO5mGVcp5EpnOt86l66U=">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</latexit>

yr
<latexit sha1_base64="HYN4fAV0/xFJnhavMSEZN8uGebY=">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</latexit>

…

c1
<latexit sha1_base64="+63dZtl9DguAo3DE3xoAZ2C1Y4I=">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</latexit>

ci
<latexit sha1_base64="Dg+jz1na1cp+XQl8YKD0HFXhrwI=">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</latexit>

cWc⇥Hc
<latexit sha1_base64="lZ1s12/bDt/SWaKGMYo6IaHizLc=">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</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="1F2U5lUR1Su8nAbFUIUbTukmRlA=">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</latexit>

sc1

<latexit sha1_base64="SuvKy9sBYGeHM3hkVl9/wsL4n8I=">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</latexit>

sci

<latexit sha1_base64="TmV0VlZhtmyK9fUuhHmbY8lU3l4=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4: Experimental setup used in simulation to assess the proposed
formalism. An holonomic agent is placed in a 2D environment, whose ceiling
is made of a fixed grayscale image. The agent can move in this environment
by applying 7 different actions ai, including the “rest” one a1. A Wc ⇥ Hc

camera pointed towards the ceiling is placed on the top of the agent and
generates a sensory array s = (sci )i.

sociated sensory prediction maps P (AC ), such that

AC
⇠= P (AC ). (17)

Therefore, computing compositions or inverses of sensory
predictions can be used as a proxy for computing successions
or inverses of motor actions. But crucially, the former are
items the agent can discover from naive exploration, as will be
exploited in the next simulation, while the latter were assumed
to be of unknown structure. Therefore this equivalency makes
accessible to the agent, via the discovery of relevant sensory
statistics, the algebraic details of its motor structure. <Insister
sur le fait que c’est peut être le résultat le plus important du
papier?>

IV. SIMULATING A 2D VERSION OF OUR TOY MODEL

Up until this point, the discussion has been kept to a purely
theoretical level. The following section is now devoted to a
simulated experiment illustrating the new proposed formalism.
To this end it starts with a description of the experimental
setup, highlighting how it manifests in the proposed formalism
of §III. Then, we describe what tasks the agent is given and
how they relate to the theoretical results we put forth in the
previous section. Finally, we review the observable results of
these tasks to inspect how our earlier theoretical claims appear
in practical cases.

A. Description of the experimental setup

In the following, we will consider the 2D generalization
of the illustrating case used in the previous sections. That is,
the studied agent body is now made of a planar, rectangular
camera sat atop omnidirectional wheels, see Figure 4. These
allow for translations along both x and y coordinates, as
well as rotations in the plane. The pixels of the camera are
sensitive to the luminance of the ambient stimulus, which for
our experimental purposes is a fixed grayscale image placed
above the moving camera. Describing the problem in the terms
of the developed formalism gives:

• the ambient space E is the plane R2;

• the set of physical properties of space P is [0; 255] the set
of luminance values. Therefore, a state of the environment
p 2 P is a function which takes points (x, y) of the
ambient plane and map them to luminances as given by
the data of the acquired image;

• the configuration space B is R2 ⇥ S1
⇠= R2 ⇥ ]�⇡;⇡] to

account for both position (x, y) and orientation ✓ of the
robot on the plane;

• the sensory output of the agent is an array s 2
[0; 255]

Wc⇥Hc , with Wc (resp. Hc) the number of
sensels/pixels in one row (resp. one column) of the
camera. Each of the components sci

of s are the sensory
output of pixel ci, given by the luminance of the spatial
location in the environment it is currently looking at. Im-
portantly, each pixel’s position in s is chosen arbitrarily.

We also define a set A0 of seven basic actions, which are
1) one identity action, mapping any current absolute con-

figuration to itself;
2) four elementary translations, one for each direction of

the basis axes on the plane. These are defined relative to
the current orientation of the agent, which can end up
distinct from external systems of axes when the agent
rotates;

3) two elementary rotations, to account for both clockwise
and counter-clockwise turns.

These actions are depicted in Figure 4 with colored arrows.
Note that the color convention used in this figure is the same
used in the forthcoming figures for coherence.

Relative to the prior discussion about properties of motor
actions, these are not strictly conservative as per the def-
inition (9): indeed, consider dF the elementary “forward”
translation. While inner pixels of the camera will certainly ex-
change receptive fields, those in the front row will necessarily
observe new areas of space after the agent has moved forward.
Therefore none of these front row pixels has any predecessor
by dF , which precludes it from being strictly conservative.
The same phenomenon of border impredictibility occurs for
all translations, each with their respective side failing to verify
the conservation property. We nevertheless proceed with the
formalism on the basis that actions are at worst, informally
speaking, “quasi” conservative. This is based on the quick
analysis that, for a N -by-N square camera, this defect only
occurs in N pixels which are an order of magnitude less than
the N2 total. Part of the analysis of the results will be in
assessing how this somewhat degrades the structure retrieved
from actual sensorimotor experience.

Representing the sensory configuration as numerical arrays
makes the permutation of sensels into Nc-by-Nc sparse matri-
ces, where Nc = Wc ⇥Hc is the number of sensels. Indeed,
starting with any permutation � : J1, NK ! J1, NK we can
define a matrix M� 2MN,N (R) by

(M�)i,j =

(
1 iff j = �(i),

0 else.
(18)

It can then be checked that for any array s, the array s�
obtained by permutating the components of s as given by �
verifies s� = M�s.

FIGURE 3.8: Experimental setup used in simulation. A holonomic agent
is placed in a 2D environment which ceiling displays grayscale images.
The agent can move in this environment by performing seven distinct
actions ak. A 10-by-10 camera pointed towards the ceiling is placed on

top of the agent and generates a sensory array s = (sci)i.

3.3 Experiment: a simulated account of inferring

action structure by naively assessing conserva-

tivity

The previous discussion highlights how spatial localization of the sensori-
motor interaction entails the necessary structure of shifts of receptive fields
in the internal experience. However it remains very general by virtue of ex-
tending its scope to all setups considered in 2.3; we might say it establishes
essential properties of the sensorimotor experiences, as opposed to those con-
tingent on any given agent’s. This is instead the focus of this section, in which
we experimentally illustrate the main results of 3.2.

3.3.1 Description of the setup

As depicted in Fig. 3.8, the system we consider in this experiment is a 2-
dimensional analogue of that found in previous illustrations. The sensori-
motor interaction occurs on a plane the agent can explore using its omnidi-
rectional wheels. These allow it to perform translations along both spatial
coordinates x and y as well as rotate about its center. Correspondingly its
sensory apparatus is now a rectangular camera; its pixels are sensitive to the
luminance of the stimulus provided by a grayscale image above its body.

Following the definitions of 2.3.1, we can take as formal parameterization
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• the ambient space X is the usual plane R2;

• an environment state ε ∈ EX is a function which takes point (x, y) ∈ R2

of the plane to the luminance value ε(x, y) ∈ [0; 255] of the image at said
point;

• the absolute configuration space B is R2×S1
5 ∼= R2×]−π; π] (mod. 2π):

it accounts for both position (x, y) ∈ R2 of the agent and its orientation
θ ∈ S1. Choosing the ]− π; π] representation over S1 is equivalent to
choosing a preferred “reference” orientation corresponding to the null
angle θ = 0. While the former is more convenient in a digital simula-
tion, there is no natural choice here: instead, we can arbitrarily choose
the reference orientation.

As for the internal picture of the agent, its sensory is given by an array
s ∈ [0; 255]Wc×Hc = SC where Wc (resp. Hc) is the number of pixels in one row
(resp. column) of the camera; in the following simulations, Wc = Hc = 10 so
that the total array s has length 100. Each of its components sci correspond-
ing to pixel ci ∈ {1, . . . , 100} = C is given by the luminance of the image
at the point ci is sampling. As with the previous case the ordering of pixels
(corresponding to a choice of labelling C ∼= {1, . . . , 100}) is entirely arbitrary.

Additionally, we define a set A of actions ak, k = 1, . . . , 7 (depicted in
Fig. 3.8):

• the identity action a1, by which the agent maintains any absolute con-
figuration b = (x, y, θ) it previously was at;

• two rotations a6, a7 corresponding to both clockwise and counter-clockwise
turns, each with amplitude 90°.

• four translations a2, a3, a4, a5, with amplitude 1 pixel: one for each
direction on the plane.

This definition looks “natural” to us since we know from our understanding
of geometry that these seven actions efficiently span all displacements in the
plane. However, it does not necessarily correspond with the motor actions
the agent may a priori perform. Instead, it is capable of issuing a multiset6

5Here S1 denotes the topological structure of the circle.
6That is, a collection in which elements can appear multiple times (as opposed to sets in

the mathematical sense).
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Ainit of nA actions drawn in the collection of combinations of actions of A7.
Therefore Ainit may not be as convenient as A depending on how the draw.
For example we should expect the agent to “miss” some natural actions ak

of A when the size nA of its starting repertoire Ainit is small, which becomes
trivially true when nA < 7. On the contrary, some actions a, a′ ∈ Ainit ef-
fectively available at first are poised to be “duplicates” of one another when
nA is large. This situation occurs when a, a′ are distinct occurrences (in the
multisetAinit) of a same underlying motor action ak ∈ A8. Of course both the
notions of actions being “missing” and “duplicates” are entirely beyond the
comprehension of the naive agent, at least initially: as outlined in 2.3.2.3 it
may only perform elements of Ainit, and its capability to compare for equal-
ity is therefore that of occurrences in Ainit.

Importantly the translations a2, . . . , a5 are defined in the reference frame
of the agent, which is not equivalent to translations in B. For example, con-
sider the situation depicted in Fig. 3.8 and assume it corresponds to orienta-
tion θ = 0: then we have

a3(xr, yr, 0) = (xr + 1, yr, 0).

Consequently, it locally coincides with translation of the first component
(x, y, θ) 7→ (x + 1, y, θ). However the agent could instead perform rotation
a6 before, ending at configuration b′ = (xr, yr, π

2 ). But since a3 occurs in the
reference frame of the agent –as if the arrows of Fig. 3.8 were rigidly linked
to its body– we must have

a3

(
xr, yr,

π

2

)
=
(

xr, yr + 1,
π

2

)
.

This shows how a3 now coincides with translation of the second component
(x, y, θ) 7→ (x, y + 1, θ). Therefore, we see that the direction taken by the dis-
placement rotates with θ. More generally, let us denote Rθ the 2-by-2 matrix

7(which 2.3.2.1 characterized as the submonoid < A >)
8Using classical mathematics often result in clumsy accounts of this distinction (Knuth,

1981); instead, it is better illustrated by considering the difference between equality and iden-
tity in computer science. Consider a program where two variables a and b are declared and
separately set to the value 2. Then it is generally true that a == b (that is a is equal to b)
because they represent the same value, whereas it is instead usually false that a and b are
identical since they are distinct as occurrences (e.g. as objects in physical memory).
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of the planar rotation of angle θ ∈]− π; π], that is

Rθ =

(
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

)
.

Then, the translation a3 is given by

a3(x, y, θ) = (x′, y′, θ)

where (
x′

y′

)
=

(
x
y

)
+ Rθ

(
1
0

)
.

Naturally we have that orientation θ is invariant under a3, corresponding to

it being a translation. Moreover, the

(
1
0

)
vector corresponds to the “direc-

tion of displacement”: it is accordingly rotated by Rθ to account for current

orientation before it modifies position

(
x
y

)
. Of course each of the transla-

tions ak, k = 2, . . . , 5 are of this sort, where each corresponds to a distinct

displacement vector

(
xak

yak

)
. It is precisely the presence of Rθ that differenti-

ates translations in the self-referential frame from that of the ambient space;
in our experience, this corresponds to the distinction between e.g. “move 1
meter to the right” and “move 1 meter eastwards”.

Finally, we can observe that none of the translation actions are strictly
conservative, generalizing the illustration of Fig. 3.2. Indeed, let us get back
to the example of a3 which we temporarily take to denote “forward” transla-
tion9. Each of the pixels in the inner area of the camera has a successor (and
a predecessor) under a3, namely the one that comes in front of (resp. behind
of) it. However, by the same account there is no such successor for pixels
in the front row of the sensor: any time the agent performs a3, these pixels
instead sample a previously unseen part of the environment. Therefore the
Wc (or Nc) boundary pixels of the front row make a3 fail the conservativity
condition (see 3.2.1). The same unpredictability phenomenon arises for all
translations, each one corresponding to its particular “front” border. There-
fore they all fall instead under the partial case of 3.2.2.3. However it should
be noted that they are somewhat “largely” conservative since the relevant

9This choice only serves to provide convenient spatial vocabulary (front, back, etc.); al-
though it is entirely arbitrary, it also comes without loss of generality.
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condition only fails to hold for 10 out of all 100 pixels, which are an order of
magnitude apart.

3.3.2 Simulation 1: searching the sensorimotor flow for con-

servativity

The first experiment is one of motor babbling where the naive agent actively
explores its environment, collecting samples from its camera along the way.
It successively runs its starting actions ak ∈ Ainit and monitors the sequence
of its sensory outputs to try and determine their associated permutations
of sensels, should they exist. The environment state ε can entirely change
during the interaction so long as it does not happen simultaneously with the
generation of the aks: that is, it can change between actions. In the simulation,
this is achieved by changing the image presented to the agent between each
action.

3.3.2.1 Representing conservative actions

We can leverage the numerical properties of this representation to naturally
make sensory permutations into matrices. Indeed let Nc = Wc × Hc be the
total number of sensels and φ : J1, NcK → J1, NcK be any permutation, and
consider the Nc-by-Nc matrix Mφ given by

Mφi,j =

{
1 iff j = φ(i)

0 else.
(3.19)

Then for any value of sensory output s ∈ S , the result sφ =
(
sφi

)
i∈J1,NcK

of
permuting its components following φ is given by

sφ = Mφs.

From the definition of Eq. (3.19) we can see that only Nc out of the N2
c matrix

entries are nonzero for any given permutation of Nc sensels, that is 100 out of
10, 000 in our case. Moreover this number becomes even smaller if the per-
mutation represented is only partial, as happens for nonconservative actions.
Therefore it is natural to implement these representations as sparse matrices
for computational efficiency.
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This representation is made all the more convenient by the fact that suc-
cessive composition of permutation is faithfully accounted for by matrix prod-
uct. Indeed consider any value s of the sensory array, and apply permutation
σ to its component; from the previous statement we know we must get array
s′ = sσ = Mσs as a result. Should we then permute the components of this s′

along some σ′, we would accordingly obtain s′′ = s′σ′ = Mσ′s′. Now it only
remains to observe that

s′′ = Mσ′s
′ = Mσ′ (Mσs) = (Mσ′Mσ) s

so that Mσ′◦σ = Mσ′Mσ
10.

Importantly this also addresses the dependency of the representation on
the ordering of sensels. Indeed consider two (possibly distinct) orderings of
sensels, that is two index assignments ν, ν′ : J1, NcK → C ; each is a bijection
that maps index number i to the actual sensel it labels under this particular
ordering. Consider then the sensory arrays s and s′ resulting from the same
interaction the agent has with its environment, only differing in that they
respectively assume ordering ν and ν′. Let us denote c ∈ C the particular
sensel that appears first in ν, that is c = ν(1). It must necessarily appear as
ν′(k) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ Nc since ν′ also indexes C , but then we must have
s′k = s1 since arrays s and s′ only differ in ordering. This shows that should
we start from components of s, following ν−1 to get the underlying sensels
then applying ν′ would precisely yield the ordered array s′. Therefore the
arrays s and s′ corresponding to respective orderings ν and ν′ verify

s′ = sν′◦ν−1 .

In fact, the picture is equally nice concerning the matrix representation of
conservative actions. Indeed consider any conservative action a with corre-
sponding permutation of sensels σa : C → C , and consider as before two
orderings ν, ν′ corresponding to ordered arrays s, s′. Let us denote Mν

σa the
matrix that corresponds to σa under ordering ν11. Then keeping ordering ν

10What this denotes is that the correspondence between “abstract” permutations and their
matrices is in fact a group homomorphism (which suitably restricts to an isomorphism).
However we only leverage this assertion for its convenient implementation and make no
claim of any deep meaning here, therefore we need only focus on its practical aspect.

11That is it represents the permutation of whole numbers that maps i ∈ N to j ∈ N if and
only if σa maps the sensel of index i (for ν) to that of index j (for ν).
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fixed, performing action a takes the sensory array s to sa = Mν
σas. But accord-

ingly for ordering ν′ we have

s′a = (sa)ν′◦ν−1 =
(

Mν
σas
)

ν′◦ν−1

=
[
Mν′◦ν−1 Mν

σa

]
s

=
[
Mν′◦ν−1 Mν

σa

] (
M−1

ν′◦ν−1s′
)
=
(

Mν′◦ν−1 Mν
σa M−1

ν′◦ν−1

)
s′,

where Mν′◦ν−1 is the permutation matrix corresponding to ν′ ◦ ν−1 : J1, NcK→
J1, NcK. This proves that the representations as permutation matrices found
for various orderings of sensels are closely related along an equation of the
form

Mν′
σa = P−1Mν

σa P (3.20)

where P is a matrix that only depends on ν and ν′. Consequently while the
precise value of the matrix (that is which sensel indices it swaps) depends on
the choice of ordering, the resulting algebraic properties do not12.

3.3.2.2 Progressive discovery of the conservative permutations

The exploration and ongoing learning occurs as a sequential process, fol-
lowing timestep indices tn, n ∈ N. At the beginning of the sensorimotor
experience a Nc-by-Nc matrix Ma is associated to each of its starting actions
a ∈ Ainit, with all coefficients initialized to 1. Then, at any timestep tn the
agent (selects and) performs an action ak = a[tn] from its repertoire Ainit:
this accordingly changes the absolute configuration of the interaction from
b[tn] = (x[tn], y[tn], θ[tn]) to b[tn+1] = akb[tn]. In this experiment, actions
are selected by a sequence of independent uniform draws. Then the sensory
arrays s[tn] and s[tn+1] the agent experiences before and after ak are used to
update its matrix Mak as per:

(Mak [tn+1])i,j =





1 iff si[tn+1] = sj[tn]13 and (Mak [tn])i,j = 1

0 else.
(3.21)

12This is, down to the form of the relation, extremely similar to the familiar notion of
change of basis in vector spaces. Transposed to nonlinear contexts, it still corresponds to
nice conjugacy operations: it is a classical result that the mapping that takes the Mν

σa to the
corresponding Mν′

σa performs an (inner) group automorphism (Dummit and Foote, 2009), in
particular preserving the group structure.
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We can observe that the only possible way coefficients may change is going
from their initial value of 1 to 0: indeed whenever a coefficient of Mak is al-
ready set to 0 at timestep tn, the first condition automatically fails so that it
must stay so. Therefore the rough dynamics imposed by this update is that
after all coefficients are initialized to 1, a certain number of them are eventu-
ally switched down to 0 during exploration until matrices Mak converge to
a final (possibly null) form. Furthermore, the first condition on the first line
necessarily occurs during shifts of receptive fields (see Eq. (3.2)): the idea, of
course, is that coefficients (Mak)i,j that indefinitely stay equal to 1 correspond

to successor sensel pairs ci
ak→ cj for ak. Accordingly we can externally think

of coefficient (Mak [tn+1])i,j as depicting the ongoing internal assessment of
whether the past experience (i.e. using sensory samples s[t0], . . . , s[tn+1]) has
rejected the hypothesis that ci

ak→ cj (corresponding to a null value) or not as
of yet. These assertions are formally amenable via

Lemma 1. Let a be any starting action of Ainit

For any coefficient mai,j of Ma, the associated sequence (mai,j [tn])n
of values taken in

(Ma[tn])n during exploration is nonincreasing with values in {0, 1}.

Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary timestep tn in the exploration. If a is not
drawn at this timestep, then

mai,j [tn+1] = mai,j [tn] ≤ mai,j [tn].

If it is instead chosen, assuming mai,j [tn] ∈ {0, 1} then as per the update rule
of Ma, either

• mai,j [tn] = 0 and then mai,j [tn+1] = 0 too,

• or mai,j [tn] = 1 and mai,j [tn+1] ∈ {0, 1}

therefore mai,j [tn+1] ≤ mai,j [tn] in both cases. The lemma then follows by
induction on n.

Lemma 2. Let a be any starting action of Ainit.
For any nonzero coefficient mai,j = 1 in the matrix of its (generalized) successor map
Mσa , the associated sequence (mai,j [tn])n

is constant with value mai,j [tn] = 1.
13Note that this condition is precisely the result of computing the sensel equality operator

δsi ,sj we assumed to be a priori available to the agent in 2.3.2.3; therefore, this update rule is
itself internally computable.
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Proof. At any timestep tn of the exploration, if a is not chosen then mai,j [tn+1] =

mai,j [tn].
If it is instead drawn, then by Equation (3.2) we know that

si[tn+1] = sj[tn]

because mai,j = 1 implies that j = σa(i) as per the definition of Mσa . Then by
the update rule of Ma[tn], mai,j [tn+1] = 1.
The lemma then follows by induction on n.

These guarantee that the update rule of Eq. (3.21) admits no false nega-
tives, that is it accurately detects all successor sensel pairs as such. To have
the complete result, it still needs to be established that it conversely has no
false positives: each of the initial mai,j that correspond to sensel pairs ci, cj

that are not related by a should eventually be set to 0. Here there is in fact
some dependency on the environment states the agent has interacted with.
Consider indeed a pathological case where all the images it samples are en-
tirely uniform in color, e.g. they are pure black everywhere (correspond-
ing to ε(x, y) = 0 for all x, y). Then clearly all sensels will always report
the same output at every timestep of the interaction, so that the condition
sj[tn+1] = si[tn] is “spuriously” verified irrespective of the choices of i, j and
n. In such a case the update rule of Eq. (3.21) can never branch into the null
case: all coefficients will indefinitely keep their starting value of 1, including
a large majority of false positives. In the general case, however, it suffices that
these coincidences fail to hold if only once for the hypothesis to be rejected
as per the update rule.

Let us develop further the intuition from the uniformly black environ-
ment that false positives occur from coincidental equality of environmental
state at various points of space. All displacements the agent can perform in
this experiment can be spatially characterized in the form

∀a ∈ Ainit, ∃~ua =

(
xa

ya

)
∈ R2, ∃θa ∈ R

such that ∀b = (x, y, θ) ∈ B, ab = (x′, y′, θ′)

where

(
x′

y′

)
=

(
x
y

)
+ Rθ

(
xa

ya

)
and θ′ = θ + θa.
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We showed earlier how translations can be written thus by setting θa = 0 and(
xa

ya

)
be the vector of displacement. The case of rotations (a6 and a7) is even

simpler since it corresponds to the cases where

(
xa

ya

)
=

(
0
0

)
and θa = ±π

2 is

the angle of the rotation. Furthermore the receptive fields of the agent move
rigidly with its body when it performs locomotion, by which we have

∀c ∈ C , ∀b = (x, y, θ) ∈ B, Fc(x, y, θ) =

(
x
y

)
+ Rθ Fc(0, 0, 0). (3.22)

This relation between absolute configurations b of the agent and localiza-
tion of its receptive fields allows us to make the spatial characterization of
actions of Eq. (3.3.2.2) into one of displacements of receptive fields. Indeed,

Lemma 3. Let a be any starting action, c, c′ be any two sensels.
There exists a unique vector ~da,c,c′ ∈ R2 such that

∀b = (x, y, θ) ∈ B,
−−−−−−−→
Fc′(b)Fc(ab) = Rθ

~da,c,c′ .

Proof. Let b = (x, y, θ) ∈ B. From the previous two assertions we have

1. Fc′(b) =

(
x
y

)
+ Rθ Fc′(0, 0, 0),

2. Fc(ab) = Fc

((
x
y

)
+ Rθ

(
xa

ya

)
14, θ + θa

)

=

(
x
y

)
+ Rθ

(
xa

ya

)
+ Rθ+θa Fc(0, 0, 0)

so that
−−−−−−−→
Fc′(b)Fc(ab) = Rθ

((
xa

ya

)
+ Rθa Fc(0)15 − Fc′(0)

)
.

which proves taking ~da,c,c′ =

((
xa

ya

)
+ Rθa Fc(0)− Fc′(0)

)
satisfies the prop-

erty.

14This is a slight abuse of notation where we use Fc(

(
x
y

)
, θ) as an alias for Fc(x, y, θ).

15Here Fc(0) denotes Fc(0, 0, 0), the 0 of the first expression being the 3-dimensional null
element.
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The ~da,c,c′ vector, which (for fixed subscripts a ∈ Ainit, c, c′ ∈ C ) is invari-
ant during the sensorimotor experience of the agent, captures some geometry
of conservation. Indeed, observe that from the definition of relation c a→ c′

and Lemma 3 we get

∀a ∈ Ainit, ∀c, c′ ∈ C , c a→ c′ ⇔ ~da,c,c′ =~0. (3.23)

Let us briefly circle back to the pathological uniform example: the update
rule of Eq. (3.21) failed to produce good results then because for any two
sensels c and c′, c always sampled after a the same luminance value c had
been sampling before. But then by Lemma 3 this is equivalent to the ~da,c,c′

vectors (and their images by rotations Rθ) having all their endpoints

(
x
y

)

and

(
x
y

)
+ Rθ

~da,c,c′ share their luminance values. It is in fact a necessary

condition as per

Theorem 3. Let a ∈ Ainit, ci, cj ∈ C . Then for given environment configuration
ε ∈ EX the two statements

1. There exists an absolute configuration b ∈ B such that if b[tn] = b and
a[tn] = a for some n ∈N, then mai,j [tk] = 0 ∀k ≥ n + 1

2. ε is not doubly periodic with periods ~da,ci,cj and R π
2
~da,ci,cj

are equivalent.

Proof.

• Proceed contrapositively, assuming that ε is both ~da,ci,cj- and R π
2
~da,ci,cj-

periodic. Let n ∈N be such that a[tn] = a, let b = b[tn]. We have

sj[tn] = ε(Fcj(b[tn]))

and
si[tn+1] = ε(Fci(b[tn+1])) = ε(Fcj(b[tn]) + Rθ

~da,ci,cj).

But since θ ∈
{

0, π
2 , π, 3π

2

}
, Rθ = ±I2 or Rθ = ±R π

2
.

Therefore by periodicity of ε we have si[tn+1] = sj[tn], from which by
induction on n we get ∀n ∈N, mai,j [tn] = 1: 1)⇒ 2).

• Without loss of generality, let us assume that ε is not ~da,ci,cj-periodic (if
it is instead only not R π

2
~da,ci,cj-periodic, the same argument follows up
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to a rotation).
Let X0 ∈ R2 such that ε(X0) 6= ε(X0 + ~da,ci,cj), and let b0 = (x, y, 0) ∈ B

be such that Fcj(b0) = X0.
By definition Fci(ab0) = X0 + ~da,ci,cj so that if b[tn] = b0 for some
tn ∈ N, si[tn+1] 6= sj[tn]. From the update rule of Ma we then get
mai,j [tn+1] = 0, which by Lemma 1 concludes the proof.

Corollary 4. If environment state ε : R2 → [0, 255] is aperiodic, then there ex-
ists16a sequence of draws of actions (a[tn])n∈N such that following the update rule (3.21)
in environment ε will verify

∀ak ∈ Ainit, lim
n

Mak [tn] = Mσak
.

We now have the complete picture regarding the behavior of the empiri-
cal matrices (Mak [tn])n∈N

: not only do we know that they report ci
ak→ cj pairs

via coefficients with constant value 1 but also that all other cases are eventu-
ally detected and accordingly switched to 0. Consequently we also know
that the update rule (3.21) allows the naive agent to internally distinguish
whether actions are (partially) conservative, with Theorem 3 guaranteeing
convergence to the null matrix in the purely nonconservative case.

16In fact, seeing the draw of actions (a[tn])n∈N as one of displacements in a random walk
on Z×

{
−π

2 , 0, π
2 , π

}
, it is known e.g. from (McCrea and Whipple, 1940; Spitzer, 2013) that

in 2 dimensions such a sequence of draws will even occur with probability 1.
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FIGURE 3.9: Representation of the seven binary 102 × 102 permutation
matrices Mak for various choices νi of ordering of the physical pixels.
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3.3.2.3 Results

Fig. 3.9 presents the final steady-state of the sequences of empirical matrices
(Mak [tn])n∈N

obtained following update rule (3.21). Each row corresponds
to the matrices of the ak (with k varying from 1 to 7) for a fixed ordering
νi of the pixels of the camera, depicted on the leftmost column. We choose
the ordering of the first row as reference: it is in fact (one of) the “natural”
ordering to our external eye, given by enumerating the pixels of the camera in
reading order. As per the previous discussion, all other orderings can then be
obtained from ν1 by permutation of the indices: the matrix corresponding to
the ordering νi used on line i17is depicted for each line in the leftmost column.
All permutations matrices, being binary, are displayed in black and white:
black pixels correspond to null coefficients, whereas white ones accordingly
denote 1s.

We can observe that the resulting matrices Mνi
ak differ greatly with respect

to the pixel orderings νi. In particular, while some orderings such as the ref-
erence ν1 yield “orderly” matrices, the behavior under other orderings looks
far more erratic. As external observers, we can however make sense of these
matrices by referring to the spatial layout corresponding to their particular
ordering. This is done on the bottommost row of the figure, wherein the col-
umn attributed to ak an arrow is plotted from the location of sensel of index
i to that of index j whenever (Mak)i,j = 1. Note that this representation re-
quires our external understanding of the spatial interpretation of orderings
νi

18, and as such is not available to the agent. However it allows us to assess
that the agent has learned the same displacement of sensels independently of
the ordering of its pixels.

Crucially, this last fact separates two “levels” in the discovery the agent
makes. On the one hand the particular value of the empirical matrix Mνi

ak is
entirely contingent on the specific details of the implementation of the sys-
tem, up to the ordering of the pixels; on the other hand, as previously dis-
cussed in 3.2.2.2 and Eq. (3.20), the relations between these values and the
corresponding semantics are instead invariant properties of the sensorimotor
experience.

17which was denoted as M
ν1◦ν−1

i
–or P in Eq. (3.20) relating the matrices expressed for

distinct orderings– in the previous discussion.
18(as did our arbitrary choice of reference ν1, which only seems convenient by means of

external observations)
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3.3.3 Simulation 2: investigating the dynamics in the discov-

ery of sensel permutations

In the previous experiment, we only examined the (limit) steady-state of
the empirical permutation matrices (Mak [tn])n∈N

and the conditions under
which it could be reached. However the sensorimotor experience does not
begin at this limit state since it is rather a gradual process, during which the
agent is precisely poised to have agency. Therefore we now devote attention
to the dynamics with which the agent learns the sensel permutations corre-
sponding to its actions.

3.3.3.1 Assessing progress in the convergence of the empirical matrices

The matrix representation chosen in the previous experiment make it easy to
declare whether the empirical matrix of action ak ∈ Ainit at timestep tn (i.e.
the matrix Mak [tn]) denotes a (partial) permutation. Indeed since by Lemma 1
its coefficients are always 0s and 1s, Mak [tn] is the matrix of a (partial) per-
mutation if and only if each of its rows and its columns contain at most one
1. While this property can be internally ascertained by the naive agent to
gauge whether it has entirely learned the sensel successor laws of its actions,
it only distinguishes binary states of convergence of empirical matrices. In-
stead we will now refine this observation by considering an entropy-like cri-
terion, evaluated on all possible states of the empirical matrices Mak [tn] and
that hinges upon the interpretation of their coefficients as the plausibility of
hypotheses ci

ak→ cj based on the past sensorimotor experience. This criterion
is numerically defined as

C(M) = 1− 1
Nc log2(Nc)

Nc

∑
i=1

Hi,

where Hi = −
Nc

∑
j=1

Mi,j

µi
log2(

Mi,j

µi
),

and µi =
1

max(1, ∑Nc
j=1 Mi,j)

.

(3.24)

Here, Hi is the entropy of the post-action output of sensel ci as a random
variable over the pre-action outputs of all sensels cj. It consequently quan-
tifies the surprise remaining in the determination of which (if any) sensel is
the actual successor of ci. Finally, the total criterion C is therefore an average
measure of certainty in the discovery of successor sensel pairs.
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We can deduce from the usual properties of entropy (Wehrl, 1978) that if
all coefficients Mi,j are equal to 1, the corresponding value of the criterion is
C(M) = 0; on the other hand if on every row i there is at most one nonzero
coefficient Mi,j = 1 at column j, then Hi = 0 (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ Nc), which
further entails C(M) = 1. This shows that, following update rule (3.21), the
sequences Ck = (Ck[tn])n∈N = (C(Mak [tn]))n∈N

all follow nondecreasing
trajectories from 0 to 1 during the sensorimotor experience.

3.3.3.2 Sources of variance in the dynamics of discovery

There are a number of factors at play in determining the dynamics with
which the agent learns its empirical permutation matrices Mak . Indeed, since
at any timestep tn of the sensorimotor interaction the update rule of Eq. (3.21)
only modifies the matrix Mak of action ak = a[tn] which is being run, it
appears that the sequences (Mak [tn])n∈N

depend on the draws of actions
(a[tn])n∈N. For example, let us consider one particular sensorimotor experi-
ence in which the agent only ever performs one particular action ak0 ∈ Ainit,
that is we have

∀n ∈N, a[tn] = ak0 .

Clearly then, following the update rule we have that all matrices Mak′ with
k′ 6= k0 will indefinitely stay at their initial value; consequently, their associ-
ated values for criterion C, Ck′ [tn], will also stay indefinitely at 0, making no
progress whatsoever. Therefore, we should consider this variance induced
by the sequence of action selections in the examination of the dynamics.

The line of reasoning followed in the proofs of the previous simulation
hint at another distinct source of variance in the speed at which the agent
learns its sensel permutations, provided by the environment state the agent
interacts with. Indeed, Theorem 3 shows that the eventual convergence of
the empirical matrices Mak to their desired values Mσa hinges on the envi-
ronment being “not periodic” enough; in fact, for the ~da,c,c′ vectors of the
translations considered here (i.e. ak with 2 ≤ k ≤ 5), its aperiodicity require-
ment only fails for the uniformly black (or gray, or white...) environment
previously mentioned. This condition on environment states might seem ar-
tificial should one ask for it everywhere (for all (x, y) ∈ R2) and everytime (for
all tn). However it shows how the practical discovery of the Mσa depends
on the characteristics of the environment state the agent samples, in partic-
ular how it depends on local ambiguity in state ε at distinct points of space.
This in fact very much aligns with our intuition: consider a new example
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case where the visual environment is entirely (and uniformly) black except
for one small white region of space. Although by Theorem 3 we know that
the agent can (and will) eventually discover its sensel permutations Mσa , it is
clear that any interaction which entirely occurs in the dark region of space
will not directly contribute to its learning. This shows that we should ex-
pect an influence on the dynamics of learning the Mak matrices from the local
richness of the environment state the agent interacts with.

3.3.3.3 Experimental setup

The setup is largely similar to that of the previous experiment; in particular
the agent, its ambient space, and its initial motor capabilitiesAinit are entirely
identical. The main difference lies in the statistical survey approach we take
to deal with the aforementioned sources of variance. Indeed, this time the
agent performs a large number of explorations:

1. For each fixed set of starting conditions (i.e. environment state and ini-
tial configuration in this environment state) it performs R = 1000 dis-
tinct and independent explorations. Each corresponds to a sequence
of draws (a[tn])n∈N so that the differences between these R runs are
subject to the first source of variance, that of action selection.

2. These explorations are conducted for Nε = 575 distinct starting con-
ditions. In this experiment the environment state is set constant (to the
still picture depicted in Fig. 3.11a) to better control for its local variance,
therefore each starting condition corresponds to the configuration (po-
sition and orientation) the agent starts at for its exploration. Because
the agent and its displacements are small relative to the scale of the en-
vironment, as long as the explorations occur in a short timeframe they
limit its interaction with the neighborhood of its initial configuration.
Then, especially when one accounts for the variance of action selection
of the R runs, the differences between the explorations for various start-
ing conditions reflect the influence local properties of the environment
have on learning the permutation matrices.

The agent still performs its learning via motor babbling and computing
update rule (3.21) for any of its R× Nε = 575, 000 explorations; its empirical
matrices Mak are reset to their initial values between each exploration. At
any timestep tn, n ∈ N of its interaction it records the values of the entropy
criterion associated to each of its empirical matrices Mak , ak ∈ Ainit, yielding
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FIGURE 3.10: Representation of the criterion Ck = C(Mak) for the seven
actions ak. Each jump in this figure corresponds to a reevaluation of
the criterion happening at a timestep when the corresponding action has
been drawn in the set in Ainit. As expected, the criterion starts from 0 to

reach 1, indicating that all possible permutations have been found.

the sequences (Ck[tn])n∈N. Any given exploration is set to stop when all Ck

values have reached 1 (corresponding to the agent completing discovery of
its sensel permutations) or at timestep t3000, whichever happens first.

3.3.3.4 Results

Fig. 3.10 presents the typical evolution of the Ck values of the entropy cri-
terion during a sensorimotor exploration. Each curve in this graph is plot-
ted against the timestep tn, n ∈ N of the interaction, and corresponds to
the seven distinct actions ak ∈ Ainit following the same color convention
as in the description of the system. Following the previous discussion, we
can observe that every curve goes from 0 to 1 as the agent makes progress
in discovering its permutations matrices Mak [tn]; moreover the increases in
the values of the Ck occur in sparse and irregular jumps, corresponding to
the timestep at which specific actions were selected in this particular explo-
ration. This plot shows that a relatively small number of jumps suffices to
reach the final limit state: in this particular exploration, each action ak needs
to be performed around 7 times for the agent to fully determine its corre-
sponding sensel permutation Mσak

. Furthermore we see that for any given
action ak ∈ Ainit, the amplitude of jumps in its Ck curve decreases during
the sensorimotor experience: after only one execution of ak, its correspond-
ing value already approximately reaches Ck[tn] ≈ 0.7 (i.e. 70% of the total
increase).

On the other hand, Fig. 3.11 presents statistical measures over all the
explorations. Fig. 3.11a depicts the environment used for this experiment,
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(A) Environment explored by the agent.
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FIGURE 3.11: Statistical survey of the dynamics in the internal discovery
of sensel permutations.

where each point in the superimposed grid figures one of the Nε = 575 possi-
ble starting conditions. Following our discussion of Fig. 3.10, for each explo-
ration E and each action ak the number of jumps JE,ak in the curve Ck is taken
as a measure of the difficulty in discovering the permutation Mσak

in the par-
ticular exploration E. Then the average of all such values for a given starting
condition J = 1

L ∑E ∑k JE,ak (with averaging factor L = R × nA = 7, 000) is
depicted as the color of the point corresponding to that starting condition.
Green points correspond to a low value of J (starting from approximately 4)
whereas red ones represent conditions where more executions proved neces-
sary (up to about 17 on average). Pictured circled are the points correspond-
ing to the extremal starting conditions, that is those respectively associated
to the lowest (for the green circle) and the highest values of J.

We can readily observe that the various starting conditions are overwhelm-
ingly green: that is, the discovery process carried out by the matrix update
rule generally completes rapidly19. On the contrary, the red dots are tied to
some specific regions of the picture. In line with the previous intuition, these
correspond to areas with somewhat low local contrast. Observe indeed that
they all occur in large patches of sky, shadow, snow; it is especially clear in
the reflections thereof, which tend to introduce blurring and therefore reduce
local sharpness.

19In fact, the algorithm terminated on the condition that tn = t3000 only for some explo-
rations at the condition with highest J; in all other cases, the agent completely determined
its sensel permutation matrices.
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The statistics of the jumps JE,ak are further detailed in the histograms of
Fig. 3.11. The topmost (Fig. 3.11b) breaks down the distribution of the JE,ak

for the two particular extremal starting conditions (with each condition cor-
responding to the plot sharing the color of its dot). Consequently each his-
togram considered separately accounts for the variance induced by the se-
lection of action at each particular starting condition, while the comparison
between the distributions reflects that of the environmental influence on the
dynamics of learning the Mak . The two distributions are unimodal, roughly
symmetric, and separated: the maximal JE,ak value at the green starting con-
dition (across all runs and all actions), being 4, is lower than even the minimal
value at the red starting condition (that is 8). This shows in a strong sense that
it is significantly easier to discover the sensel permutations in the first case
as compared to the latter. Interestingly the internal variance is visibly dif-
ferent between the conditions, the spread of the corresponding distributions
increasing with the associated difficulty values J (which by definition is equal
to the mean of their respective distribution). Indeed, all explorations at the
easiest condition have the update process of the Mak terminate at roughly the
same pace: each action needs to be performed between 3 and 5 times (J = 4
on average) before its associated sensel permutation is correctly mapped. In-
stead, the same range is far more diffuse in the hard condition. There, actions
can take between 8 and 35 executions (with an average of J = 17) before their
matrices are fully determined. This shows that, at any given starting condi-
tion, observing the variance in the time needed to determine the permuta-
tions Mσak

provides information about the local richness of the environment
to the agent even when it cannot directly experience other conditions.

On the other hand the bottommost histogram (Fig. 3.11c) is that of the
distribution of the R× nA = 575, 000 values of JE,ak , each corresponding to
one of all independent explorations the agent does during the experiment.
We see that the overall distribution is still unimodal but with a large positive
skew; in fact, its mode is almost equal to its minimum. This corroborates our
earlier observations that most starting conditions lead to quick convergence
of the empirical matrices Mak . More precisely we can see that randomly se-
lecting over all explorations (or equivalently over starting conditions), there
is more than a 66% chance that permutation matrices Mσak

be determined
before the corresponding action ak has been performed 5 times. This imbal-
ance also factors in the skew of the global distribution. Indeed the typical
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convergence (that is the one observed in the “easy” conditions, such as pic-
tured in Fig. 3.10) relies on the Ck values substantially increasing on the first
few times the ak are performed, a start-up behavior which is known to cause
right-skew.

3.3.4 Simulation 3: internally building the conservative sub-

algebra

The previous simulations all examined how the agent could discover the sen-
sory outcomes of its motor actions by effectively performing them, that is by
acting (J. K. O’Regan and Block, 2012). Accordingly, it only immediately leads
to discovering properties of those actions it has actually performed in its sen-
sorimotor interaction with its environment. These actions, however, may
represent only a fraction of its motor capabilities; this is all the more true
as the embodiment of the agent grows more complex. On the contrary, we
now detail a simulation where the agent cognizes, using the sensory predic-
tions it empirically learned and their compositional properties to infer global
properties of its motor capabilities.

Once it has learned its (partial) permutation matrices Mak , ak ∈ Ainit, the
agent computes the set of all of their products. As per Eq. (2.11), this set is
precisely the submonoid (of the monoid of sensory predictions SS ) generated
by the Mak

20. Furthermore it naturally carries a graph structure determined
by the product law of matrices, which following our discussion in 3.2.2.2 can
be transposed to that of their corresponding motor actions. This entails in
particular that properties of the graph of sensory predictions the agent inter-
nally builds correspond to combinatorial properties of its action capabilities.

3.3.4.1 Generative Dijkstra-like algorithm for computing the group of sen-
sory predictions

The relation between any starting set of motor actions Ainit and the group
< Ainit > it generates is encoded by their Cayley graph Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) (Cay-
ley, 1878; Magnus, Karrass, and Solitar, 2004). It is defined as the (directed)
graph which vertices are all elements of < Ainit > (that is all finite prod-
ucts over Ainit up to inverses), and with edges ak of Ainit from vertex a ∈

20In fact, it is even a (sub)group as long as the agent can perform at least one rotation: in
the following, we will therefore always treat it as a group.
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< Ainit > to a′ ∈ < Ainit > precisely when a′ = aka. This definition makes
the Cayley graph a formal correlate of the visualization of actions as vector
fields in 2.3.2.1. Indeed let us think of the directed graph Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit)

as its visual representation, made of points (for the vertices) and arrows be-
tween these points (for the directed edges). Then it is precisely the collec-
tion of the (affine) vector fields associated with the actions ak ofAinit, plotted
starting at each of the points in the (much larger) set < Ainit >. The main dif-
ference lies in the first case generally using motor configurations, that is posi-
tional data, as the set of its points; on the other hand, in the Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit)

graph arrows denote transformations between points which as motor actions
are themselves displacements. The underlying analogy is the same as that
under which one equates the point in the plane P which coordinates are
xP = 2, yP = 0 and the planar displacement vector ~uP = (2 0)21. One
can for example verify that moving P by ~v = (0 3) yields xP+~v = 2 and
yP+~v = 3, which coincides with ~v + ~uP = (2 3): although both viewpoints
originate from entirely different objects, they correspond to the same thought
process.

By definition (see 2.3.2.1) < Ainit > contains precisely those actions which
can be written as words akn . . . ak1 over Ainit. In terms of graph this imme-
diately entails that Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) is weakly connected (Pemmaraju and
Skiena, 2003), that is between any two of its vertices one can find an undi-
rected path. In fact whenever < Ainit > is a group (such as in these cases)
it is even strongly connected so that the path can be chosen to respect the
orientation of its edges22. The graph also makes possible the definition of a
metric on the group < Ainit >, the word metric (associated to Ainit) dAinit . In
algebraic terms, the value of dAinit(a) = dAinit(e, a) for any a of < Ainit >

is defined as the minimal whole number N such that a can be written as a
word a = aN . . . a1 over the generating set Ainit. Importantly this graphi-
cally corresponds to the minimal path length (measured in number of edges
traversed) over all paths from the vertex corresponding to e ∈< Ainit > to
that of a. This property makes apparent the fact that dAinit(a, a′), which ac-
cordingly measures the minimal path length from a to a′ (corresponding to a
minimal decomposition of a′a−1), is indeed a metric in the usual sense (Sher
and Daverman, 2001).

21Which –using the language introduced in the previous sections– informally reflects an
isomorphism as vector spaces of planar positions and planar translations, both identified as R2.

22This is essentially true because if one takes any two vertices a and a′ = a′n . . . a′1 in
< Ainit >, a−1 = a−1

m . . . a−1
1 (which lies in < Ainit > since it is a group) provides a path
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This examination provides the agent with a way to internally compute the
Cayley graph Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) which in turn carries combinatorial prop-
erties of composite actions a = akn . . . ak1 /∈ Ainit, that is actions it did not
actively learn during its previous sensorimotor experience. Indeed once the
agent has completed the discovery of its sensel permutation matrices Mσak

,
it can further compute the result of successive predictions Mσak′

× . . .×Mσak

as the composition of internally computable mappings following the argu-
ment made in 2.3.2.3. In terms of the Cayley graph Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) this
means that the agent can start at any vertex M0 of the Mσak

matrices (e.g.
the Mσa1

= INc matrix of the identity action) and explore its direct neighbor-
hood in the graph by computing the Mσak

M0, yielding the collection NM0

of all neighbours of M0 in Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) as the new ends of the ex-
plored graph. This process of enumerating the neighbouring vertices can
then be iteratively applied to these newly discovered ends to progress in
the exploration of < Ainit >. This is realized by Algorithm 1 which imple-
ments (in pseudo-code) a Breadth First computation (akin to the more usual
Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959)) and construction of the Cayley graph
Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit). Since we know that Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) is strongly con-
nected, there is in particular a directed path from M0 to each of the ver-
tices of Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit); therefore, we know from the properties of Breadth
First Search (or more generally breadth-first traversals) that Algorithm 1 will
eventually and successively reach all of the vertices of Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit). Of
course, the theoretical Cayley graph is often infinite23 so that a desired stop-
ping length D is provided: in terms of the previous definitions, it means that
the algorithm will return the ball (for the word metric dAinit) of radius D cen-
tered on M0.

of (oriented) edges in Ainit from a to e while a′ provides a path from e to a′. Therefore the
concatenation a” of the words a′a−1 =

(
a′n . . . a′1

) (
a−1

m . . . a−1
1

)
= a′n . . . a−1

1 gives a path of

oriented edges such that a”a = a′a−1a = a′, that is a path from a to a′.
23For example, the composite translations aN

3 that “go forward by N units” go on and on
for arbitrarily large values of N.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm followed to build the Cayley graph
Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit)

Input
A The set of all matrices Mσak

learned in the previous experience
D A bound on length of matrix combinations used
O A reference matrix around which to explore

Output
G A local view of the combinatorial graph of matrix products around

O, using edges in A

Add O to collection U
O.depth← 0
Add node O to G
while U is not empty do . True iff the neighborhood of some node K is still Unexplored

K← node in U
for all Ma in A do . Test all learned predictions starting from node K

P← MaK
P.depth← K.depth + 1
if P.depth ≤ D then

B← False
for all node C in G do . Test previously discovered nodes for equality

if predictions for P and C match then
B← True
Set edge Ma: K→ C in G

end if
end for . END for all node C in G

if B is False then . Branch taken iff P := MaK was not previously discovered

Add P to U
Add node P to G
Set edge Ma: K→ P in G

end if
end if . END if P.depth ≤ D

end for . END for all a in A

Remove K from U
end while . END while U is not empty
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3.3.4.2 Managing loss of information in nonconservative actions

The point underlying this experiment is that, following the development
made in 3.2.2, the combinatorial properties of the sensory predictions Mσak

encoded in Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) are somewhat equivalent to that of their cor-
responding actions ak in < Ainit >. Indeed for conservative actions, we know
that

Mσa′Mσa = Mσa′a . (3.25)

Instead, this relation is found in a weaker form in a non conservative set-
ting: as seen in 3.2.2.3, we can only hope for Mσa′Mσa � Mσa′a . This intro-
duces a technical difficulty in Algorithm 1 compared to the usual breadth
first traversal. Indeed when it processes some vertex M recently discovered
to enumerate the collection of its neighbours NM, it must take care to discard
all elements of NM it has previously discovered instead of adding them to
the list of vertices it will next process. In particular, provided M was not the
starting vertex M0 it must have been reached by an edge Mσak

originating
from some neighbouring vertex M′, so that M = Mσak

M′; then it is neces-
sary for the algorithm to discern that the Mσ

a−1
k

edge starting from M′ ac-

tually ends at M, even though for non conservative actions we may have
Mσ

a−1
k

M′ = Mσ
a−1
k

Mσak
M 6= M. It therefore searches for compatibility (in the

sense of semigroups discussed in 3.2.2.3) of prediction matrices rather than
their strict equality. This is reflected in Algorithm 1 by branching on the con-
dition "predictions for P and C match", which denotes the boolean test of
assertion “P ∼ C”24.

This solution however raises another issue. From the same theoretical
discussion we are assured that

Mσa1
Mσa2

∼ Mσa′1
Mσa′2

whenever a1a2 = a′1a′2 (3.26)

by which Algorithm 1 will correctly identify all matrix products Mσakn
. . . Mσak1

which represent the same originating action a ∈ < Ainit > as such. How-
ever the converse is not necessarily true: owing to the loss of information
in the generalized successor maps of non conservative actions ak, the agent

24In terms of implementations, this test can be carried out with ease on the matrix repre-
sentation of partial bijections discussed in 3.3.2.1. Indeed two matrices of partial bijections
represent contradictory predictions if (and only if) at any one row they both have a nonzero
coefficient, the two of which do not occur at the same column. This can be easily and effi-
ciently detected by taking the maximum (or equivalently the logical or) of the two matrices,
and checking that each row of this result sums to at most one.
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may find several matrix products that are only spuriously compatible. In this
case, the unconditional use of Algorithm 1 will result in erroneously equat-
ing vertices that originate from distinct motor actions. We can however get
some quantified conditions on the rate at which this loss accumulates as the
agent stacks successive predictions. Indeed denote by lak ∈ N the number
of sensels which fail to have a successor under each of the starting actions
ak ∈ Ainit. From the definition of the (partial) permutation matrices Mσak

in 3.3.2.1, we know that lak corresponds to the numbers of rows in Mσak
where

all coefficients are null. But then temporarily interpreting Mσak
as the more

usual matrix of a linear mapping shows that lak is, in fact, the dimension of
its kernel. Therefore it follows from the rank-nullity theorem25that

Proposition 11. Let ak and ak′ be any two starting actions of Ainit, and let lak′ ,ak

denote the number of sensels which lack successor under (composite) predictions
Mσak′

Mσak
.

Then we have
min(lak , lak′ ) ≤ lak′ ,ak ≤ lak + lak′ . (3.27)

Moreover observe that for this particular agent, all actions ak ∈ Ainit

result in rigid displacements of its total receptive field FC in the 2-d envi-
ronment26. Because the composition of rigid transformations is itself rigid,
we are certain that every composite action a ∈ < Ainit > also possesses this
property. But, in the plane, such displacements are entirely determined by
their effect on two distinct points. Therefore, it suffices that any two prod-
ucts Mσakp

. . . Mσak1
and Mσak′q

. . . Mσak′1
of partial bijection matrices coincide

on at least two nonzero coefficients for them to partialize the same action. In-
deed any Mσa matrix has nonzero coefficient at coordinates (i, j) if and only
if its displacement of receptive fields sends Fci on Fcj , by which two nonzero
coefficients would provide the two points determining the displacement. Fi-
nally, by definition of the starting actions (see 3.3.1) we know that lak = 0
for the rotations of the agent (which are actually conservative) and lak = Wc

or Hc = 10 for its elementary translations. From this it follows that in the
case where the agent successively computes its prediction associated to ak1 ,
ak2 , . . . , akn , by successive application of the right hand side in Prop. 3.27 we
have

lakn ,...,ak1
≤ 10n27.

25see (Axler, 2014) for a reference on linear algebra (from which the result originates),
although only a minuscule part is needed here.

26More precisely these displacement even preserve handedness, that is they do not include
reflections over axes.
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Now let us consider two products of permutation matrices M and M′, re-
spectively corresponding to the products over the sequences akp , . . . , ak1 and
ak′s , . . . , ak′1

, and assume they result in compatible (in the sense of semigroups
as in 3.2.2.3) matrices. Then by the pigeonhole28principle whenever rank M+

rank M′ ≥ Nc + 2 the two product matrices must coincide on at least two
nonzero coefficients, which in turn entails that they in fact partialize the same
product akp . . . ak1 = ak′q . . . ak′1

.
This yields some conditions for the agent such that the converse of Eq. (3.26)

holds as per

Theorem 4. Let p, q be two natural numbers such that p + q < min (Wc, Hc) =

10, let ak1 , . . . , akp and ak′q , . . . , ak′1
be any starting actions.

Then
(

Mσakp
. . . Mσak1

∼ Mσak′q
. . . Mσak′1

)
⇒
(

akp . . . ak1 = ak′q . . . ak′1

)
.

Proof. Let us respectively denote M and M′ the matrices corresponding to
the products of the Mσak

over the sequences akp , . . . , ak1 and ak′q , . . . , ak′1
.

By the rank-nullity theorem we have rank M = Nc − lakp ,...,ak1
and rank M′ =

Nc − lak′q ,...,ak′1
so that

rank M + rank M′ = 2Nc −
(

lakp ,...,ak1
+ lak′q ,...,ak′1

)

but by the previous remarks

(
lakp ,...,ak1

+ lak′q ,...,ak′1

)
≤ 10p + 10q = 10(p + q).

Since p and q are whole numbers, so is their sum so that p + q < 10 ⇒
p + q ≤ 9, therefore 10(p + q) < 90 = Nc − 10.
But then

2Nc −
(

lakp ,...,ak1
+ lak′q ,...,ak′1

)
> 2Nc − (Nc − 10) = Nc + 10 > Nc + 2.

Therefore the restriction on p and q suffices to ensure that the previous argu-
ment holds.

27The upper bound can even be chosen lower at 10nt where nt is the number of translations
amongst the aki

. Although this information is available to the agent which –at this point–
has discovered its Mσa matrices, it bears not on the crux of the argument.

28alternatively (Dirichlet’s) drawer principle
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which in particular entails for its Cayley graph that

Corollary 5. For a given radius parameter D, Algorithm 1 starting at the identity
introduces no spurious compatibilities between the product of permutation matrices
under the condition that

D ≤
⌊

min (Wc, Hc)− 1
2

⌋
.

Therefore, for such radii Algorithm 1 correctly returns the expected result, that is the
Cayley graph Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit)

29in the usual sense of groups.

This result ensures that although we cannot hope for an unbounded iso-
morphism between the ak and the Mσak

in nonconservative settings, the pro-
cess carried out by Algorithm 1 nevertheless yields a valid correspondence
up to a specific radius entirely dependent on the sensory apparatus of the
agent.

3.3.4.3 Force directed methods for plotting the Cayley graphs

Algorithm 1 only results in an abstract graph, which itself acts for the agent
as an understanding of the compositional law in < Ainit >. However, we still
need to plot it for external visualisation. To this end we use a force-directed
algorithm30, which attempts to determine an embedding of Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit)

in R2 or R3 via a generic physics-based process. It operates on the vertices
of the graph as if they were atomic particles linked by springs, with the rules
that

• Any two vertices exert a repulsive force on each other, modelled on
Coulomb’s law for charged particles,

• Any two vertices connected by an edge are attracted to one another, with
the interaction being that of a square law of the distance separating the
vertices.

The drawing algorithm initializes the spatial embedding by randomly plac-
ing all vertices in Rd; then it keeps updating their positions according to the
aforementioned interactions, stopping once it reaches an equilibrium config-
uration.

29Of course, to be precise it correctly returns the subgraph of Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) delimited
by the corresponding ball (of radius D) of.

30In this particular case, we use the force setting of MATLAB’s graph plot which draws
on the method described in (Fruchterman and Reingold, 1991).
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(A) Cayley graph of the translation actions
a2, . . . , a5.

(B) Cayley graph of all actions ak in
Ainit.

FIGURE 3.12: Directed graph of empirical permutation matrices Mak

This type of algorithm has been found to meet a number of desirable “aes-
thetic criteria” (Kobourov, 2012). In particular, it graphically reflects the in-
ternal symmetries of the graph as well as tends to produce uniform edge
lengths. Moreover it operates with no a priori knowledge of the semantics
of the graph; instead, it only probes the connectivity at each vertex. There-
fore it is especially suited to our approach outlined in 2.3.2.3 since its re-
sults illustrate what a “naive” observer might gather from the structure of
Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit).

3.3.4.4 Results

Figure 3.12 shows the Cayley graphs we obtain by applying Algorithm 1
to the prediction matrices Mσak

from the first part of the experiment. Both
graphs have been built starting from Mσa1

= INc ; their radius parameter D =

3 used as input is purposefully kept low enough to make the graphs small,
increasing their readability. Moreover, the color convention used in the plot
is chosen consistently with the illustration of the setup in Fig. 3.8.

The first graph Fig. 3.12a is obtained when one restricts its attention to
the sole combinations of translations a1, . . . , a5. If one denotes At

init ⊂ Ainit

their collection, then it can alternatively be characterized as the Cayley graph
Γ(< At

init >,At
init) of the group < At

init > they generate. The central node is
that of Mσa1

from which the exploration of the graph branched out; the choice
of radius is then apparent in that every vertex is separated from this central
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node by at most D = 3 edges. The plot clearly shows rotational symmetry
of order 4 corresponding to every four directions of translation a2, a3, a4, a5.
Furthermore, it mirrors many algebraic properties of the Mσak

prediction ma-
trices the agent empirically learns. Indeed it appears that light blue arrows
always correspond to self-loops in the graph: this directly mirrors them being
the arrow associated to Mσa1

, that is the matrix identity INc . Moreover, we can
also distinguish some particular pairs of edges such as the purple and orange
ones: indeed it appears that (up to the borders of the graph) whenever a pur-
ple edge sends vertex M to M′, then a corresponding orange one must send
M′ to M. Therefore successively following the purple arrow and then the red
one results in a self loop M (→ M′)→ M: this thus identifies the correspond-
ing predictions matrices Mσak

and Mσak′
as reciprocal inverses. Importantly

this relation is somewhat homogeneous: whenever such pairs compose to a
self-loop at any one vertex they must do so at every one of them, coinciding
with the algebraic notion of inverse (see 2.3.2.1). Finally the last two edges
(green and yellow) similarly correspond to another pair of inverse predic-
tions.

This discussion was made as one of properties of the sensory predictions
Mσak

since, by construction, Algorithm 1 builds the Cayley graph of the group
generated by these matrices. However it is interesting to take it as a graph
of their originating motor actions, along the result of Theorem 4. Then, one
can think of the properties they visually assess as algebraic assertions about
the motor capabilities of the agent. And indeed the previous observations
about self-loops and pairs of inverse edges directly reflect the motor relation-
ships of their corresponding actions. For example the (orange, purple) edges,
which are graphical inverses, respectively denote the forward and backward
translations; so do the yellow and green inverse edges for the rightward and
leftward ones. Yet another observable property can be found in the four cen-
tral squares. Indeed, one can graphically check that taking the yellow edge
and following with the purple one always leads to the same endpoint that
purple first, yellow second. This reflects the intuitive idea that, excluding
rotations, moving “rightward then backward” shares its result with “back-
ward then rightward”31. These assertions might seem painfully obvious to
an external observer; however, crucially they did not appear in any way in
the a priori knowledge the agent was given. Instead, they emerge as the re-
sults of the incrementally diverse internal computations it can perform as its
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sensorimotor experience unfolds.
The same examination can be made of the second graph Fig. 3.12b, in

which all seven starting actions ak ∈ Ainit are considered. Note that the graph
Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) obtained via Algorithm 1 has been further trimmed at its
boundaries: this is made necessary because the addition of rotations make
the plot “inherently” 3-dimensional, by which it very quickly loses clarity as
the number of vertices grow. Therefore it does not fully represent the ball
of radius D = 3 in Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit), in which case it should in particular
contain the full first graph as a subgraph. Still, we can see that it shows
the previous four central squares in an “equatorial” plane of translations32.
However this plane is now supplemented by a third dimension depicting
the change of orientation caused by the rotations a6 and a7, corresponding to
the vivid red and blue vertical arrows. In fact its global shape is roughly the
union of four disjoint planes of translations, each corresponding to one fixed
orientation. These planes are in turn linked by the rotation actions according
to their effect on the orientation of the agent. One can indeed observe that
each of the subgraphs of translation planes is similar to one another up to a
rotation of its edges, depicted by their colors (or directions of arrows) shifting
between any two of those planes.

These additional paths introduce several graphical properties. First, we
can observe that new squares of paths have appeared. For example following
the red edge and then the green one always leads at the same result as purple
first, red second. As before, this is made clearer by thinking in terms of mo-
tor actions: then the previous trajectories respectively correspond to “turn
left then leftward” and “backward then turn left”. Importantly, these pairs
of equivalent paths are not as trivial as in the previous case of translations.
Indeed, the previous example shows that the graph encodes the information
that a2a7 = a7a4; in particular it also shows that a2a7 6= a7a2, which reflects
the fact that translations and rotations do not commute. The layout of the
4 planes of translations also makes apparent that rotations form cycles (of
order 4), changing orientation at constant position in the planar subgraphs.

31Algebraically this corresponds to the commutativity property of translations, that is
ak′ ak = akak′ for ak, ak′ ∈ At

init. This is not a trivial property in the context of groups (as
opposed to say vector spaces), as can be seen by the matrix product being generally non-
commutative.

32The orientation of the plane –contrary to it being a plane in itself– is only an effect of the
external viewpoint chosen, e.g. for added convenience. In particular, it bears no consequence
on the knowledge brought by the abstract Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) graph.
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(A) Result for D = 9 (B) Result for D = 10

FIGURE 3.13: Graphs of predictions of translations obtained via Algo-
rithm 1 for higher values of radius parameter D. The “central” node Ma1

used to start the algorithm is circled in black. For these graphs (and these
graphs only) the camera considered is 20-by-20 instead of 10-by-10 other-

wise.

Such a cycle is highlighted in Figure 3.12b with the 4 circled nodes, corre-
sponding to the 4 rotational orientations at the central position of Mσa1

in the
translation graph. In fact, the visual property that edges of rotations form
cycles in the graph also mirrors a corresponding algebraic one of a6 and a7: it
reflects the external observations that successively following four π

2 (or −π
2 )

rotations takes one back to its initial configuration. This specific property
characterizes rotations among starting actions, thus providing the agent a
way to internally distinguish them from translations from that point on.

Folding of the resulting graph for higher radii Figure 3.13 shows the Cay-
ley graphs of translations that can be obtained for higher radii D. Note that it
corresponds to the experience of an agent identical to that presented in 3.3.1
except that the pixel layout of its camera is 20× 20, in order to better visualise
the effects of scale on the resulting structure. Moreover, only translations
have been used in building this graph (as in 3.12a before) since the multi-
plication of arrows otherwise makes reading any such large graph tedious.
The first graph, Fig. 3.13a, is obtained for a depth parameter D equal to 9.
We see that it is largely similar to that previously shown in Fig. 3.12a: all ob-
servations about inverse pairs and commutative squares are homogeneously
found at every interior node of the graph. The force-directed algorithm has
automatically chosen to embed it as a square33grid, clearly adhering to our
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intuition about the structure of the translations available to the agent.
The situation is much different in Fig. 3.13b, which depicts the corre-

sponding graph for depth parameter D = 10. The same grid of displace-
ments –including intact relations between edges– can be discerned, particu-
larly around the origin point Ma1 circled in black. However its shape is now
clearly 3-dimensional, with the center node corresponding to a saddle point
of the embedding. Furthermore two particular vertices, circled in red, have
appeared in the graph. Let us focus on the vertex appearing at the “top”34of
the graph, which we will denote V. One path going from the central black
node to V, taking the “right” direction, is that made of a succession of orange
arrows. Precisely, it shows that composing Ma5 a total of 10 times leads to
vertex V. On the other hand, another similar path reaching V goes “left”: it
corresponds to M10

a3
. Recall that from the definition of the setup illustrated

in Fig. 3.8, actions a10
3 and a10

5 respectively denote going forward and back-
ward by 10 units. Therefore vertex V (and the similar red vertex at the bot-
tom, which corresponds to the rightward/leftward actions) illustrates how
compositions of predictions Mak can result in the grouping of products that
correspond to distinct, and in fact diametrically opposed, actions.

Figure 3.14 illustrates the product predictions at play. Note that the results
are once again presented for a 10-by-10 camera to increase legibility; more-
over, as opposed to those previously seen in 3.3.2, none of the two matrices is
that of an ak ∈ Ainit the agent has actually learned in its active sensorimotor
experience. Instead, they are the matrices of composite predictions it cognizes
in building the graph of Algorithm 1. As before, a5

3 and a5
5 respectively cor-

respond to going forward and backward by 5 displacement units. And as
a matter of fact the matrix compositions are visibly distinct, with the exter-
nal visualisation of the bottom row (realized as in Fig. 3.9) reporting the ex-
pected effect. However what happens is that the two matrices are somewhat
too different, so much so that they do not map any common sensel. Indeed,
observe that M5

a3
precisely sends the bottom half of the sensel layout on the

top half via a rigid translation; of course, M5
a5

performs the reciprocal map-
ping of the top half onto the bottom half. But consequently, these predictions

33A small degree of curvature (which, although much less extreme, resembles that of
Fig. 3.13b) can be seen, for example in the way distances seem to “shrink” on the borders
of the graph. It is entirely a side effect of the method attempting to find a 3-d embedding,
by which distances between extremal points can be further increased by having them take
opposite directions in the third dimension.

34All such spatial indications are of course only defined in, and relevant to, our external
examination of the graph.
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(A) (Ma3)
5 (B) (Ma5)

5

FIGURE 3.14: Visualisation of compatible predictions resulting from dis-
tinct actions.

are entirely noncontradictory. In particular there exists a total permutation of
sensels, namely that which exchanges the top and bottom halves, which ex-
tends both partial predictions. This permutation is illustrated in Fig. 3.15.
Notice that following the cutting and gluing procedure followed one gets a
valid permutation of the blocks, which in turn corresponds to a relation be-
tween input sensation and output sensory prediction.

Consequently, the two predictions of Fig. 3.14 are compatible (in the sense
of semigroups) even though they correspond to distinct motor actions. Im-
portantly this prediction is entirely virtual. We externally know that it cannot
actually exist, for example from our argument that the embodiment of the
agent enforces rigid displacements of its receptive fields. The distinction oc-
curs because what Algorithm 1 builds is actually a graph of equivalence classes
(for the compatibility relation) of compositions of partial permutations Mσak

,
and not one of actions themselves. It is also essentially the issue Corollary 5
guards us against by formulating conditions under which the two notions
can safely be equated35. However, this examination shows that the “error”
observed in the graph is a natural consequence of the same idea that created
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FIGURE 3.15: Illustration of a sensel permutation that would extend both
“spuriously” compatible predictions. It does not correspond to an actual
valid action of the agent due to its embodiment restricting movements of

its field of view to rigid ones.

it in the first place provided the agent is naive. Indeed the way in which we
could determine when and how it occurs here made explicit use of our ex-
ternal knowledge of the system; in particular, it relied on knowing that the
sensory apparatus of the agent is but one rigid body (so that the movements
of its field of view are themselves rigid) and that it is essentially sampling
a 2-dimensional surface. Without it, we would be unable to determine for
sure that the permutation of Fig. 3.15 is in fact impossible. Consequently,
we cannot reasonably expect the agent to be a priori able to determine this.
What is generally and internally true, then, is that Algorithm 1 outputs the
expected result for “small enough” distances from the origin, after which it
yields such erroneous compatibilities. It should nevertheless be highlighted
that vertices in the graph do not correspond to a fixed configuration in am-
bient space as much as a relative one (with respect to the “current” one).
As a consequence, the agent may still make use of the farther regions of the
graph. Although it may not validly cognize about arbitrarily large compo-
sitions of action predictions it may instead settle on a smaller composition,
that is one small enough to fall in the ball of Corollary 5. It may then per-
form the corresponding movement –which it is assured will correspond to
its intended effect– and reevaluate its sensory predictions at the new sensory
output it has thus acquired. Therefore it may still use the graph structure of
< Ainit > to navigate its full range of actions by performing such short hops.

The locality requirement of this technique also reflects the agent having
no memory, no internal representation of its environment or their interaction.
It can only access the sensory output it is currently experiencing, which in
turn informs it about the immediate state of its interaction with the world.
For a clear example of this, consider the agent choosing to perform the a5

3
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“move forward by 5 units” action (which prediction we examined earlier in
Fig. 3.14). Once it has reached its target configuration, it can then proceed and
predict the sensory outcome of now performing a5

5, that is the inverse action
“move backward by 5 units”. If it remembered what it just saw before its first
jump, it would obviously reach a perfect and total prediction (correctly) con-
cluding that this second hop will take it back to its starting configuration; on
the contrary, it is restricted to having the partial prediction seen in Fig. 3.14
because it does not keep such information in an internal representation. A
corresponding viewpoint, instantiating a form of vehicle externalism (S. Hur-
ley, 2012; Rowlands, Lau, and Deutsch, 2020) and notably outlined in (J. K.
O’Regan, 1992), is that the external world functionally realizes a record stor-
ing the necessary “memory”. As for the agent, what it keeps instead is the
ability to access and leverage the properties learned from its action graph at
any future stage of its sensorimotor experience to further probe this record.

3.3.5 Simulation 4: reparameterizing basis actions

All previous simulations have been run with the set Ainit of initial motor
actions performed by the agent taken equal to A, that of the ak actions we
externally defined in 3.3.1. This is in itself a very strong assumption about
the a priori effective motor capabilities of the agent, which the previous re-
sults would ideally not depend upon. We now turn to reproducing the final
results of the experiment with this assumption no longer holding: in the fol-
lowing, nA available starting actions a ∈ Ainit are drawn in the collection
of combinations of the ak ∈ A. The agent therefore first learns the permuta-
tion maps Mσa of its particular starting actions a ∈ Ainit (as in 3.3.2) before
computing their corresponding Cayley graph (as in 3.3.4).

3.3.5.1 Dependence of the graph with respect to the starting action set

The discussion in 3.3.4.1 and its notation itself highlight that the Cayley graph
Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) we seek to obtain intrinsically depends on the initial start-
ing action set Ainit. This influence is twofold. First, the vertices of the graph
are precisely the elements of < Ainit >. Therefore it will appear in the graph
whether the initial motor capabilities of the agent allow it to generate its full

35Note especially that, for the 20-by-20 camera (that is Wc = Hc = 20), the loss of corre-
spondence precisely happens as D goes from 9 (<

⌊
20−1

2

⌋
) to 10 (≥

⌊
20−1

2

⌋
).
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range of displacements. In fact, this corresponds to the graphs of displace-
ment we showed in 3.3.4: the graphs built only on the translation matrices
(which we denoted At

init) “lack” the nodes corresponding to distinct orien-
tations of the agent. Nevertheless, we described in 2.3.2.1 how distinct sets
of motor actions could generate the same monoid; we know that whichever
starting actions a ∈ Ainit are drawn, their generated monoid < Ainit > can-
not end up larger than that generated by the seven ak ∈ A we studied in the
previous experiment36.

Under the assumptions that the graphs from two starting motor sets cover
the same vertices, another dependency appears concerning their arrows. The
Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit) graph is such that at each vertex nA go outward (and as
many inwards), one corresponding to each starting action (as seen in the pre-
vious graphs of Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13). Consequently we know that altering
the starting motor actions Ainit will alter the degrees of the graph, which in
turn affects the dAinit word metric37. For a draw of starting actionsAinit, three
main situations may occur:

• Some of the “external” ak may be missing from Ainit, that is the agent
cannot perform them during its active sensorimotor exploration;

• Some ak may have been drawn multiple times, so that several actions
of Ainit are in fact duplicates of one another;

• Some starting actions a ∈ Ainit may be composite actions themselves,
occurring only as composition products of the ak of A.

Figure 3.16 presents the output of Algorithm 1 for two distinct runs of
the simulations, each with its own Ainit set. The first graph, Fig.3.16a, corre-
sponds to

Ainit1 = {a1, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a3} .

We can observe a particular pair of arrows, displayed yellow and black,
which run parallel; contrary to the previous examples, these arrows also
share their orientation. This reflects the fact that a3 appears two times in

36This is a consequence of < Ainit > being the smallest monoid containing (all) the actions
a of Ainit: we know that < A > is such a monoid, therefore it must in particular be larger
than < Ainit >.

37The point about degree is sufficient to show that the graphs for two distinctAinit are not
isomorphic as graphs as well as not even homeomorphic. However they are always quasi-
isometric (Sher and Daverman, 2001), by which the ratios of distances between vertices in the
two instances are controlled by a single global upper bound.
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(A) Graph obtained with a duplicate
starting action (depicted in black) and
a missing action (a2, green in other fig-
ures). A path made of 3 edges (red, or-
ange, blue) equivalent to the missing
starting action is highlighted, provid-
ing an inverse to the (also highlighted)

yellow edge.

(B) Graph obtained by adding a combination
(depicted in black) to the set of starting ac-
tions. Here, the action set was limited to

translations to keep a clear visual.

FIGURE 3.16: Effects on the Cayley graph of various random draws of
starting actions.

Ainit1, which the agent could not determine at the start of the experiment38.
The arrows have been grouped because although the two occurrences of a3

may initially seem distinct to the agent, they cause the same effects in the
sensorimotor interaction. Their corresponding prediction matrices Mσa it
learned during its active exploration have therefore converged to the same
result, by which they a fortiori take the same paths in Γ(< Ainit >,Ainit). Be-
sides, these arrows are missing an inverse one, corresponding to the (ab-
sent) green edge of the previous graphs. This is caused by a2 missing from
Ainit1. This especially means that the agent could not initially perform left-
ward translation viaAinit. Nevertheless, we can see that the structure brought
about by the graph provides a motor alternative. Indeed, the “red→ orange
→ blue” path (highlighted in its leftmost instance) acts as an inverse to the
yellow (and black) edges. While the latter allows the agent to go from the
red vertex to the blue one, the former allows it to close the loop back to its
initial configuration. Illustrated as motor displacements, this corresponds to
“rotate clockwise, move backward and then rotate counter-clockwise” being

38As seen in 3.3.1, its ability to compare actions for equality applies to occurrences in the
multiset Ainit.
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an alternative to “move leftward” and indeed we can see that it is a correct
inference.

Figure 3.16b, which corresponds to

Ainit2 = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a5a3} ,

instead falls under the last of the 3 situations. It presents the familiar struc-
ture of translation graphs, although this time a new edge (colored black) ap-
pears as a diagonal in its squares. It is the edge associated with the additional
action a = a5a3, “forward then rightward” as a motor displacement. Because
of our assumptions about a priori knowledge, the agent had no initial clue
about this action being the product of two other available actions (a3 and a5,
respectively displayed in yellow and orange). It however ends up appearing
in the resulting graph, because the sensory consequences of both alternatives
coincide. As before, that provides a way for the agent to determine which
actions (if any) of its available repertoire Ainit are somewhat redundant: in-
deed, the graph structure makes clear that it can prune all such black edges
without losing any of the range of reachable states.

3.4 Conclusion

A fundamental property of the embodied account of perception is that it is
a localized process. Indeed, at any one point of its sensorimotor experience
the agent is interacting with some restricted part of the environment, which
lies in some corresponding restricted part of space. Accordingly, changing
with which part of its environment it interacts requires the agent to leverage
its motor capabilities and perform displacements.

In this chapter, we have shown how the shifts of an agent’s receptive
fields as it moves during its interaction lead to certain typical sensory se-
quences. A theoretical discussion, first made for the ideal conservative ac-
tions, demonstrated that these shifts correspond to permutations of the out-
puts of the agent’s sensels; we also further showed that considering the loss
of information exactly generalizes the result to partial permutations. What
this establishes, in essence, is that the phenomenon of shifts of receptive
fields can be picked up on by agents which are naive in the very restrictive
sense detailed in 2.3.2.3 via their sensory images as sensel permutations.

Moreover, we also discussed how the agent can discover the algebraic
structure of its motor actions by developing the capability to predict their
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outcomes. Indeed we showed that, whatever the particular “state” in terms
of which it may predict action effects, the composition law of predictions
must necessarily match that of their originating actions. As a result, such
predictions may serve for an agent as a proxy to the algebraic structure of
its motor actions. This sort of result has previously been experimentally ob-
served (see e.g. (Alban Laflaquière and Hafner, 2019)); nonetheless, the the-
oretical development we made lends streamlined insight into this property,
which we find to be entirely independent of the means by which the agent
achieves action effect prediction.

Taken together, the two previous points show that the agent can effectively
(that is, internally) discover (partial) sensory predictions associated with its
displacements and subsequently infer the combinatorial structure of these
displacements. We illustrated these two main results in corresponding sim-
ulations we detailed in 3.3.2 and 3.3.4. First, they demonstrated that a naive
agent can indeed internally discover the sensel permutations associated with
its actions. Notwithstanding their possibly being inscrutable to us depending
on their specific implementation, they nevertheless exhibit the desired alge-
braic structure mirroring that of motor actions. Accordingly, the experiment
showed how they allow the agent to infer a number of previously hidden
combinatorial properties of its actions; for instance, it can establish which
pairs of actions commute as well as which are made of mutual inverses.

Several extensions naturally follow from this examination. First, one could
pursue determining how the internal discovery of its sensory predictions
provides the agent with new knowledge of its interaction. Indeed we only il-
lustrated the main result (see Corollary 2) through the straightforward appli-
cation of 3.3.5, whereby the agent leveraged its learned sensory predictions
to better choose its effective action repertoire. However, numerous works
show that the internal knowledge of action effects predictions entails further
capabilities (Shin, Proctor, and Capaldi, 2010) such as object perception (Le
Hir, Sigaud, and Alban Laflaquière, 2018; Maye and Andreas K. Engel, 2011),
action selection and motor planning (Maye and Andreas K. Engel, 2012), mo-
tor control (Schröder-Schetelig, Manoonpong, and Wörgötter, 2010) or motor
sequence compression (Ortiz and Alban Laflaquière, 2018). Accordingly it
should be made explicit how one can go about formulating such results in
the proposed formalism, and especially to what extent they can be made to
follow from Corollary 2.

Second, one could try to improve on the first part of the experiment, that
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is the internal determination by the agent of its sensory predictions. Indeed,
the proposed implementation crucially relies on ideal conditions which can
only be guaranteed in carefully controlled environments such as computer-
simulated ones. One such condition, imposed by the reliance on categorical
judgements of equality, is the absence of any noise whatsoever. In particu-
lar, the experimental setup required that the agent precisely repeat the same
displacements over and over; that any given environment state determinis-
tically result in a fixed sensory output, without any sensory noise; and that
the environment state and agent’s motor configuration only be allowed to
change consecutively. A classical solution proposal would involve shifting
to approximate judgements, by which the agent could hope to filter out said
variance. We explore how it can begin to form such approximate judgements
in the next part (see 4). Moreover, the particular mechanism the simulated
agent leveraged to discover its sensory predictions is that of conservativity.
It is however far from the only such mechanism, and not without its limita-
tions. We showed that conservativity mainly characterizes (rigid) displace-
ments of the agent, which form a very specific subset of its motor capabili-
ties. Furthermore, the experiment demonstrated in 3.3.4 that nonideal con-
servative prediction only stays valid for (very) small movements, predictably
yielding incorrect results at larger scales. As a result, one may be interested
in circumventing this limitation (e.g. by introducing some internal memory
to establish constancy) or exploring other types of sensorimotor predictions.
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4.1 Speaking from experience: the need for conti-

nuity

One crucial property of many (psychological) perceptual processes is that
they generally seem continuous (Dainton, 2018); in point of fact, this intu-
ition is strong enough that it is the converse situations where it visibly is not
that earn explicit mentions, such as that of Categorical Perception (Fugate,
2013; Toscano et al., 2010). However such continuity does not trivially fol-
low from our knowledge of how perceptual processes are materially –e.g.
neurally– mediated (Herwig, 2015; Stroud, 1956; VanRullen and Koch, 2003).
In the instance of visual perception, for example, it is known that the eye only
acquires very partial snapshots of visual information due to the sparse layout
of (discrete) photoreceptors on its retina as well as the typical trajectories of
ocular saccades.

Nevertheless, the continuity of perception sensorimotor agents subjec-
tively experience is undeniably useful, allowing for formulation and exploita-
tion of several powerful ideas. One such idea, for instance, is that of inter-
and extrapolation. Consider an agent which has repeatedly rung a gong,
learning the laws of their interaction so that it can recognize the sound it
emits when struck. Then we should hope for this agent to eventually learn
that the intensity of the sound created evolves continously following a hit,
slowly decreasing until it fades back into silence. Furthermore, it could also
learn that (and how) the sound changes ever so slightly as it initiates the inter-
action a bit differently, going as far as learning that “gongs of similar shapes,
size and material emit similar sounds”. Importantly, all of these hypothetical
bits of knowledge appeal to a shared idea that the agent have the capabili-
ties to distinguish “similar” things, be it external objects (the gong), sensory
attributes (intensity of the sound), or perceptual items (the sound in itself).
These capabilities may in turn provide grounds for the emergence of its felt
continuity of perception. As for its functional roles, the previous informal
example shows that it can for instance be associated with increased scalabil-
ity and robustness. Indeed, the aforementioned agent could determine that
two occurrences of (it hearing) the sound of any one gong are indeed results
of a “same” interaction, even though the two sounds heard are not perfectly
equal1; instead, it could make this judgement by way of the sounds being
similar enough. Besides it could try and guess the result of a slightly differ-
ent interaction, be it one with a slightly smaller gong or by hitting it slightly
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more slowly, at the very least predicting that the resulting experience will be
similar to that it has previously encountered.

Such properties are usually leveraged in robotic settings via the mathe-
matical continuity of mappings Rn → Rm since the data available to the
agent is then represented numerically. It has proved a powerful tool for boot-
strapping (Censi, 2012) and in SMCT contexts (Alban Laflaquière, 2017, 2020;
V. Marcel, Garcia, et al., 2015), notably granting robustness and scalability to
the results. On the contrary, the approach we outlined in 2.3 (and particularly
in 2.3.2.3) does not a priori include continuity of perception; in particular, it
does not causes the agent to have any such preexisting concept for its sen-
sorimotor experience. Instead, all of its initially available assessments are
entirely categorical: either some sensory value sc is equal to some other s′c
or it is not. Although it is a severe limitation, in that it directly locks one
out of leveraging the previous desirable properties, this is entirely by design.
Indeed, we hypothesize that whatever subjective sense of perceptual conti-
nuity should actually emerge as a contingency out of the sensorimotor flow
of the agent. This would in particular, as opposed to the previous continuity
of mappings, have the felt continuity be entirely that of perceptual processes
regardless of the numeric (or neural) codes mediating them (J K O’Regan and
Noë, 2001)2.

In the following part, we therefore examine how internal notions of con-
tinuity in sensorimotor experiences can appear in the formalism of 2.3. We
start by investigating the insight granted by the formal notion of continuity
developed in the mathematical branch of topology, showing how it effec-
tively hinges on a dual notion of similarity. Following the failure of pure
topology to fully account for the properties of the subjective continuity, we
particularize to the particular subcase of metric topology. In particular, we
find it allows to formulate a way for the agent to internally form a spatial
structure of its sensory readings that make its typical sensorimotor experi-
ence formally continuous. We then adapt the resulting procedure to an ex-
perimental setup similar to that of 3.3.1, assess which result topology it gives
to color spectra. Importantly we find that the metric topology derived from
the exigence of formal continuity coincides with that of our intuition, which
itself follows from (our) subjective continuity.

1which is all but certain to happen in realistic settings, especially for more chaotic inter-
actions.

2(from the citation:) “there is no a priori reason why similar neural processes should gen-
erate similar percepts.”
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4.2 Finding smoothness in statistical regularities

4.2.1 Characterizing continuity: the topological approach

The introduction highlighted that we are in fact investigating two distinct,
although hopefully related, notions of continuity. The first is that which we
intuitively know to characterize many of our perceptual experiences, which
we previously called subjective continuity. The other then is a mathematical
property we conversely referred to as formal continuity. To make the devel-
opment more fluid, in the following “continuity” (or “continuous”) is also
used to denote the fuzzy notion of subjective continuity, while the unquoted
and unqualified versions are restricted to the formal one.

4.2.1.1 Let’s get real: the initial model case

The modern examination of continuity and related problems is the subject
of topology (Morris, 2020): it is a field of mathematics which is precisely de-
voted to the study of what it means for something to be continuous, as well
as the corresponding notion of “being continuously equivalent”3. Because of
this explicit objective it has previously been used as the model framework
for geometric ideas in several SMCT works (Laflaquière et al., 2015; V. Mar-
cel, Argentieri, and Gas, 2017; Philipona, J K O’Regan, and Nadal, 2003), in
particular those that attempted internally establishing properties of external
space. It can fruitfully be found to emerge as a formal generalization of the
classical case found in real numbers, illustrated in Fig. 4.1. In this case, conti-
nuity is a property of mappings f : R→ R that obey the particular property
depicted in Fig. 4.1a. This property essentially asks of f that it send no two
“similar” points x1, x2 ∈ R to images that would in turn be “too dissimilar”.
More precisely it asks that for any output y0 = f (x0) of f , taking any one
neighborhood interval Ny0 –however small– of y one may be able to find a
corresponding neighborhood Nx0 of x0 such that all x in this last interval can
only end as removed from x0 as Ny0 allows. Using the characterization of
such intervals using the familiar modulus operator | · | over R it yields the
classical definition of continuity

∀ε > 0, ∃η > 0 such that ∀x ∈ R, |x− x0| ≤ η ⇒ | f (x)− f (x0)| ≤ ε. (4.1)

3(see 2.2.2.1)
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(A) Continuous case

(B) Discontinuous case

FIGURE 4.1: Illustration of metric continuity: the case of maps R→ R.

Consider the function graph displayed in Fig. 4.1a, where arbitrary x0 and y0

have been selected. The horizontal orange strip denotes an (also arbitrary)
neighborhood interval Ny0 of the image y0 = f (x0), which corresponds as a
subset of real numbers to the interval it intersects the y axis by. It is once this
interval is given that a corresponding Nx0 neighborhood of the input x0 can
be determined. The assertion of Eq. (4.1) asks that each point of the graph
of f falling in the (blue) strip corresponding to Nx0 should also be in the (or-
ange) strip of Ny0 , by which one can assess that this property actually holds
in the configuration depicted. Importantly one should also visualise that it
being true does not depend on the initial Ny0 orange strip, and that instead
whatever its choice (in particular however small it is) one could always have
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found a corresponding interval Nx0 around x0. It is precisely this last obser-
vation that characterizes the formal continuity (at x0) of f .

Fig. 4.1b then depicts the opposite case. It displays a function that is in-
tuitively discontinuous at x0 ∈ R, corresponding to the jump in its curve
at this input value. As before, we select an arbitrary neighborhood interval
of y0 by the orange strip Ny0 . However, observe now the part of the other
neighborhood Nx0 colored in red: none of the graph of f in this region can
simultaneously lie in Ny0 . One should once again imagine how changing the
width η of the vertical Nx0 strip, provided it stays positive, does not alter this
outcome. Instead, however small one may choose η will always result in the
corresponding Nx0 containing a part of the graph of f in the red subregion.
Accordingly, the depicted function is not formally continuous at x0.

4.2.1.2 Abstracting topology out of the real example

These examples help cement the intuition that some meaning of what we
perceive as continuity, at least that pertaining to R→ R maps, is indeed for-
mally captured by the above property. It turns out that the underlying idea
can be made substantially more general. A candidate first step resides in ob-
serving that what the two | · − · | ≤ δ inequalities in Eq. (4.1) denote is that
the corresponding points be “at most δ apart”. Accordingly, the definition
can easily be retrofitted to conform to any metric dR between points; it can
even further accommodate distinct metrics dx and dy for the two inequali-
ties4. Continuity can thus readily be thought of as a property of maps of
metric spaces: whenever one can think of distances between things, so does
it make sense to think of continuity of transformations thereof. The intuition
developed in Fig. 4.1 can however be pushed even further. Indeed, the core
of the argument can be found in the neighborhoods we denoted Ny0 and Nx0 .
Toying with the definitions, one may observe that the notion of continuity
obtained can alternatively be characterized as f “inversely preserving” such
subsets. Although we won’t detail the specific technicalities5, the resulting
property can be written

f : R→ R is continuous if and only if ∀O ⊂ R open, f−1(O) ⊂ R is open.
(4.2)

4with the resulting assertion transparently becoming ∀ε > 0, ∃η > 0 | ∀x ∈
R, dx(x, x0) ≤ η ⇒ dy( f (x), f (x0)) ≤ ε.

5see any topology textbook, such as (again) Morris, 2020
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From there one can follow the same reasoning as that made for metric
spaces: as long as one can find the “openness” properties for certain subsets
of a set X, then it immediately entails a corresponding notion of continuity
for maps X → X (and just as easily for maps X → Y). The sets X where such
a notion of “open sets” OX is defined are thus made topological spaces, and
the collection OX = {OX ⊂ X open} of all their open sets is their topology.
Correspondingly, a map between topological spaces X and Y is continuous if
and only if it is, in some way encoded by the above property, compliant with
their respective topologies OY and OX. We have mentioned before in 2.2.2.1
how these different contexts related to one another: the general metric case
is (strictly) more general than the model R one, where the general topolog-
ical case is in turn (strictly) more general than the metric one. In particular,
extensive study of the topological account of continuity has since repeatedly
reinforced the intuition that it describes all deformations that neither break
nor tear spaces which they are applied to; conversely it has also shown that
topological spaces are after all a natural framework for such a study, despite
their abstract definition.

Making continuity a guideline Although the jump from continuity for R→
R maps to that of topological spaces may seem unnecessarily abstract, they in
fact do offer some practical insight. Indeed, observe that it technically cannot
be asserted whether a map f : X → Y of topological spaces is continuous in
itself. Instead, one also needs to know of the topologiesOX andOY involved
in the statement. Consider for instance the identity mapping on X = [0; 2π[

f : [0; 2π[→ R

x 7→ x
(4.3)

One can see it as the restriction of the real identity map idR : x ∈ R 7→
x ∈ R to the closed interval [0; 2π[ ⊂ R, making it trivially continuous.
However [0; 2π[ is also classically used as denoting the circle, in which case
x ∈ X denotes the principal measure of an angle in radians. The distinction
between the two cases is found at the level of their topologies since that of
the circle essentially encodes that the point of x gets vanishingly close to that
of 0 as x tends to 2π6. Importantly, the choice of the circular topology would
then make f discontinuous. Indeed, consider its behavior around the point

6The informal arguments generally appeal to metric intuition since abstract topology is
far less amenable to assertions in natural languages. This idea can however be formulated
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of the circle labelled by x = 0 (which one can also think as x = 2π): for
x+ε = x + ε with ε > 0 sufficiently small, we have f (x+ε ) ≈ 0. On the other
hand, for x−ε = 2π − ε with the same restrictions on ε we have f (x−ε ) ≈ 2π.
But as ε vanishes to 0, x−ε and x+ε all converge to the same point in the circle.
Consequently f is discontinuous at x for the circular topology, thus showing
how the formal property of continuity of maps depends not only on the sets
on which they operate but also on the topology we assume for them. As a
result of this fact one should precise which topologies they consider when
they make statements about continuity, for example turning them into the
sort “ f : (X,OX)→ (Y,OY) is a continuous map”7.

Because of the dependecy of continuity on the underlying topology, we
can then attend to the converse problem. Let us consider an arbitrary func-
tion f : X → Y, and further assume that a particular topology OX is given
on X. Then for any possible topology OY on Y one can wonder whether f is
continuous relative to OX and OY, the answer to that question varying with
OY. This formally defines a collection

O
f

Y = {OY ⊂ P (Y) | f is a continuous map w.r.t. OX and OY.}

of all topologies on Y that make f continuous. Observe that this runs op-
posite to our usual intuition: what this idea formalizes is us assuming that a
given transformation of “things” is continuous and infering what structure on
“things” follows from it. Fortunately a classical result gives a comprehensive
answer to this inquiry in the context of topological spaces as per

Proposition 12. Let (X,OX) be a topological space, Y a set and F = { fi} a collec-
tion of maps X → Y.
There exists a topology OF

Y on Y such that

• Every map fi : (X,OX)→
(
Y,OF

Y
)

of F is continuous, and

• Any topology OY that makes all fi continuous is coarser8than O f
Y.

entirely in terms of neighborhoods and open sets: it corresponds to every neighborhood of
0 (however small) containing every 2π − ε for ε sufficiently small.

7In virtually all mathematical practice properties are not actually written as such. Instead
one generally refers to a topological space (X,OX) merely as X; the topology, which is either
“natural” or explicitly discussed once, is correspondingly kept implicit. This is however
entirely a matter of reading convenience, and does not change the fact that topological (and
continuity) assertions examine properties of topologies. In particular, “[0; 2π[” as an interval
and as a circle are two distinct topological entities in the sense discussed in 2.2.2.1.
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(A) The illustrative agent discovering new se-
quences of color in its sensorimotor experience.

(B) Topological effect corresponding
to the continuity of experience.

FIGURE 4.2: Illustration of the final topology in the case of the toy model.

OF
Y is called the final topology of the fi. Additionally, it can be constructively given

as
OF

Y =
{

Y′ ⊂ Y such that for all fi ∈ F, f−1
i (Y′) ∈ OX

}

What the second property of Proposition 12 establishes is that OF
Y is in

some way the most general topology that makes all the fi continuous. In-
deed from the characterization of general continuity we outlined in Eq. (4.2)
as (inverse) maps of open subsets, one can see that eliminating open sets
from the topology on Y only makes the condition easier to fulfill. Therefore,
changing topologies to coarser ones always has continuous functions remain
so; conversely, this makes the finer such topology the limit case. Thus, the
result shows a precise correspondence between certain continuities –that of
the fi maps– and the spatial properties, as captured by the topologies, of that
Y which varies continuously.

4.2.1.3 Application to the sensorimotor experience

Figure 4.2 illustrates how the previous discussion applies to our model robot.
Consider the interaction depicted in Fig. 4.2a, in which the robot is sampling
the color environment as it moves right. Two distinct environment states ε1

and ε2 are pictured. Observe that the layout of colors in the first is somewhat
typical of what we may expect: blues only fade into purple and cyan tones,

8Given two topologies OY = {O ⊂ Y} and O′Y {O′ ⊂ Y} on a same set Y, OY is said to
be coarser than O′Y if and only if OY ⊂ O′Y. This equivalently states that every set O ⊂ Y
that is open for OY must also be open for O′Y.
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orange to red and yellow ones, and so on. Consequently, one would expect
the agent to find that the succession of colors its sensors report is “contin-
uous” provided it had such a notion. Observe also that these successions
follow that of the usual representation of the hue spectrum, displayed top
in Fig. 4.2b. If one assumes that colors are themselves topologically related
thus9, then the sensory sequence of the agent in ε1 is formally continuous.
Consider now an agent which assumes this usual topology of hues for its
sensory values in Sc, and which experience now occurs in environment state
ε2. This environment state especially contains a particular atypical succes-
sion of colors, highlighted by an arrow on Fig. 4.2a, between green and pur-
ple shades. These two particular shades are pictured in the hue spectrum of
Fig. 4.2b as corresponding dotted lines: one can clearly see that they indeed
correspond to two distant values of hue in the topological sense. Conse-
quently, should the agent rigidly adhere to the usual hue topology during
its experience, it would then conclude that it observed a discontinuity in its
sensory sequence.

The converse view we entertain instead is that this experience be continu-
ous so that the assumed topology of hues must be made to fit this particular
sequence. As a consequence of the sequence it observes in ε2, the agent must
thus conclude that these green and purple tones are close (as colors) to one
another since they occur at close points of its internal experience. A visuali-
sation of the corresponding topological process is proposed in Fig. 4.2b with
the three layouts of the hue spectrum. Indeed the folding of the line into the
bottommost “o”-like configuration has the green and purple tones become
neighbours so that there is now a continuous path from one another which
does not need to cross intermediate colors. Note that this entails further new
relations between other colors: for example, there is now a continuous path
between orange and indigo which does not cross red or blue colors. Im-
portantly, this folding introduces the minimal amount of modifications to the
previous topology needed to make the experience in ε2 continuous. It could
have instead collapsed every color thus, by which they would all be mutual
neighbours; the resulting topology would trivially make all color sequences
continuous, a fortiori that in ε2. This corresponds to the resulting topology in
Fig. 4.2b being the finest such topology, by which Proposition 12 determines
it is the final topology of the experience of the agent.

9Note that the two red boundaries are however implicitly thought of as glued, corre-
sponding to a “continuous” path of color orange→ red→ purple: it could actually be pic-
tured as a loop to account for this property.
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This argument can be made more general in the formalism of 2.3. Because
of the viewpoint about what the a priori internal knowledge of the agent de-
veloped in 2.3.2.3, the experience it will assume is continuous is that given
by the readings sC its sensors report. More precisely, this continuity is that
of its experience unfolding with the “time” T during which it occurs. Ac-
cordingly this corresponds to a preexisting topology OT of time, wherewith
the agent may distinguish whether a sequence of timesteps denotes a contin-
uous interval of time or not. Because of the previous assumption that T be
a linearly ordered space such a natural topology is its order topology, which is
determined by the basic intervals It0,t1 = {t ∈ T such that t0 ≤T t ≤T t1}.
Therefore what we specifically ask for here is that the agent internally have
this knowledge.

The definitions proposed back in 2.3 described snapshots of the sensori-
motor interaction. Nevertheless they can easily be adapted in order to better
address how its state changes with time: for example, all possible “temporal”
sequences of environment states can be written as functions

γε : t ∈ T 7→ εt = γε(t) ∈ EX

where εt denotes the particular environment state at timestep t of the senso-
rimotor interaction. The collection of all such maps T → EX may however
include certain “impossible” sequences of environmental states, for instances
because of what we would externally formulate as constraints from the ex-
ternal laws of physics. As a result, we denote a particular subset

EXT ⊂ F (T , EX )

of all such trajectories of environment spaces which are effectively realiz-
able. We similarly consider the set BT ⊂ F (T , B) of all trajectories γb of
absolute configuration b the agent can effectively achieve during the senso-
rimotor interaction. But then it follows that all sequences of sensory outputs
it may experience are realized under the form

γs = γb,ε : T → SC

t 7→ ψC (γb(t), γε(t))
(4.4)

for γb ∈ BT and γε ∈ EXT . We now accordingly denote ST the set of all
these sensory trajectories that can occur during the sensorimotor interaction.
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By construction, these γS ∈ ST trajectories precisely represent which sen-
sory experiences the agent may encounter while interacting with its environ-
ment. Following the illustration in Fig. 4.2, it is especially them it should
eventually find to be “continuous”. But from the way we formally defined
them and the previous discussion about formal topology, we can then con-
clude that them being continuous corresponds to there being a particular
topology on SC . More precisely, provided the “temporal” topology OT , all
sensory experiences γs ∈ ST can be continuous if and only if SC has a topol-
ogy coarser than that final for ST , that is OST

SC
. Moreover, if the topology

constraints imposed on sensory values s ∈ SC only extend to that mak-
ing the sensory experiences continuous, then the corresponding topological
structure is precisely that of OST

SC
. This shows that searching to establish the

continuity of the sensory experiences the agent may encounter during its ex-
plorations is equivalent to finding a suitable topology for its sensory values,
that is one that makes the aforementioned experiences continuous. Better
still, Proposition 12 provides it with a constructive way10to determine this
sensory topology. Indeed, if it has “topological” knowledge of time so that it
can distinguish the open sets OT of T then it can internally build

OST
SC

=
{

OS ⊂ SC such that ∀γs ∈ ST , OT = γ−1
s (OS) is open

}
. (4.5)

4.2.1.4 Discrete spaces: so close yet so far...

Robotic settings often assume that computation occurs as a discrete time sys-
tem; in fact, numerical simulations go as far as having their events occur in
discrete time. This topologically corresponds to all subsets OT of time T

being part of its topology OT , that is OT = P (T ). Indeed, consider the
prototypic discrete space N with its usual topology: drawing a sufficiently
small ball around it (e.g. one of radius r ≤ 1

3 ), one can see that any point
n ∈ N is in and of itself a neighborhood of itself. But then since all sub-
sets of T are open, the restricting condition that appears in the brackets of
Eq. (4.5) is trivially verified regardless of OS . Therefore in discrete time one
necessarily has

OST
SC

= {OS ⊂ SC } = P (SC ) ,

so that the resulting sensory topology makes SC discrete as well.
As a matter of fact, this result is in line with the intuition formulated as

we examined Fig. 4.2. Indeed, if the agent “felt” its experience occurring
10(in as much as general topology can be)
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(A) Two topologically equivalent curves. (B) Corresponding discrete samples.

FIGURE 4.3: Illustration of the limited capabilities of topology applied to
discrete spaces.

as jumps in times such that no instant follows continuously from the previ-
ous one, so need it not introduce new continuities in its sensations to make
their succession continuous. It also mirrors a limitation of the formal frame-
work of topology relative to our considerations, which we illustrate in Fig-
ure 4.3. The leftmost column depicts two distinct curves of maps R → R,
which are continuous relative to its usual topology. Importantly any one
of these curves can be obtained from the other via a continuous (and even
homeomorphic, that is topologically equivalent) reparameterization of their
argument x ∈ R. In particular they are therefore topologically equivalent
themselves, by which any topological assertion is true of one if and only if it
is true of the other. And indeed though one may say that the bottom curve is
visibly, “quantitatively”, steeper in its rightmost portion it is also clear that
they stand “qualitatively” alike as for their continuity. The rightmost col-
umn, then, depicts some discrete samples (x, f (x)) taken along these curves.
These samples are chosen at fixed intervals of the argument x, correspond-
ing to a fixed sampling frequency. The resulting collections of samples are
finite and discrete. What the previous result tells us is that the two are them-
selves topologically equivalent: thus, one may not hope to tell them from one
another using solely topological means. But then again it is clearly apparent
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that the two visualisations of the rightmost column seem different. Indeed, let
us forget the “continuous” curves they originate from and focus only on the
discrete samples. Certainly, one would say that the topmost graph displays
a continuous process. On the other hand, they would at least entertain the
thought that there be a discontinuity –as denoted by the red dotted line– in
the bottom one. This is therefore a perceivable distinction that cannot be ac-
counted for by the tools of topology. To reiterate, should one want the agent
to make this kind of judgement about discrete samples by way of its subjective
sense of continuity, then this sense cannot be entirely grounded in topology;
in particular, it cannot be reduced to that of formal continuity.

4.2.2 A naive process for building quantified continuity

The previous example shows that subjective continuity involves a notion of
“closeness” between the items it orders, such as the samples of Fig. 4.3b.
General topology is, in some sense, too general for such a concept to be for-
mulated: for instance, we saw that topological equivalences do not preserve
it. To have it become available, one could instead turn to other related con-
texts such as that of uniform geometry (James, 1987) or coarse geometry (Roe,
2006). In the following we will assume that the experiment occurs in discrete
time and further particularize to the case of metric geometry, which relation to
topology we described earlier in 4.2.1.2. Moreover the intuition drawn from
Fig. 4.3 suggests that, in the discrete case, the subjective continuity under-
lying a collection of samples can only be assessed relative to a quantitative
closeness of the timesteps at which they were sampled. Accordingly we will
additionally assume that T is endowed with a metric structure itself, so that
there exist durations dT (t, t′) between any two timesteps t, t′. In fact, since
OT follows from the linear order ≤T on timesteps we are assured such a
metric dT of durations can be found (Lutzer, 1969). Consequently the real
content of this assumption is that the agent knows of this metric, that is pro-
vided two timesteps t, t′ ∈ T it can compute the duration between them dT

as well as compare any two durations for equality.

4.2.2.1 Ascribing experiential meaning to metric values

The topological argument we pursued, e.g. in Fig. 4.2, was actually metric.
Following it informally and tuning a sensory metric instead of a sensory topol-
ogy, the agent ought to set to null any distance between sensory values that
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“immediately” follow one another. In fact, this is precisely the surgery pro-
cedure depicted in Fig. 4.2b for the green and purple hues. However, this
behavior is not actually advisable for two reasons. First, we ought to expect
the agent to encounter “atypical” patterns in the color sequences it experi-
ences, for instance because they correspond to the borders of various objects
in its visual scene. It should consequently find that these patterns are color
discontinuities, and crucially have them remain such. Second, in a discrete
setting it will successively experience colors that follow one another immedi-
ately but not continuously. Consider again the samples seen in Fig. 4.3b: al-
though certain pairs of samples occur consecutively, the quantified length of
the temporal intervals between their samplings is central to how we perceive
them. In particular the triangle inequality tells us that if we set all these pair-
wise distances to zero, then the distance between any two samples should
necessarily be null as well.

We therefore need to find another guideline to design the sensory metric.
The first point in the rebuttal above points at the metric instead quantifying
the “typicality” of a sensorimotor experience. Thus, the previous topological
intuition becomes that sensory values which are reliably experienced in close
succession are taken to be close to one another; further still, the closeness be-
tween two sensory values s, s′ should accordingly increase (i.e. the distance
between them should decrease) as their successive experiences grow more
frequent. As a result, the design proposed is inherently statistical. More-
over, since it only relies on assessing the frequencies at which certain sensory
events occur, this procedure may be amenable to be internally computable
as per 2.3.2.3. Finally, should the agent determine a sensory metric possess-
ing such properties then by the converse argument so would it necessarily
double as an internal inferential measure of typicality in its experience.

4.2.2.2 Building the sensory metric

In accordance with the previous discussion, we now deal with statistical
properties of the sensorimotor flow. In the following we will assume that
the law of the sensorimotor experiences the agent can observe is time homo-
geneous in some sense: let us consider any sensory experience γs, and let us
denote for any time isometry τT

τT γs : t ∈ T 7→ γs(τT t) ∈ SC
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the sensory trajectory mimicking γs up to a shift of τT in time. This property
– which we previously examined in 2.3.1.1 for ambient space X – is summa-
rized in ∀t ∈ T , (τT γs) (t) = γs(τT t), which holds by definition. Note
that the condition that τT be an isometry specifies that it does not alter dura-
tions, since for any two timesteps t and t′ we have dT (τT t′, τT t) = dT (t′, t).
Consider for instance the familiar case where such timesteps are denoted by
integers p, q ∈ Z: the corresponding isometries are the timeshifts by k units
of time ∆k : n 7→ n + k. But accordingly, the duration between any two
timesteps p and q does not change if both of them are shifted by such a ∆k :

dZ((∆k)p, (∆k)q) = |(q + k)− (p + k)|
= |q− p + k− k| = |q− p| = dZ(p, q).

Then the time homogeneous assumption specifies that for any measurable
statistical event X ⊂ ST and every time isometry τT we have

P (γs ∈ X) = P (τT γs ∈ X) . (4.6)

This property denotes that no statistical measurement the agent can empir-
ically obtain from its sensorimotor experience may depend on the absolute
value of the timestep indexing the interaction. In particular it should be a
natural consequence of the particular choice of timestep being an entirely
external convention, implementing a sort of independence of choice of refer-
ence. To illustrate this point, let us consider an agent which is experiencing
a given sensory trajectory γs corresponding to a choice of reference timestep
t0 ∈ T . Then, any observation it may make of its sensory experience at
timestep t would equivalently be found at any timestep t′ = τT t in the sen-
sory trajectory τT γs. Contrapositively, following the principle of indiffer-
ence (E. T Jaynes and Bretthorst, 2003; E. T. Jaynes, 1973) if Eq. (4.6) did not
hold it would provide a statistical internally observable signature of which
timestep is the particular reference t0. Therefore, the assumption of Eq. (4.6)
corresponds to there being no such preference in the choice of reference.

Now to effectively define a sensory metric, let us again consider ST the
set of all sensory trajectories the agent can experience. For any two sensory
values s and s′ let us denote

Ps,s′ = P
(
γs(t + 1) = s′|γs(t) = s

)
(4.7)

the likelihood over all possible experiences that s′ immediately follows s in
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the sensorimotor flow of the agent. Note that the t variable in Eq. (4.7) need
not be specified. Technically, the probabilistic events

Es(t) = {γs(t) = s} ⊂ ST

generally varies with t since the sensorimotor experiences γs that verify the
corresponding conditions of Es(t) and Es(t′) may differ when t 6= t′. How-
ever any two such events are related only by a time shift, so that by the
time homogeinity condition of Eq. (4.6) their associated probabilities must

be equal. As a result, Ps,s′ =
P(Es′ (t+1)∩Es(t))

P(Es(t))
can be defined as in Eq. (4.7) by

the constant value of the right hand side as t varies.
To proceed with the path we set out on, we must obtain a suitable notion

of closeness from the succession likelihoods Ps,s′ . Accordingly, we define

δ f (s, s′) = f (Ps,s′) (4.8)

for any two sensory values s, s′ and nonincreasing f : [0; 1] → R+. f being
nonincreasing ensures that δ f (s, s′) grows smaller as Ps,s′ increases, fulfilling
the aim discussed in 4.2.2.1 that it grade the typicality of sensory transitions.
This thus defines a map δ f : S × S → R+. However δ f need not be a metric
since it may fail to obey the corresponding axioms. To solve this issue, let us
consider the graph G f

S which vertices are all sensory values s and which has
all edges s→ s′ with corresponding weights δ f (s, s′). Then it defines a func-
tion on S × S by taking the length of the shortest weighted (directed) path
between any two vertices s, s′. Alternatively, this function can be formally
defined as

d f (s, s′) = inf

{
n−1

∑
k=0

δ f (sk, sk+1), n ∈N, s0 = s and sn = s′
}

. (4.9)

We can already assert several metric axioms of d f from its characteriza-

tion as the length of shortest paths in G f
S . Indeed, it must necessarily verify

the triangle inequality, that is

∀s, s′, s′′ d f (s, s′′) ≤ d f (s, s′) + d f (s′, s′′).

Moreover, because for s′ = s one can take n = 0 and s0 = s in Eq. (4.9), it
follows that d f (s, s) = 0 for any sensory value s. Therefore d need only be
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symmetric for it to be a metric. In fact, because it records the shortest dis-
tances of paths of directed edges it is not necessarily such. However, we will
also assume that any sensory transition from value s to value s′ is equally as
probable as that from s′ to s taken over all possible experiences; in particular
it can follow from Eq. (4.6) whenever we restrict our attention to reversible
experiences. This condition precisely specifies that Ps,s′ = Ps′,s, so that G f

S
reduces to an undirected graph11. This then especially entails that d f is sym-
metric, by which it must be a metric on S .

4.2.3 Some properties of the sensory metric

Now that we described how an internal metric of sensory values could be
defined to account for the subjective sense of continuity in the sensorimo-
tor experiences, we turn to examining some of its properties the agent may
leverage during its interaction.

4.2.3.1 Fitting spatial and sensory dynamics in the exploration

The intuition developed from 4.2.1.3 onwards is that subjective continuity
–and the corresponding closeness of sensations– the agent feels in its experi-
ence derives from certain successions of experiences being more likely than
others. In the example of Fig. 4.2, for instance, this corresponds to the tran-
sition of experiences “Red→ Orange” being more representative of a “typi-
cal” interaction than “Red→ Cyan”. But what the atypical environment state
ε2 of the figure showed is that this preference depends in particular on the
environment states and the successive configurations with which the agent
samples it. More precisely it hinges on the idea that typical environment
states display certain typical patterns themselves12. This implies that the en-
vironment state is somewhat locally coherent, that is the local restrictions
ε |X ′ = γε(t)|X ′ may mutually condition one another. One such condition is
spatial, mandating that e.g. immediately next to a red region X ′ of ambient
space X it is more likely to be another region X ′′ that is orange than cyan
itself. As a result, we would generally expect the two events

{
γε(t)|X ′ = ε0

}
and

{
γε(t)|X ′′ = ε1

}

11Alternatively we could deem it sufficient since a nonsymmetric d f already makes S into
a quasimetric space (Wilson, 1931), especially since they can be studied using Finslerian
geometry (Dahl, 2006) much as by Riemannian geometry do ordinary metric spaces.

12which, externally, we would intuitively enunciate by “environment states are (mostly)
continuous” (both in time and space).
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to largely depend on one another when X ′ and X ′′ denote close (and small)
regions of space. Furthermore, our proposal relies on an identical assump-
tion for local temporal coherence. Indeed, we expect that environment state at
any one localization X ′ ⊂ X does not immediately change too randomly
so that

{
γε(t + ∆t)|X ′ = ε1

}
is effectively conditioned by

{
γε(t)|X ′ = ε0

}

when ∆t remains sufficiently small13. This represents a nontrivial assump-
tion about there being some structure in the environment states the agent
interacts with, as well as the manner in which it conducts its interaction, by
which such a notion of certain transitions being “more typical than” others
can emerge. It is this assumption which allows the agent to draw mean-
ingful information from comparing sensory samples it experienced at two
distinct timesteps of its interaction and thus with two distinct environment
states γε(t + 1) and γε(t). Thus, as we demonstrate later in 4.3 and as op-
posed to the case in 3.3, it allows us to have them both “act” simultane-
ously.Importantly local coherences fail when the agent interacts with a white
noise environment state instead since by definition its values are all (spa-
tially and temporally) independent. However we surmise that this assump-
tion should be effectively verified in all but these tailored counterexamples,
enough so that the resulting metric can capture some interesting information
of sensations. We especially expect that it hold for most “natural”14 interac-
tions in which an embodied agent moves continuously and interacts with a
“natural” stimulus.

This coherence property however should only be local. Indeed, it is clear
that for instance the color at any one point x ∈ X and timestep t ∈ T does
not weigh much –if at all really– on which color is apparent five kilometers,
three and a half days from there. But this entails that, for the procedure
of 4.2.2.2 to succeed, it is not only the environment states that should be lo-
cally coherent but also the successive sensory samples in the sensorimotor
flow of the agent. For instance, consider a particular agent as in Fig. 4.2a that
moves fast enough that it crosses five kilometers between any two samples
its camera provides it. As a consequence its successive sensory states report
on very distant (local) states of the environment, which are not necessarily
coherent; but this further entails that there is no more reason why certain

13Because we consider agents which interact with their environments in discrete time here,
what this actually denotes is that the duration between any two sensory samplings of the agent
must be small compared to that with which the environment changes.

14(that is, relative to our own usual sensorimotor experiences)
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particular sensory transitions should emerge as more coherent in its sensori-
motor flow. To reiterate, although the environment may exhibit the desired
local coherence property, the agent cannot pick up on it from the way it con-
ducts its exploration.

This observation can be accounted for using the definitions of 4.2.2.2. Let
us slightly generalize the previous sensory transition probabilities by intro-
ducing, for any collection of motor trajectories B′T ⊂ BT ,

PB′T
s,s′ =

{
γs(t + 1) = s′ | γs(t) = s and γs = γb,ε with γb ∈ B′T

}
.

This serves to denote the fact that the ways γb ∈ B′T in which the agent
explores its environment condition the sensory transitions it will find in it
sensorimotor flow. In particular, it subsumes the previous Ps,s′ since by def-
inition we have Ps,s′ = PBT

s,s′ . Notwithstanding, we can now restrict our at-
tention to certain particular explorations. Following with the informal ar-
gument, let us consider B′T a collection of motor explorations γb such that
receptive fields Fc(γb(t)) and Fc(γb(t + 1)), which determine successive sen-
sory outputs γs(t) and γs(t + 1), fall far apart from one another. Conse-
quently, in the limit case the corresponding local environment states

γε|Fc(γb(t+1))(t + 1) and γε|Fc(γb(t))
(t)

are independent. But then it follows that

γs(t + 1) = fc(γε|Fc(γb(t+1))(t + 1))

and
γs(t) = fc(γε|Fc(γb(t))

(t))

are independent themselves. As a result we have

PB′T
s,s′ =

{
γs(t + 1) = s′ | γs(t) = s, γb ∈ B′T

}

=
{

γs(t + 1) = s′ | γb ∈ B′
}

,
(4.10)

by which the transition probability PB′T
s,s′ does not actually depend on previ-

ous sensory output s; instead, it simply replicates the unconditional proba-
bility that the agent experience the particular sensory value s′ (provided its
motor exploration γb obeys the condition of B′T ). To the agent, this means
that the knowledge of which sensation s it experiences at timestep t does
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not give it any information on which sensation s′ it is poised to experience
at t + 1. Importantly this shows that suitable choices of motor explorations
are required for learning a valid sensory metric, as well as giving an internal
observation to assess whether this condition fails via Eq. (4.10).

4.2.3.2 Using the metric in regularity assessment

We conclude by quickly detailing how the definitions enunciate the idea, pre-
viously outlined in 4.1 and 4.2.2.1, that the internal sensory metric allows the
agent to grade the typicality of its sensory experience. To begin with, con-
sider Eq. (4.8) by which δ f (s, s′) is defined in terms of the sensory transition
probabilities Ps,s′ . It is trivially equivalent to

∀s, s′ ∈ S , P
(
γs(t + 1) = s′ | γs(t) = s

)
∈ f−1(δ f (s, s′)) ⊂ R+.

Additionally the “∈ f−1(δ f (s, s′))” becomes equality “= f−1(δ f (s, s′))” as
soon as f is injective15, which we will assume in the following. But because
f is nonincreasing, so must f−1 be; this entails that the probability of any
sensory transition from s to s′ is a decreasing function of the sensory distance
between them.

Of course this is entirely expected, since that was the point in requiring f
to be nonincreasing in the first place. However, we also know from defining
the resulting metric d f from shortest paths in Eq. (4.9) that

∀s, s′ ∈ S , d f (s, s′) ≤ δ f (s, s′).

It then immediately follows that

∀s, s′ ∈ S , Ps,s′ = P
(
γs(t + 1) = s′ | γs(t) = s

)
≤ f−1(d f (s, s′)). (4.11)

Importantly, this shows that the internal knowledge of d f informs the
agent about which transitions it should expect. Indeed at any timestep t ∈ T

of its interaction where it is experiencing a particular s ∈ S , for any sensory
value s′ it can justifiably expect to next experience it with likelihood (at most)
f−1(d f (s, s′)). Conversely, it can examine ex post the transitions from γs(t)
to γs(t + 1) it has (if only just) experienced and rate their typicality as this
likelihood. Going back to the example developed in Figure 4.2 we would

15(in particular this is guaranteed whenever it is decreasing, and the two properties are in
fact equivalent here)
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expect this likelihood to be low for the “light green → purple” transition,
whereas it should be high for the “purple→ dark blue” one.

Finally one should note that Eq. (4.11) is merely an inequality, as opposed
to the corresponding equality for f−1(δ f ). To the agent, this means that there
may be some particular transitions from s to s′ which are unlikely even while
the agent has found d f (s, s′) to be small in Eq. (4.9). Accordingly, the above
reasoning will have the agent possibly overestimate the typicality of certain
sensory transitions; in turn, it will possibly accept certain of its successive
experiences as plausible where they should in fact be deemed rare. What
Eq. (4.11) guarantees instead is that whenever the agent judges some sensory
transition to be implausible by way of its known metric d f , then its likelihood
must be at least as low as that the agent estimated. In a sense, this means
that the criterion suggested by Eq. (4.11) for grading the typicality of sensory
experiences admits no false negatives as it rejects outlier events.

4.3 Experiment: building the continuity map un-

der perturbation

The purpose of the previous theoretical discussion was to detail how metric
topology could try to account for the phenomenon of subjective continuity
we might expect an agent to feel, even in discrete settings. We now turn
to implementing the resulting procedure in a simulated experiment, which
will allow us to assess whether the formal construction actually captures the
properties we highlighted in the introduction 4.1. The experiment we detail
aims in particular to discover continuity in the sensorimotor experience of
colors.

4.3.1 Description of the experimental setup

The system involved in the experiment is largely similar to that previously
studied in 3.3, featuring a mobile agent observing a 2-d visual scene. This
scene displays as continuous stream of (colored) images, supplied by play-
ing back a video file. To obtain an “expected” result, this video file should
correspond to a “natural” stimulus since it will form the basis of the result-
ing sensory topology. The experiment occurs in discrete time, denoted by
the index timesteps tn, n ∈ N. Importantly these timesteps are regularly
spaced (that is, tn+1 − tn is independent of n), which is practically assured
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by each timestep corresponding to a frame being displayed in the visual
scene. Between any two timesteps tn, tn+1 of its interaction with its envi-
ronment, the agent may move from b[tn] to b[tn+1] in order to survey dif-
ferent areas of the visual scene. It then locally samples the current image
ε[tn+1] = γε(tn+1) using its Wc-by-Hc camera, resulting in a sensory array
s[tn+1] = (sck [tn+1])1≤k≤Nc=Wc×Hc

.
The value of a pixel at any single point in the scene is given by an RGB

tuple ε(x, y) = (R, G, B) ∈ J0; 255K3. The sensitivity function (see 2.3.2.2) of
every sensel of the camera is given by

fc(R, G, B) =

 1
32




R
G
B




 16 ·




1
8

64




= h8(R)× 80 + h8(G)× 81 + h8(B)× 82

(4.12)

where h8 : x ∈ J0; 255K 7→
⌊ x

32

⌋
∈ J0; 7K, pictured in Figure 4.4, compresses

the initial 256 values of any one component R, G or B into 8 possible output
values. Consequently the total output value fc(R, G, B) of sensel c is a whole
number at most equal to 83 − 1 = 511, and which takes all nS = 512 values
of J0; 511K over the range of its input. In the following, we use si to denote
the particular sensory value of S with label 0 ≤ i ≤ 511. Figure 4.5 further il-
lustrates the correspondence between RGB values and their associated labels
fc(R, G, B). It makes apparent that the internal sensory coding performed
by fc does not seem continuous to us, that is the closeness of labels fc(·) (as
numbers) does not necessarily correspond to the closeness we perceive of
their corresponding colors.

In this experiment we consider a number of distinct sensorimotor expe-
riences of this setup. Furthermore the dimensions of the camera are kept
constant between explorations, with Wc = Hc = 201. Any one of these
experiments runs thus: at timestep tn, the agent has absolute configuration
b[tn] = (x[tn], y[tn]) ∈ B. It samples the current environment state ε[tn],
resulting in a sensory output

s[tn] = (sck)1≤k≤Nc
=
(

fc(ε |Fck (b[tn]) +Wc[tn])
)

1≤k≤Nc
.

16Although customary in computer science this is a slight abuse of notation: it denotes
that we take the floor function on a component-wise basis.
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FIGURE 4.4: Compression of the input color values by the camera sensor

FIGURE 4.5: Illustration of the internal code of color sensations as nu-
meric labels

Wc[tn] =




w1

w2

w3


 is a white noise vector, added to the color ε |Fck (b[tn]) =




R
G
B




effectively displayed in the scene before conversion by the sensitivity func-
tion fc of the pixel. Computationally, all components wi are independently
drawn from the N (0, σ2) Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation σ. The value of σ is kept constant for any one sensorimotor inter-
action; furthermore, all draws ofWc[tn] are also independent as sensel c and
timestep tn vary.

Then the agent moves from b[tn] to b[tn+1] as its experience progresses.
The amplitude

∆b = ‖b[tn+1]− b[tn]‖2 =
√
(x[tn+1]− x[tn])2 + (y[tn+1]− y[tn])2

of the movement separating any two consecutive absolute configurations is
kept constant in each sensorimotor exploration. It obtains a new sensory
reading s[tn+1] corresponding to its new configuration b[tn+1] and the up-
dated state of the scene ε[tn+1]. Then it is able to update the relative frequen-
cies P̂si,sj by comparing s[tn] and s[tn+1] component by component. Impor-
tantly we thus have all sensels contribute to the same frequency count. Al-
though this corresponds once more to an assumption that outputs sc and sc′
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of distinct sensels are comparable (as opposed to what we outlined in 2.3.2.3),
this time it only yields increased computational convenience and does not
bear on the fundamental result. Indeed, fusing all counts into one acceler-
ates the estimation of Psi,sj : now each pair of successive timesteps tn, tn+1

produces Nc = Wc × Hc = 40401 events with which the agent can up-
date its observed frequencies, instead of one only. Moreover, keeping sep-
arate frequencies P̂c,si,sj for distinct sensels c ∈ C would involve updating
Nc × nS × nS = 10, 590, 879, 744 distinct records, compared to the already
sizeable nS × nS = 262, 144 entries of the P̂si,sj fused case. This simplification
hinges on the fact that the distinct sensels ci ought, statistically speaking, to
produce the same sensory experiences since they all share the same sensi-
tivity function fc and are identically affected by displacements of the agent.
Therefore, we would expect their separate empirical probabilities P̂c,si,sj to all
eventually converge towards shared values independently of the particular
sensel c; but then this shared value would also be the limit of their mean,
that is P̂si,sj .

This interaction proceeds for nt = 4000 timesteps (corresponding to 4000
frames in the scene), at the end of which we assess the sensory metric result-
ing from the empirical observations of the agent. This process is further run
several times to independently assess the influence of two condition vari-
ables. First, we investigate the effect of varying the displacement amplitude
∆b by which the agent moves between each timestep, with the base case
∆b = 0 corresponding to an immobile agent. Second, we have the external
white noise W vary by setting distinct values of standard deviation σ in its
original distribution; there the base case is that where no noise is added, that
is σ = 0. Between all sensorimotor explorations, we respectively test for the
values

∆b ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 100}

σ ∈ {3, 5, 10, 20, 50} .

4.3.2 Computing the sensory distance

Labelling the sensory outputs of the agent by the single number appear-
ing as output of the sensitivity function fc makes it so that the P·,· sensory
transition probabilities are naturally indexed by pairs of natural numbers.
As a result the collection of all such probabilities can be experimentally de-
scribed as a 512-by-512 matrix MP, where (MP)i,j = Psi,sj . Because Psi,sj is
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defined as P
(
γs[tn+1] = sj | γs[tn] = si

)
, we know that at any row i we have

∑j(MP)i,j = ∑j Psi,sj = 1. Therefore, MP is a Markov matrix.
During the course of its experience, the agent is led to count the number

of occurrences of events
{

sck [tn+1] = sj | sck [tn] = si
}

for all possible values
si, sj ∈ J0; 511K. To record these, we therefore define a 512-by-512 matrix Mo it
updates as timesteps increase. It is initialized by setting all of its coefficients
oi,j = (Mo)i,j to 0, corresponding to the agent not having yet observed any
sensory transitions. Then, going from timestep tn ∈ T to tn+1 it is updated
along

oi,j[tn+1] = oi,j[tn] + ηi,j[tn] (4.13)

where ηi,j[tn] counts the number of sensels ck ∈ C such that sck [tn] = si and
sck [tn+1] = sj; that is, ηi,j[tn] counts the number of transitions from sensory
output si to sj the agent has observed from tn to tn+1. Following this defini-
tion, the relative transition frequencies p̂i,j = P̂si,sj can be obtained from the
matrix of occurrences Mo by

p̂i,j[tn] =
oi,j[tn]

∑j oi,j[tn]
. (4.14)

This consequently defines the matrix MP̂[tn] of empirical probabilities, which
converges towards MP (as tn goes to infinity) by the strong law of large num-
bers (Dekking, 2005).

In the experiment, the function f used to compute the prototypic close-
ness values δ f (si, sj) of Eq. (4.8) is set to − log once and for all; as a result, we
dispose of the explicit subscript and instead simply write δ(si, sj). From the
previous definitions, it can be applied component by component on MP̂ as
per

δ̂i,j[tn] = − log( p̂i,j[tn]) (4.15)

which further yields the matrix Mδ̂. Following the discussion made in 4.2.2.2,
it is taken as the adjacency matrix of a graph G− log

S of sensory values. Ac-
cordingly, we solve the All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) problem correspond-
ing to this graph, by which we obtain the quasimetric d̂ = d̂− log of 4.2.2.2
on sensory values. This is done by directly applying Floyd-Warshall’s algo-
rithm (Floyd, 1962) on the Mδ̂[tn] matrix. It outputs Md̂[tn], the matrix where
d̂i,j[tn] = (Md̂)i,j[tn] is the weighted length of the shortest path from si to
sj using the edges specified by Mδ̂[tn]. As a consequence, this provides the
agent with the result metric we set out to discover via d(si, sj) = d̂i,j.
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4.3.3 Spatially representing the sensory metric

4.3.3.1 The use of dimensionality reduction

At this point, the agent has computed a collection of distances d̂i,j = d̂(si, sj)

separating its sensory values. Although this makes S a (quasi)metric space,
this does not immediately provide a “spatial” layout as we may have wanted
it. What such a layout entails, instead, is the search for a subspace Ŝ = {ŝi}
of the familiar space Rn for some n, such that the spatial distance between
any two representations ŝi, ŝj ∈ Rn matches with the corresponding d̂(si, sj).
Ideally this representation would be an isometry, showing that the Ŝ repre-
sentation brings no additional use to the agent itself. However, it allows us
to assess which metric regularities it has learned from its sensorimotor expe-
rience. Following the manifold hypothesis (Fefferman, Mitter, and Narayanan,
2013), we assume that the “natural” metric structure learned by the agent
is compatible with its sensory space S being a (Riemannian) manifold. As
a result, it can be isometrically embedded into a Euclidean space Rn (Nash,
1956)17. The problem of determining a spatial representation Ŝ is therefore
one of manifold learning (Izenman, 2012), for which a number of algorithms
are available (van der Maaten, Postma, and Herik, 2007). However, our use
case is somewhat unusual compared to the practice described in these pa-
pers. Indeed, a common assumption in manifold learning is that the data
we are trying to analyze is already presented as a (sub)manifold. That is, the
procedures operate on a set M of N-dimensional samples {xi}1≤i≤nx

where
each xi is itself a vector of RN; moreover, the distance in M is taken to be
the vector distance between the xi. From there, it searches for a projection
projd : RN → Rd onto a lower-dimensional space, that is with d < N. The
projected values x̄i = projd(xi) ∈ Rd are thought of as their low dimensional
representation. Usually, one has to find a suitable d to minimize the represen-
tational dimension (and thus approach the intrinsic dimension of the data)
while retaining the properties of interest in the dataset. On the contrary, in
our case the agent only knows of the distances between the xi data points,
that is the property the representation seeks to preserve. We are therefore
limited to using algorithms that allow for this sort of limited input, such as
ISOMAP (Tenenbaum, 2000) or CDA (J. A. Lee et al., 2000).

17In the general imbedding theorem very high values of ambient dimension n can be
found necessary, depending on the complexity of the metric structure of sensory values.
Nonetheless, the manifold hypothesis further states that the intrinsic dimension of S is much
lower than that by which it is initially presented, that is Nc = 2012.
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(A) Difference between the metrics (B) Approximate equality in small neigh-
borhoods

FIGURE 4.6: Comparison of the ambient and intrinsic metrics on a Rie-
mannian manifold.

Intrinsic and ambient metrics on a submanifold The criterion for estimat-
ing whether a representation manifold Ŝ accurately depicts the initial metric
structure of S (given by d̂) is, informally speaking, that

∀si, sj ∈ S , dŜ(ŝi, ŝj) ≈ d̂(si, sj)

where ideally we would even get an equality. It is therefore important to
make explicit which distance dŜ one takes between representational points
x̂i. Indeed, at least two candidates naturally appear from our assuming Ŝ is
a submanifold in Rn (Gromov, 1999). This is illustrated in Figure 4.6, in the
case where the intrinsic structure of S is that of a circle embedded in R2. Let
us consider Fig. 4.6a. It pictures the entirety of sensory representation space
Ŝ , among which two arbitrary (representations of) sensory values si and sj

have been singled out. One way to measure the distance separating these
values is by specifying their ambient distance as points in the plane R2: this
corresponds to taking the length dR2(ŝi, ŝj) of the orange line segment. If one
restricts themselves to evaluating the distance separating them along paths
in Ŝ , however, they would obtain the geodesic distance dγŜ (ŝiŝj) displayed in
blue. This geodesic metric is invariant of the geometry of S , that is indepen-
dent of which embedding Ŝ one may choose.

Fig. 4.6a shows that the two metrics need not coincide. For instance, let us
consider ŝ and ŝ′ any two antipodal points of Ŝ . Then we would necessary
have dR2(ŝ, ŝ′) = 2R where R is the radius of Ŝ in R2; on the other hand, we
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would have dγŜ (ŝ, ˆsts′) = πR since the corresponding path covers exactly
one half of Ŝ . In fact, if for any two ŝi, ŝj we have dR2(ŝi, ŝj) = dγŜ (ŝi, ŝj),
then it means that the two (orange and blue) line segments are in fact equal.
In particular, that means that the two metrics globally agree if and only if Ŝ
contains every line segment joining any two of its points, that is if and only
if Ŝ is convex. Thus we need to specify which metric on spatial representa-
tions ŝi ∈ Ŝ we want to mirror that the agent has internally discovered18.
Recall that in 4.2.2 we introduced the (abstract) sensory metric d f on S as the

distances of shortest paths in some graph G f
S . These paths correspond to the

geodesics in G f
S seen as a metric space, which are further generalized (for non

discrete collection of vertices) by the geodesic distances of manifolds. Thus,
we will henceforth consider the intrinsic metric dγŜ as the metric we want
representation Ŝ to match with the internal d̂ metric.

4.3.3.2 ISOMAP

We now quickly describe how ISOMAP determines a suitable spatial repre-
sentation Ŝ of the metric structure the agent learned on its sensory values.
Its sensorimotor experience had it learn the pairwise distances d̂i,j = d̂(si, sj)

between any two sensory values si, sj ∈ S . Then,

1. For each sensory value si ∈ S , determine a neighbourhood Nsi . Typi-
cally, this is done by selecting either its k nearest neighbours sj1 , . . . , sjk
(with k a parameter whole number) or every value that is at most ε

apart from si for the initial metric d̂ (with ε a parameter positive num-
ber). ISOMAP then assumes that each geodesic distance between val-
ues sj, sk in any one such neighbourhood Nsi is given by dγS (sj, sk) =

d̂(sj, sk). Every other distance, that is those between values which do
not share a neighbourhood, is not set at this stage.

2. The distinct neighborhoods are glued together by solving the APSP
problem, e.g. using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Provided there is a path

si = si1 , si2 , . . . , sin = sj

18This is, in essence, the difference between MDS (Borg and Groenen, 1997), which by
design operates on the ambient metric, and ISOMAP.
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between any two sensory values si, sj such that for all k, sik and sik+1

share a neighbourhood19, this defines a total (quasi)metric S × S →
R+.

3. Finally, perform classical multidimensional scaling on the matrix of the
previous metric dγS . This involves finding the d eigenvectors e1, . . . , ed

associated to its largest eigenvalues (where d is a parameter whole num-
ber): the projections of the si ∈ S on (ei)1≤i≤d give their d-dimensional
representations ŝi.

The intuition behind this process is illustrated in Figure 4.6b, where the dis-
tinct metrics on Ŝ are illustrated for two close values si, sj. We can see that
the difference between the two distances dR2 and dγS vanishes as we restrict
our attention to gradually smaller neighborhoods in Ŝ . This is in fact guar-
anteed by the manifold being “smooth”, from which both the orange chord
and the blue geodesic arc converge towards the tangent direction at si as sj

tends towards si. Therefore the distances calculated in Step 2 occur as the
lengths of paths of chords, which increasingly approximate the limit value of
the geodesic arc lengths as the length of the chords vanish.

Two parameters appear in any one run of the above procedure: the neigh-
borhood selection parameter k (or ε, depending on the selection process) and
the output dimension parameter d. In particular, the first controls the qual-
ity with which small geodesic lengths are approximated by chord lengths
in Step 1; in turn, this directly impacts whether the lengths of paths of se-
lected chords in Step 2 closely follow the geometry of S . Choosing it too
small results in missing actual neighbours at any sensory values, introduc-
ing “holes” in the resulting structure; on the other hand, if one retains too
many neighbours they risk considering chords which “short-circuit” the ac-
tual geodesic (such as that seen in Fig. 4.6a). This critical effect of the initial
choice of parameter makes ISOMAP topologically unstable (Balasubrama-
nian, 2002). However, methods for algorithmically selecting suitable values
have been proposed in further works such as (Choo et al., 2010).

Because ISOMAP ends by applying classical MDS it requires in particular
that its input be symmetrical, that is

∀i, j, d̂i,j = d̂j,i.

19(which is especially guaranteed whenever the neighbourhoods are determined using k
Nearest Neighbours rules)
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This is a very standard requirement in visualisation algorithms, since the re-
sulting plot generally lies in a metric (as opposed to quasimetric) space Rd

where apparent distances are themselves symmetric. Nevertheless, this may
not be strictly true of the d̂ quasimetric the agent has discovered in its senso-
rimotor experience. We therefore symmetrize it beforehand by defining

d̂sym
i,j =

1
2

(
d̂i,j + d̂j,i

)
. (4.16)

The resulting (proper) metric d̂sym is then fed to the ISOMAP algorithm pre-
viously described. The reasoning supporting this preprocessing runs thus:
if the (theoretical) transition probabilities Psi,sj are themselves symmetrical,
then d̂ estimates a function which is symmetrical in its inputs itself. But
then d̂i,j and d̂j,i are two estimates of the same value, by which their mean
d̂sym

i,j = d̂sym
j,i also estimates this common value d(si, sj). Nonetheless, we

should also verify that the learned quasimetric d̂ is at least almost symmetric.
To this end, consider any square nS × nS matrix M. It is known that M can
be written as the sum of a symmetric part and an antisymmetric one

M = Msym + Mantisym

where we further know that Msym = 1
2(M + Mᵀ) and Mantisym = 1

2(M −
Mᵀ). Moreover, these two parts are orthogonal for the matrix inner product
〈A|B〉 = tr(AᵀB). This further entails via the Pythagorean theorem

‖M‖2
2 = ‖Msym‖2

2 + ‖Mantisym‖2
2

where ‖·‖2 is the norm associated with said inner product. Therefore, for any
square matrix M we define

Cantisym(M) =
‖Mantisym‖2

2
‖M‖2

2
. (4.17)

This yields a function which maps all such matrices to the range [0; 1] ⊂
R, with output 0 (resp. 1) corresponding to symmetric (resp. antisymmetric)
matrices. Moreover, if we denote Csym the symmetric equivalent, then we
have

∀M, Csym(M) + Cantisym(M) = 1.

Thus, Cantisym(M) measures some proportion by which M is antisymmetric.
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We therefore evaluate Cantisym(Md̂) before symmetrizing the empirical quasi-
metric d̂ to ascertain whether this preprocessing step introduces significant
changes in the d̂i,j: if our assumption that it is almost symmetrical actually
holds, then the resulting values of Cantisym should be close to 0.

4.3.4 Results

4.3.4.1 The sensory metric

Figure 4.7 pictures the result metric the agent discovers in the base case, that
is in an interaction where it stayed immobile (∆b = 0) and where no addi-
tional noise was added to the visual scene (σ = 0). Its first three columns
respectively display MP̂, Mδ̂ and Md̂ the matrices of relative (conditional)
frequencies, closeness values δ̂(si, sj) and eventual sensory quasimetric. The
correspondence (previously seen in Fig. 4.5) between numerical label i of si

and (one of) the color it represents is figured next to their bottom and left
sides to better interpret their shape. The color scale denoting the value of
the matrix coefficients is kept consistent between the three examples: dark
colors correspond to the lowest values (which go as low as 0), while bright
ones denote the larger numbers. Because all scales internally use the same
(full) range of color, note that a certain shade may not denote the same value
in two distinct matrices. For instance the exact middle tone, a dark reddish
pink, denotes a value of 0.5 in the first matrix MP̂ since all relative frequencies
span the entire [0; 1] range; on the other hand, the same color corresponds to
a value d̂med ≈ 17 in the final matrix Md̂. Then the final, fourth column
shows the embedding in R3 ISOMAP determines from the internal (sym-
metrized) metric d̂sym. We have further evaluated the antisymmetry coeffi-
cient Cantisym(Md̂) for the quasimetric matrices the agent discovers in all of
the explorations described in 4.3.1. Their distribution histogram is pictured
in Figure 4.8. It shows that after 4000 timesteps, the antisymmetric propor-
tion of the quasimetric matrix Md̂ lies in the range [0.01; 0.024]: in particular,
it is always smaller than 2.4% over all explorations considered here. There-
fore we proceed with the symmetrization into d̂sym on the grounds that it
does not significantly alter the relative (asymmetric) distances d̂i,j, instead
merely regularizing some discrepancy that arises from empirical estimation.
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FIGURE 4.7: Sensory metric matrices resulting from the sensorimotor in-
teraction of the agent in the base case.
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FIGURE 4.8: Evaluation of the symmetric component of the quasimetrics
empirically discovered

We can see in Fig. 4.7 that MP̂ is almost everywhere black. This denotes
the property that some particular sensory transitions from si to sj are vastly
more frequent than most others, and that the conditionals

{
s[tn+1] = sj | s[tn] = si

}

are generally extremely unlikely. In particular the diagonal coefficients (MP̂)i,i

form the only region which is relatively bright, corresponding to sensory
outputs si reliably following themselves in the sensorimotor flow. The rel-
ative differences between these values appear smoothed in Mδ̂ (as well as
reversed, since f = − log is nonincreasing), which has patterns of darker re-
gions appear in the matrix. These patterns visibly form squares, with each
row and column being divided in eight equally sized squares. These are
purely consequences of the coding of sensory values introduced by the sen-
sitivity fc in 4.3.1, as the juxtaposed index colorbar shows: these squares cor-
respond to one of the larger “periods” of Fig. 4.5, such as that encompassing
s0, . . . , s63. The same observation extends to the apparent “dotting” motifs
appearing in each of these large squares, which further mirrors the smaller
“periods” (of length 8, e.g. that of s0, . . . , s7) of the same figure. Importantly,
this shows that the distances discovered between any two numeric labels i, j
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is predictably contingent on the specific internal code fc of sensations20. In
fact Mδ̂ shows that δ̂i,j need not be small whenever i and j are close as internal
code: this is illustrated by the visual discontinuities where dark regions sit
directly next to bright ones. In particular, the edges of the aforementioned
squares are all such regions where continuity of the labelling codes i = fc(·)
does not coincide with that of sensations the agent is determining. Finally,
we can see that making δ̂ into the quasimetric d̂ by computing the shortest
paths smoothes out the matrix coefficients. In fact, apart from some specific
very bright regions corresponding to some sensory values the agent hardly
encountered in this specific exploration, most values of d̂ fall in the lower
values of the range displayed on the color scale. This is because although
the agent may have not directly experienced transitions e.g. from pure red
(labelled by i = 7) to pure green (resp. j = 56), it has however experienced
those from red to pure yellow (resp. k = 63) and from yellow to green. It
can therefore accordingly infer that however large δ̂7,56 is, the corresponding
metric distance d̂7,56 should be much lower since pure red and pure green
can be joined in as few as 2 relatively plausible transitions. Still, while the
quantitative contrast (as illustrated by the colors used) between values d̂i,j is
thus lower than in Mδ̂ our previous observations still hold. In particular, the
same square patterns show that the continuity of the metric d̂ is not that of
the labels i ∈ [0; 511] as numbers.

Let us now consider the spatial embedding displayed in the last column
of Figure 4.7. It appears that the manifold is intrinsically 3-dimensional, re-
sembling a ball in R3. The view in Fig. 4.7 has been chosen to have the
border of the apparent circle correspond to the hue parameter; indeed, we
can see that distinct colors (e.g. blue, yellow, and red tones) are grouped in
their respective angular portions of the manifold. Moreover, the way these
portions are arranged is compliant with our intuition about mixing colors:
purples lie between blues and reds, oranges between yellows and reds, and
cyans between blues and greens. This is entirely a spatial consequence of
the pairwise distances internally discovered, e.g. the property that distances
between blues and purples being smaller than that between blues and reds,
which the agent has learned only by assessing that the experience of blue
was more reliably followed by that of purple than by that of red. Although

20This mirrors the development about numberings of sensels previously made in 3.3.2.1,
except here we would relabel sensory values instead of sensory elements. A permutation
of the labels would accordingly only result in a conjugate of the matrix, which importantly
does not bear on the latter computations.
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the 2-dimensional projection here makes it somewhat harder to discern, the
foreground points are that of pale colors whereas darker shades are sym-
metrically relegated to the background. Additionally, the interior points of
the manifold correspond to desaturated colors, with various shades of grey
placed near the spatial center of the ball. This shows that, although the en-
tire process by which the agent inferred this metric structure of sensory val-
ues from its naive experience had no assumption about the structure of col-
ors, it nonetheless has a very familiar system of coordinates emerge. Let us
indeed consider the parameterization of the manifold via spherical coordi-
nates (Weisstein, n.d.) (r, θ, φ) relative to a zenith direction passing through
the black and white portions (that is, orthogonally through the 2-d view of
Fig. 4.7). Then the radial distance r, the azimuthal angle θ, and the polar one
φ respectively represent saturation, hue, and luminance associated with the
sensory values. Therefore this shows how the formal continuity which de-
termined the sensory metric d̂ corresponds to our intuitive understanding of
colors in terms of these 3 characteristics.

4.3.4.2 Crawling in my film: Effects of amplitude in the agent’s move-
ments on the discovered regularities

We now examine how the movements the agent can perform in its environ-
ment alter this behavior. More specifically, we consider the internal metrics
d̂∆b obtained from the particular conditions wherein any two successive con-
figurations b[tn] and b[tn+1] of the agent are exactly ∆b apart. Accordingly
higher values of ∆b correspond to larger changes of configurations between
each time step, which (in a continuous setting) reflects faster movements of
the agent.

We saw in 4.2.3.1 that, provided the metric structure discovered by the
agent in d̂ is mediated by some local coherence by which certain particular
sensory transitions si → sj are more likely, then we should expect certain
behaviors as its experience loses this local coherence property. In particular,
total loss of coherence has the events

{
s[tn+1] = sj

}
and {s[tn] = si} be in-

dependent. As a result, we would expect in the limit case that all p̂i,j only
depend on i, by which this is also the case of the d̂i,j. Consider then for each
sensory value index i ∈ {0, . . . , 511} the i-th row

Li =
(

d̂i,j

)
0≤j≤511

=
(

d̂i,0 . . . d̂i,511

)
∈ R512
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of the metric matrix Md̂. The previous hypothesis of totally incoherent ex-
periences entails that all Li are equal, independent of subscript i. For any
metric matrix Md̂∆b we therefore quantify the extent to which they are dis-
similar by computing their variance (as a collection of vectors) Var(Li). This
is pictured in Figure 4.9. The x axis labels the values of ∆b corresponding
to each trial, whereas the y axis denotes this measure of row dissimilarity.
Although it never reaches the null value of the ideal incoherent case, we
can indeed see that the plot displays a decreasing graph corresponding to
the rows Li growing more similar as amplitude ∆b increases. Moreover two
stages, distinguished by the slopes involved, appear in the pictured graph.
The first, corresponding to the initial increases in ∆b, is steeply decreasing:
indeed, the discovered metrics d̂∆b go from Var(Li) ≈ 114 to Var(Li) ≈ 94 as
∆b grows from 5 to 25, for an average slope of −20

20 = −1. On the contrary,
for higher values of ∆b the decrease is much more limited. In particular, the
value Var(Li) of row dissimilarity for ∆b = 100 is around 84, by which the
corresponding average slope is −10

75 ≈ −0.13. This shows several properties
of the local coherence present in the sensorimotor experience. First, since
Var(Li) never reaches 0 its effects can be found even as the agent performs
very large displacements. Second, from the initial steep decrease we can con-
clude that the coherence is particularly strong in very local experiences, that
is experiences where the agent moves very slowly21.

The previous discussion shows that movement of the agent naturally in-
troduces increased uncertainty in its observed sensory transitions, with the
increase being especially notable starting from the entirely immobile case. As
a consequence, we should expect the agent to pick up on distinct “typical”
sensory transitions depending on the movement amplitude ∆b wherewith it
learned their probability laws. Earlier in 4.2.2.1, we introduced the desired
sensory metric d(s, s′) as one which graded such a notion of typicality of
sensory experiences; we also further examined in 4.2.3.1 how this becomes
formally apparent by relating the distance between si and sj and the proba-
bility (that is, to the agent, the expectation) that sj should follow si. But then
it follows that if the movement amplitude ∆b altered which sensory transi-
tions the agent should find typical of its experience, then so should it affect
the capability of the resulting metric d̂∆b to accurately assess the typicality of

21Of course, the same intuition tells us that the rate at which displacements of the agent
have its experience lose coherence also depends on the environment state. In particular all
of the discussion hinges on the environment states having a similar local coherence (both
spatial and temporal) themselves, as opposed to them displaying e.g. white noise.
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FIGURE 4.9: Quantifying the robustness of the conditioning in sensory
transitions s[tn+1] = sj | s[tn] = si as movement amplitude ∆b of the

agent varies.

latter experiences depending on their movement conditions.
This is further studied in Figure 4.10. It displays ten 2-d (blue) point cloud

plots, each corresponding to two distinct movement amplitudes ∆blearning

(constant for each row) and ∆btesting (resp. for each column). Any one graph
indexed by (∆blearning, ∆btesting) is that of a distinct exploration. It repre-
sents the experience of an agent that has learned its sensory metric in the
amplitude condition ∆blearning but which is further interacting with its en-
vironment along condition ∆btesting. What each plot depicts, on the y axis,
is the probability in the latter experience (that is, with ∆b = ∆btesting) at
which occur transitions of a certain metric value from the former (i.e. with
∆b = ∆blearning), denoted on the x axis. From the discussion of 4.2.3.1, we
know that in the ideal case this point cloud should follow the graph y = e−x22

to reflect the agent’s capability to accurately grade the typicality of sensory
transitions. Accordingly, each of the 10 blue point clouds is fitted by a func-
tion of the form ya,b : x 7→ ae−bx (with a and b as parameters) using the least
squares method. For each separate plot, the graph of the fit determined thus
is plotted in red against the point cloud; additionally, the values of parame-
ters a, b are displayed on top of the corresponding graph.

22The theoretical fit being an exponential is entirely dependent on us choosing f = − log
in the experimental setup; in the more general (but bijective) case, we would have fit against
y = f−1(x).
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FIGURE 4.10: Comparison of the effectiveness of d̂∆b at grading typicality
of sensory experiences for distinct values of ∆b.

For now let us focus on the topmost row of Fig. 4.10, which corresponds
to a fixed movement amplitude ∆blearning = 5 in the learned stage. We can
see that the shape of the graph varies between columns: it appears flatter as
∆btesting increases. The difference between the two extremes amplitude val-
ues (5 and 100) is particularly apparent. In the first one, the point cloud
clearly follows a decreasing shape: this denotes the agent observing that
transitions which are “larger” –as per its learned internal metric d̂, on the
x axis– occur comparatively less frequently than those which are smaller. In
particular, the exponential fit is indeed close to the theoretical y = e−x (i.e.
a = b = 1) in the condition ∆btesting = ∆blearning = 5. On the contrary the
rightmost graph is almost horizontal, as reflected by the very small value of
corresponding parameter b. This shows that the distance values d̂5

i,j the agent
has learned while moving slowly do not provide it reliable information about
which sensory transitions are typical when its displacements are much larger
(i.e. at ∆b = 100). We can further observe that this flattening occurs gradually
as ∆btesting goes from 5 to 100; moreover, the successive values of fit param-
eter b show that most of it occurs in the first increases from 5 to 10 and from
10 to 25. This precisely corroborates our earlier assessment in Figure 4.9: in
particular, it shows that the structure of which sensory transitions are typ-
ical is influenced by a strong local coherence effect which quickly vanishes
as ∆b passes the 25 threshold. To the agent this means that its capability to
discern which transitions are typical, which it derives from its sensory met-
ric d̂5, cannot efficiently account for the sensorimotor experiences it further
experiences if it does not keep its displacements accordingly small.
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The bottommost row, for which the movement amplitude while learning
is fixed at ∆blearning = 100, displays the converse situation. There again, the
condition ∆blearning = ∆btesting = 100 shows the expected result, with an ex-
ponential fit close to the theoretical y = e−x. Similarly, the ability of the agent
to grade the typicality of transitions in experiences where it moves by vari-
ous values of ∆btesting degrades as they grow farther from ∆blearning = 100.
However the wost case performance, achieved for minimal ∆btesting = 5, is
noticeably better than the reverse ∆blearning = 5, ∆btesting = 100. In fact there
is only a small difference in shape of the point cloud as ∆btesting shrinks from
25 to 10 and, further, the corresponding difference from 10 to 5 is almost neg-
ligible as reported by the fit parameters a and b. This shows that the statisti-
cal regularities in sensory transitions the agent has learned while performing
large displacements generalize better to the (almost) immobile case than the
converse do. Therefore, although the agent is better able to distinguish which
of its sensory transitions are “typical” whenever the conditions of its sensori-
motor experience match that of its previous learning, this shows an implicit
advantage of learning these metric regularities during active exploration.

4.3.4.3 Introducing noise in the sensorimotor interaction

We now investigate how the internal metric d̂ discovered by the agent is af-
fected by the addition of random sensory noise in its learning exploration.
To this end, we compare several experiences of the agent where an artificial
Gaussian noise, centered and parameterized by its standard deviation σ > 0,
is applied to each color it samples in its environment state. Figure 4.11 dis-
plays the results for each case, ranging from σ = 3 to σ = 50. The top row
presents the resulting distance matrics Md̂σ , matched below by their respec-
tive 3-d ISOMAP embeddings. Each column corresponds to a single value of
the standard deviation σ in the noise distribution, specified at the bottom.
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FIGURE 4.11: Influence of the amount of noise on the discovered sensory
metric. Each column corresponds to a fixed amount of external sensory
noise, parameterized by the standard deviation σ of its source normal
distribution N (0, σ2). The topmost row pictures the resulting distances
matrices Mσ

d̂
, whereas the bottom one displays the corresponding 3-d

ISOMAP embeddings.
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We can see that all distance matrices Md̂σ exhibit the shape described ear-
lier in 4.7, with subdivisions into periodic squares and local discontinuities
corresponding to the internal coding of sensations of fc. Similarly all but the
last embedding, corresponding to σ = 50, resemble what we previously ex-
amined. They are all viewed from a similar perspective, determined by blue
shades being in the foreground and black ones appearing in the topmost re-
gion. Interestingly we can see that the orientation –or handedness– of the man-
ifold is not constant. Indeed going from cyans to greens follows a clockwise
path in the embedding of the first column, whereas it plots out counterclock-
wise trajectories in the next three. This is in fact an expected result: since each
of these manifolds and their respective mirror images (which reverses hand-
edness) are mutually isometric, orientation does not unambiguously follow
from the metric data d̂ the agent has learned. Therefore this observation
helps reinforce the claim that these embeddings faithfully depict that “spa-
tial” knowledge the agent has effectively acquired by computing d̂, without
introducing external structure in the process.

On the other hand, the embedding corresponding to the maximal noise
case σ = 50 seems clearly distinct from all others. Indeed, the correspon-
dence between the colors of representational points and their spatial group-
ings is far less obvious than that described in 4.7. For instance, observe that
very diverse colors (among them reds, yellows, some greens and blacks) are
all clumped in the leftmost region of the embedding; furthermore, purple
and blue shades we experience as very similar have been put at distant places
in the representation. Moreover the resulting space Ŝ is clearly no longer a
ball: although it may still locally be 3-dimensional, it is mostly devoid of
points near its center. It all results in the disappearance of the previous iden-
tification we found between the formal spatial structure imposed by the met-
ric, which we could leverage using spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ), and the
subjective qualities of colors as we perceive them. This corresponds to the
distance matrices Md̂σ being increasingly “smoothed” as σ grows, which is
made especially apparent in Md̂50 . For example, we can see that the range of
distance values appearing in Md̂σ shrinks as σ increases: the maximal value
goes from about d̂max ≈ 33 for σ = 3 to≈ 27 for σ ∈ {5, 10, 20}, before falling
to about 17 as σ = 50. Therefore, increasing the amount of noise has the re-
sult of making distinct sensory transitions from si to sj less discernible by
simply comparing their metric values. Indeed the noise added to the visual
scene decreases the influence of the local coherence property leveraged by
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FIGURE 4.12: Evolution of the distributions of learned sensory distances
d̂σ(ŝi, ŝj) as σ varies.

the procedure, especially since we specified its samples to be (both spatially
and temporally) independent. Therefore the conditioning of s[tn+1] relative
to s[tn] becomes weaker as the spread of its sampling distribution, parame-
terized by σ, grows. Moreover, the experienced sensory output s[tn] becomes
increasingly determined by the white noise as opposed to the actual environ-
ment state ε[tn] as the signal-to-noise ratio shrinks. As a result, in the limit
case of a flat distribution (corresponding to arbitrarily large values of σ), the
experienced sensations behave as independent draws from a uniform ran-
dom distribution. In turn, this corresponds to a limit state of Md̂σ where all
coefficients are equal, since we would have p̂i,j =

1
nS

= 1
512 irrespective of i

and j.
Figure 4.12 further develops and quantifies this reasoning. It presents two

series –one per row– of 5 histograms, with each column corresponding to one
of the experiences with a fixed value of σ. These histograms depict the dis-
tribution densities of the distance values d̂i,j in the corresponding matrices
Md̂σ , with the bottom one being that of the cumulative sum. The horizontal
ranges have been chosen equal between all plots to better visualize the way
the shape evolves as σ varies; additionally, the vertical shape is also fixed
for the cumulative histograms since by definition they precisely span the [0; 1]
range. Consider the density distributions pictured on the top row. Each of
them is unimodal and all but the last, for σ = 50, is at most slightly right-
skewed. We can see however that the spread of the distributions and the
location of their mode gradually (and monotonically) varies with σ. More
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FIGURE 4.13: Evolution of the variance in distances d̂σ
i,j as σ varies.

precisely, the distribution of the d̂σ
i,j gets narrower as σ increases. This is

illustrated by the leftmost histogram being spread over 18 bins (excluding
outliers), whereas the rightmost one only necessitates 723. This is congruent
with the distribution of the d̂σ gradually shifting to the previously discussed
Dirac distribution of the totally uniform experience. This phenomenon is
also clearly visible on the cumulative distributions of the bottom row, where
the extremal case of σ = 50 displays a very steep increase. The limit theoret-
ical case here is that of the Heaviside step function, to which the cumulative
distributions grow closer as σ increases. In particular, the bottom right plot
clearly shows that the range effectively used by the d̂50

i,j has shrunk compared
to that of the d̂3

i,j: to the agent, this means that its capability to grade the typ-
icality of sensory experiences covers a much more narrow range of cases.

The extent to which this spread evolves with the amount of noise is de-
tailed in Figure 4.13, which plots the variance of all entries d̂σ

i,j in Md̂σ against
σ. But the variance of the d̂σ

i,j is precisely the variance of the corresponding
distribution in Fig. 4.12, which quantifies its spread. And indeed Fig. 4.13
shows that the variance of d̂σ

i,j is a decreasing function of σ. In fact, it is
approximately decreased sixfold (from 24.3 to 3.9) as σ goes from 3 to 50.
Furthermore, we see that the rate at which the variance decreases is not uni-
form. Instead the first few increases in σ, from 3 to 10, have minimal effect
on Var(d̂i,j): it only goes from 24.3 to 23.4 in this region of the graph, for an

23Since the horizontal range of the plot as well as the bin width are kept constant, the
number of bins directly mirrors the actual range spanned by the distribution.
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average slope of −0.13. On the other hand the decrease is much sharper as σ

goes from 10 to 50, corresponding to an average slope of −0.5.
This helps cement the observation, previously made when we examined

Fig. 4.11, about how the procedure used for internally determining the sen-
sory metric d̂ is affected by the introduction of external noise. To begin with,
it shows that it is robust to the addition of some “sufficiently small” amount
of noise as parameterized by σ, which does not significantly alter its result-
ing output (as reported by the first embeddings of Fig. 4.11 or the variance
of Fig. 4.13 for low σ). On the other hand it shows how, once it crosses a
certain threshold, this external noise can drown out the desired regular sen-
sory transitions in the sensorimotor experience of the agent. This entails that
the metric it learns does not effectively support the capability to grade the
typicality of sensory transitions (as seen in Fig. 4.12 for large values of σ);
but this is in turn reflected on the spatial understanding of closeness of sen-
sations, which are not faithfully laid out in the last embedding of Fig. 4.11.
In point of fact, this limitation is not surprising at all considering how this
sensory metric was entirely designed as an internal image of the likelihood
of pairwise sensory transitions. What was less obvious, then, is that it can
produce valid results in noisy settings as long as the noise is small enough.
Recalling our discussion in 2.2.3.3, this is a substantial improvement in the
context of our processing sensorimotor signals as uninterpreted symbols (de-
scribed in 2.3.2.3). In particular, this procedure can both be carried out in a
noisy setting and further endow the agent with the capability to process noise
in its subsequent experiences.

4.4 Conclusion

The SMCT context has agents face significant orders of magnitude from the
onset of their cognitive development. Indeed, it has the robot cognize at
the subsymbolic level of its bare sensorimotor flow, which is a very rich if
unstructured stream of information. Consequently, the wealth of interac-
tions an agent may have in realistic conditions can only result in an immense
number of possible states of its sensorimotor flow. Forasmuch as its develop-
ment may also be open-ended, this requires that the agent be able to transfer
knowledge along related interactions.

This chapter was devoted to studying a “topological” notion of similar-
ity between interactions that could mediate such a capability. It relies on the
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intuition that two “similar” interactions (i.e. interactions that involve “simi-
lar” states of the environment and actuations of the agent) must result in two
“similar” sensorimotor experiences, a quality that the agent should be able
to ascertain. As such it corresponds to a certain notion of subjective continu-
ity for the agent, which precisely asserts that its sensorimotor interaction is
continuous.

We first detailed how the mathematical notion of continuity yields some
insight into this relationship between similarity and continuity. In particu-
lar, we detailed how topology (i.e. precisely the study of general mathemat-
ical continuity) establishes a bidirectional correspondence between the two
points of view via the introduction of final topologies. Consequently, we de-
scribed how one could go about framing the continuity of an agent’s internal
sensorimotor experience not as an experimental fact dependent on which
specific interaction it took part in, but as an a priori enforced constraint from
which to deduce similarity relations on its sensory outputs.

However, we also showed that general topology could not thereby pro-
vide a comprehensive and satisfactory account of our subjective notion of
sensory similarity. The analogy between formal and felt continuity especially
breaks down in the discrete case, a case where we necessarily leverage addi-
tional structure. We therefore transposed the previous idea to the context of
metric topology, resulting in the definition of a sensory metric. Importantly,
this sensory metric grades the similarity of sensations as the likelihood of
their being successively experienced so that typical sensorimotor experiences
result in continuous sensory trajectories.

We illustrated the construction in a simulated experiment where the agent
was made to discover the sensory metric of its color sensations. We found
that the proposed process resulted in the discovery of a 3-dimensional topol-
ogy of colors coherent with our intuition, hence showing that formal (metric)
continuity provides satisfactory grounds for the desired subjective similarity.
Importantly we demonstrated that the similarity the agent learned is entirely
that of its experienced sensations, as opposed to that of their internal codes.
This demonstrates that metric (and topological) relations between sensations
can be found as sensorimotor contingencies and that we do not need to as-
sume that the agent a priori know of them. Besides, it provides the agent
with capabilities to tackle approximate judgements instead of the previously
purely categorical ones, thus possibly giving a lead to bridge the numericity
gap outlined in 2.2.3.3. We also showed that the resulting color topology is
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robust to the introduction of (some) sensory noise, potentially enabling the
agent to face more realistic setups at last.

This development opens several immediate perspectives. On a theoreti-
cal level, we only showed that metric spaces provided a sufficient toolset to
implement the subjective sense of continuity discussed, whereas topological
spaces did not. Thus it remains to be determined however if the full expres-
sive capabilities of metrics are in fact necessary, or if one could settle on an
intermediary context such as that of uniform spaces. Additionally, we did
not ensure that the definition of the internal sensory metric make it an in-
ternal object in the sense of 2.3.2.3. Indeed, it is not necessarily true that the
conversion from transition likelihood Ps,s′ to closeness value δ f (s, s′) can be
internally performed24. A tentative workaround may be found by noticing
that the Ps,s′ appear as if they were state transition probabilities of a Markov
process. Following this interpretation then, the sensory metric is essentially
asked to be a metric on the Markov state space such that more likely transi-
tions drag their corresponding states closer. As a result, one may investigate
a number of related metric constructions on Markov processes (Boyd et al.,
2020) such as commute time, hitting time, or diffusion distance (Chebotarev
and Deza, 2020; Coifman and Lafon, 2006; Rozinas, 2010); crucially these
may be entirely computed in terms of experienced statistical observations of
sensory events, which would make them internally available. On the other
hand, practical improvements could be sought in the empirical estimation
of the sensory transition likelihoods. Indeed, our simulation relied on all
sensels pooling their contribution to a shared estimated law of sensory tran-
sitions. However, computational convenience alone justified this approach
which may yield incorrect results for agents with heterogeneous sensors.
In the general case, two natural options arise: either one can estimate the
(joint) transition law for sensations of the total sensory apparatus C , or they
can instead separately estimate the |C | separate transition laws correspond-
ing to each sensel c ∈ C . Both cases raise issues, however, with the first
providing relatively few samples of transitions in the huge total state space
SC whereas the latter corresponds to the numerous marginal probabilities of
transitions in the smaller Sc. Else, one could instead generalize the pooling
our agent performed provided they internally determined which sensors ac-
tually estimate common laws (e.g. by monitoring their pairwise correlations
as in (Censi and Scaramuzza, 2013; Grossmann, Gaspar, and Orabona, 2010)

24(unless, of course, f is internally available itself)
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or the latter parts of (Valentin Marcel, 2020)). This would potentially allow
agents endowed with complex sensory apparatuses to determine their sen-
sory topologies within a reasonable time.
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Conclusion

This thesis aimed to give a formal account of the sensorimotor contingencies
theory of perception, with a particular emphasis on its application in robotic
settings. The classical approach to understanding perception in such con-
texts has historically been both passive and symbolic. The corresponding
paradigms have robotic agents seek perception in internal representations
of the world and their interaction. These agents obtain said representations
by applying feature extraction techniques to their sensory “inputs”; impor-
tantly these symbolic representations are both that of our conscious under-
standing and that on which to form adapted sensorimotor behaviours. The
SMCT approach breaks from this viewpoint in several aspects. First, it is
adamantly antirepresentationalist and instead surmises that sensorimotor
cognitive functions operate on a subsymbolic level, namely that of the bare
sensorimotor flow. Second, it has perception depend on crucial constraints
on the actual sensorimotor experiences of a sensorimotor agent. Notably,
this involves constraints that result from its interaction being embodied, sit-
uated, and enactive. Finally, it frames perceptive capabilities as something
the agent can develop instead of some signal processing techniques it must a
priori know.

In addition to the insight it gives into the study of perception and its de-
velopment, these components lend several desirable properties to the SMCT
paradigm in the context of robotics. Following its principles, perceiving only
requires robots to have the capabilities to recognize the contingencies that
appear in their sensorimotor flow as their experience unfolds. Hence this de-
velopmental process is independent of the specific sensorimotor capabilities
of the agent and its environment. Consequently, the sensorimotor contingen-
cies theory considers very generic laws agents can leverage to achieve au-
tonomous sensorimotor behaviour adapted to the particular conditions they
are effectively experiencing. Several previous works then investigated how
agents could discover key characteristics of their interaction (e.g. their body
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schema or the dimensionality of the ambient space) by observing certain par-
ticular events in their sensorimotor flow (respectively self contact and com-
pensable movements). In doing so, they highlighted that care needed to be
taken in the formal modelling of these interactions since it makes these char-
acteristics into variables of interest. As a result, various frameworks have
been set up to study sensorimotor contingencies.

The first contribution of this work lies in Chapter 2 where we proposed
such a formalisation. It followed from an examination of how the choices of
formal language we make reflect on the content it can address. In particular,
we showed that choosing which mathematical structures the formalism re-
cruits accounts for considerations about a priori knowledge of the interaction
(whether by the observer or the agent itself). This argument enabled us to for-
malise the claims about genericity of the SMCT approach by comparing the a
priori assumptions between the distinct frameworks. We also discussed how
limitations can result from properties of the formalisation where they are, in a
sense, hardcoded. For instance, we detailed how previous parameterizations
of the sensorimotor interaction logically excluded any locomotion.

Our proposal followed three main objectives. First, it intended to provide
a unified and (more) definitive basis for the previous iterations we built it
upon; it especially had to be at least as generic as to subsume them. To this
end, we proved that it led to statements (and thus results) equivalent to that
found in V. Marcel’s works, which previously strived to maintain extreme
genericity. Second, it attempted to transparently capture and reproduce the
key concepts exposed in (J K O’Regan and Noë, 2001). Our framework re-
flected this consideration in its definitions, which emphasize changes in the
sensorimotor flow (e.g. motor actions and sensory transitions) as well as on
separating the basis of subjective experience from its “hardware” implemen-
tation or “neural correlates” (e.g. sensors and their internal semantics). Fi-
nally, it had to address the limitations we outlined, which presupposes that
we avoided their formal causes. The discussion of these causes made this
point straightforward: our introduction of motor actions and adjustment
of the formalisation of the kinesthetic sense allowed us to add mobile and
dynamically-controlled agents to the scope of our models. Moreover, we in-
troduced a formal account of the longstanding notion of knowledge of the
agent, based on its compositional structure. It allowed us to formalise the
constructivist aspect of SMCT by which agents gradually accrue perceptive
capabilities. While it has been a subject of interest in related works, what
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knowledge the agent (a priori) possesses, how, and why it does so was gen-
erally kept informal. As a matter of fact, to our knowledge it is the first time
that an explicit characterization of this property is provided.

Chapter 3 followed our first exploitation of the expressive capabilities af-
forded by our framework. In it, we studied the shifts of receptive fields of an
agent’s sensors as it moves in its environment. We established in a theoretical
exposition that such shifts appeared at the sensory level as permutations of
the sensory array. These permutations ideally mirror the sequences of conser-
vative actions that cause them; we further proved that generalizing to inverse
semigroups of partial permutations transparently accounts for the non-ideal
case. Importantly these permutations are invariant for a given agent, there-
fore their occurring at the sensory level it can naively access means they must
form predictable patterns. Besides, we showed in great generality that pre-
dictions of the effects of actions must necessarily carry the algebraic com-
position structure of their corresponding actions. Hence we demonstrated
that a naive agent can recognize the sensorimotor contingency of sensory
permutations associated with shifts of receptive fields to probe the combi-
natorial structure of its motor actions. In particular, it provides agents with
an alternative characterization of their compensable displacements. As a re-
sult, following the argument made by H. Poincaré (and developed since by
D. Philipona, A. Terekhov and A. Laflaquière) it lends knowledge about the
geometry of their ambient space to agents that learn the associated sensori-
motor predictions.

Chapter 4 had us take another direction and define an internal notion of
similarity between sensorimotor experiences. We discussed how such ideas
are generally formalised using spatial (i.e. geometrical, or more generally
topological) means. We found that topology could not entirely account for
the approximate judgements we aimed to produce. Nonetheless, we pursued
its insight on the relation between similarity of experiences and the agent’s
experienced continuity of its sensorimotor flow in the more favourable met-
ric setting. This particular insight essentially resides in an inversion of the in-
tuitive viewpoint: there, continuity goes from an empirical assessment made
of one’s experience to an axiom dictating the structure of its content. Accord-
ingly, it resulted in a sensory metric whereby sensations are deemed close
whenever they occur at closely points in the sensorimotor experience of the
agent. Our experiment showed that this construction resulted in an agent’s
internal assessment of similarities between colors remarkably coherent with
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ours. Moreover, it enabled the agent to determine that its typical sensorimo-
tor experiences were continuous. We therefore demonstrated how a naive
agent might infer both similarity between sensations and continuity of one’s
experience from the statistical observation of its sensorimotor transitions.
What is more, the approximate judgements afforded by a gradual similar-
ity (as opposed to the categorical one of binary equality comparison) pave
the way for agents to face realistic and noisy settings. In fact, the same ex-
periment established that the metric construction was robust to the introduc-
tion of some measure of noise. As a result this similarity might improve the
agent’s cognitive functions with scalability and robustness properties, thus
addressing a most urgent issue of our model.

Using the techniques described in this work, a naive agent can recog-
nize two new sorts of sensorimotor contingencies. These contingencies ap-
pear as regularities in its (strongly) uninterpreted sensorimotor flow as per
the specifications of the theory. Besides, they correspond to some important
detail of the sensorimotor interaction so that their mastery by the agent is
precisely it perceiving said detail. As important and perhaps more novel,
we argue, is the way these statements manifest in our formalisation. Indeed
the main results of Chapters 3 and 4 separate their answers depending on
which of 3 angles we choose. Our characterization about a priori knowledge
of the agent establishes how it can recognize the sensorimotor contingencies
we considered, that is generally by monitoring the successive values output
by its sensels. Our external description of the system elucidates why these
specific sensel permutations (respectively typical sensation transitions) oc-
cur: it is the internal image of the shifts of receptive fields (resp. of the local
spatiotemporal coherence) that occur in the embodied interaction. On the
contrary, the answer as to the what is more partial. Indeed we never claimed
to determine precisely what image of the contingencies and form thereof the
agent would capture; we later observed that both the sensel permutation
and sensory transition matrices needed not be understandable to us. What
mattered was not these internal subsymbolic images per se but the structures
they formed (e.g. the algebraic composition structure for sensory predictions
or the metric spatial structure for sensory similarity) and the relations be-
tween internal structures and that of the interaction. Therefore, we followed
a path between the total intelligibility of symbolic cognition on the one hand
and the “black box” paradigms such as deep learning on the other one. Ac-
cordingly, we can hope to avoid the classical pitfalls of symbolic approaches
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while maintaining (internal and external) explainability.
In addition to the various developments we outlined in each of the parts,

several lines that would use elaboration emerge over the entire work. First,
it should be further detailed to what extent our proposed framework can
effectively and efficiently account for other SMCT works. Indeed we only
established that fact in a sufficient capacity relative to some select contribu-
tions; it remains to conduct the same examination for many others. Given the
variety of backgrounds and practices they represent, this would likely prove
a significant endeavour. We can jot a second axis on a more practical note. In-
deed, although some strides have been taken to consider more complex and
realistic situations (see for one the whole of Chapter 4), attentive readers will
surely have noted that those described in this work are still remarkably sim-
plified. A natural extension would then be to try and adapt both the formal
framework of Chapter 2 and the developments of Chapters 3 and 4 to more
complex setups such as physical robots. In particular, both an extension of
the formalism to dynamically-controlled agents (which we briefly sketched)
and a practical implementation of the determination of the sensory similar-
ity experiment for complex agents would be of great interest in pursuing this
goal.
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